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கற ைகம அள , க லாத உலகள
-- ஔைவயா
What you have learned is a mere handful;
What is yet to be learnt is the size of the world!
– Auvayar
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ABSTRACT
Venkataramani, Swagath PhD, Purdue University, December 2016. Approximate
Computing:
An Integrated Cross-layer Framework.
Major Professor: Anand
Raghunathan.
We have witnessed a fundamental shift in the nature of workloads executed by
computing platforms across the spectrum, from mobile and deeply-embedded devices
to servers and data centers. Increasingly, computing platforms need to analyze, organize and search through large amounts of real-world data, intelligently interact with
the physical world, be context-aware, and present more natural human interfaces.
These tasks do not involve the computation of a golden answer or unique numerical
result. Instead, they need to produce outputs that are good-enough or of suﬃcient
quality. Such workloads possess intrinsic application resilience, or the ability to produce outputs of acceptable quality even when a large fraction of their computations
are performed in an imprecise or approximate manner. Intrinsic application resilience
oﬀers an entirely new dimension along which computing platforms can be optimized.
However, the design of computing platforms still continues to be guided by the dogma
that every computation must be executed with the same strict notion of correctness.
With the demand for computing performance growing unabated on the one hand,
while traditional beneﬁts due to technology scaling diminish on the other, it is important to leverage this new source of eﬃciency.
A new design approach, called approximate computing (AxC), leverages the ﬂexibility provided by intrinsic application resilience to realize hardware or software implementations that are more eﬃcient in energy or performance. Approximate computing techniques forsake exact (numerical or Boolean) equivalence in the execution
of some of the application’s computations, while ensuring that the output quality is

xviii
acceptable. While early eﬀorts in approximate computing have demonstrated great
potential, they consist of ad hoc techniques applied to a very narrow set of applications, leaving in question the applicability of approximate computing in a broader
context.
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop an integrated cross-layer approach to approximate computing, and to thereby establish its applicability to a
broader range of applications. The proposed framework comprises of three key components: (i) At the circuit level, systematic approaches to design approximate circuits, or circuits that realize a slightly modiﬁed function with improved eﬃciency,
(ii) At the architecture level, utilize approximate circuits to build programmable approximate processors, and (iii) At the software level, methods to apply approximate
computing to machine learning classiﬁers, which represent an important class of applications that are being utilized across the computing spectrum. Towards this end,
the thesis extends the state-of-the-art in approximate computing in the following
important directions.
Synthesis of Approximate Circuits. First, the thesis proposes a rigorous framework for the automatic synthesis of approximate circuits, which are the hardware
building blocks of approximate computing platforms. Designing approximate circuits
involves making judicious changes to the function implemented by the circuit such
that its hardware complexity is lowered without violating the speciﬁed quality constraint. Inspired by classical approaches to Boolean optimization in logic synthesis,
the thesis proposes two synthesis tools called SALSA and SASIMI that are general,
i.e., applicable to any given circuit and quality speciﬁcation. The framework is further
extended to automatically design quality conﬁgurable circuits, which are approximate
circuits with the capability to reconﬁgure their quality at runtime. Over a wide range
of arithmetic circuits, complex modules and complete datapaths, the circuits synthesized using the proposed framework demonstrate signiﬁcant beneﬁts in area and
energy.
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Programmable AxC Processors. Next, the thesis extends approximate computing to the realm of programmable processors by introducing the concept of quality
programmable processors (QPPs). A key principle of QPPs is that the notion of
quality is explicitly codiﬁed in their HW/SW interface i.e., the instruction set. Instructions in the ISA are extended with quality ﬁelds, enabling software to specify
the accuracy level that must be met during their execution. The micro-architecture
is designed with hardware mechanisms to understand these quality speciﬁcations and
translate them into energy savings. As a ﬁrst embodiment of QPPs, the thesis presents
a quality programmable 1D/2D vector processor QP-Vec, which contains a 3-tiered
hierarchy of processing elements. Based on an implementation of QP-Vec with 289
processing elements, energy beneﬁts upto 2.5× are demonstrated across a wide range
of applications.
Software and Algorithms for AxC. Finally, the thesis addresses the problem of
applying approximate computing to an important class of applications viz. machine
learning classiﬁers such as deep learning networks. To this end, the thesis proposes two
approaches—AxNN and scalable eﬀort classiﬁers. Both approaches leverage domainspeciﬁc insights to transform a given application to an energy-eﬃcient approximate
version that meets a speciﬁed application output quality. In the context of deep learning networks, AxNN adapts backpropagation to identify neurons that contribute less
signiﬁcantly to the network’s accuracy, approximating these neurons (e.g., by using
lower precision), and incrementally re-training the network to mitigate the impact
of approximations on output quality. On the other hand, scalable eﬀort classiﬁers
leverage the heterogeneity in the inherent classiﬁcation diﬃculty of inputs to dynamically modulate the eﬀort expended by machine learning classiﬁers. This is achieved
by building a chain of classiﬁers of progressively growing complexity (and accuracy)
such that the number of stages used for classiﬁcation scale with input diﬃculty. Scalable eﬀort classiﬁers yield substantial energy beneﬁts as a majority of the inputs
require very low eﬀort in real-world datasets.
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In summary, the concepts and techniques presented in this thesis broaden the applicability of approximate computing, thus taking a signiﬁcant step towards bringing
approximate computing to the mainstream.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, computing platforms are viewed as calculators that execute tasks demanded by applications in a very precise manner. While the performance and eﬃciency of computing platforms have grown exponentially over the decades, their design
continues to be guided by the principle that every computation they are tasked with is
sacred and are carried out with a strict (and unique) notion of correctness. However,
from a holistic application perspective, not all computations are equally important
i.e., a range of answers to underlying computations result in the same eventual application output. For example, consider the two tasks, shown in Figure 1.1, which
are very similar to each other. In both cases, we wish to divide 433 by 21, but in the
ﬁrst case the output is compared to 20.4, while in the second, it is compared to 1.
Computers today, due to their inability to understand the context in which the result






 20.4

float x = 433/21
float y = 20.4
(x > y) ? YES :NO

YES

 1

float x = 433/21
float y = 1
(x > y) ? YES :NO

YES
But, I worked
harder than
needed

Fig. 1.1.: Illustration: Ineﬃciency in viewing computers as precise calculators

of the division operation is used, would expend the same eﬀort to execute the tasks.
However, as a high-level analogy, if the tasks were carried out by the human brain,
it would ﬁnd the second task to be much easier than the ﬁrst, because it inherently
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possesses the ability to compute results to the desired level of precision [1]. Hence,
viewing computers as precise calculators clearly leads to signiﬁcant in-eﬃciency and
an overkill for many applications that computing platforms execute today.

1.1

Intrinsic Application Resilience
The landscape of computing applications has evolved over the years and we have

witnessed a fundamental shift in the nature of workloads executed by computing
platforms across the spectrum. With the ubiquity of the world wide web and the
explosion in digital data of various forms, computing platforms in data centers and
the cloud are used to analyze, interpret, and mine vast collections of raw data using
semantic abstractions. At the other end of the spectrum, the need for intelligence
and context-awareness in mobile and embedded devices implies that they too execute
workloads that involve recognizing and interpreting data sensed from the physical
world and their users. These workloads, which are of growing interest and expected
to drive the usage of future computing platforms [2,3], do not expect a unique golden
numerical answer. Rather, they are characterized by whether they produce an acceptable user experience, or results of suﬃcient quality. Even when a golden output
is deﬁned, the best known algorithms fall short of perfection (e.g., for most real world
recognition and classiﬁcation problems, achieving 100% accuracy remains a distant
objective). Hence, in their context, functional correctness is redeﬁned from obtaining
precise numerical answers to producing outputs that are “good-enough” to the end
user (Figure 1.2).
These emerging workloads invariably exhibit signiﬁcant intrinsic application resilience, which is broadly deﬁned as the ability of applications to produce outputs
of acceptable quality despite some of their underlying computations being executed
in an imprecise or approximate manner. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, this intrinsic resilience, which is also shared by many prevalent application domains such as
multimedia, graphics, and signal processing, stems from various factors [4–6]:
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Search
Mining

Vision

Recognition

Video Processing

 
Fig. 1.2.: Emerging applications requiring good-enough answers

• The algorithms are designed to handle noisy real-world inputs, which as a consequence equips them to tolerate errors introduced in the intermediate computations.
• The computation patterns employed in these applications are typically iterative
and statistical in nature allowing for errors introduced by approximations to
attenuate or self-heal over time.
• A range of outputs are considered equivalent since no golden answer exists, or
small deviations in the output cannot be perceived by users.
Recent studies [4] of intrinsic resilience in a suite of 12 emerging recognition, mining,
and search applications revealed that on average, 83% of the runtime was spent
in computations that were tolerant to errors in their outputs. This reaﬃrms the
qualitative observation that a broad range of application domains exhibit signiﬁcant
intrinsic resilience.
The growth in demands being placed on computing platforms is expected to continue unabated, while on the other hand the beneﬁts due to technology scaling continue to diminish. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, this growing eﬃciency gap is challenging designers of computing platforms and pushing them to innovate in hitherto
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Fig. 1.3.: Intrinsic Application Resilience: Sources
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Fig. 1.4.: Fraction of execution time contributed by resilient computations

unexplored directions for improving the performance and energy eﬃciency. Some of
the promising directions that are being explored include heterogeneous parallel architectures, near-threshold computing and accelerator-based computing. Optimizing
designs by exploiting the intrinsic resilience of applications has the potential to become another dimension along which improvements in computing eﬃciency may be
realized, since a large part of the growth in computing workloads can be attributed to
application domains that possess signiﬁcant resilience, including recognition, mining,
synthesis, audio/video processing, data analytics, search, and graphics.
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Fig. 1.5.: Eﬃciency gap in Computing

1.2

Approximate Computing
Approximate computing (AxC) is an emerging design approach that seeks to

achieve new eﬃciencies in computing platforms by designing them such that they
are capable of producing “good enough” results. Approximate computing platforms
exploit the intrinsic resilience of applications by foregoing exactness or full correctness
in the execution of selected computations, thereby improving performance or energy
eﬃciency. Figure 1.6 illustrates the design principle behind approximate computing.
Given the functional requirements of an application, the traditional design process involves several levels of design abstraction viz. developing the algorithm (or software),
mapping the algorithmic computations to the desired hardware architecture, reﬁning
the architecture to circuit and layout to obtain the ﬁnal implementation. One of the
key invariants in the design process is that perfect equivalence (numerical or Boolean)
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is maintained as the design progresses across the diﬀerent levels of abstraction. As
shown in Figure 1.6, approximate computing challenges this long-held dogma. In
addition to the functional requirements of the application, the quality desired at the
application output is also provided. Given these output quality speciﬁcations, approximations can be introduced in any of the design abstraction layers, provided the
resultant degradation in output quality is acceptable. The key to the eﬃciency of
approximate computing is to obtain a favorable a energy (or performance) v.s. quality trade-oﬀ i.e., the beneﬁts in energy is disproportionately large compared to the
quality sacriﬁced in the process.

Algorithm

Quality
Specifications

Architecture

Quality
Met?

Circuit

Layout

Approximate
Golden
Implementation
Implementation

  

Relaxed
Exact
Equivalence

   




 



 

 

Application

Fig. 1.6.: Approximate Computing: Design Principle

There has been signiﬁcant interest in the area of approximate computing in recent
years, and several techniques for approximate computing in hardware [6–13] or software [5,14–18] have been proposed. While these eﬀorts have established the potential
for signiﬁcant improvements from approximate computing, they have invariably been
explored in an application-speciﬁc context — the techniques are often ad hoc and applicable to speciﬁc applications, or the end result is often application-speciﬁc custom
hardware. Consequently, two key questions that are frequently asked of approximate
computing are “Is the approach applicable to a broader range of applications and
domains?” and “Is it possible to amortize design eﬀort by creating approximate com-
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puting platforms that can be re-used across applications?” This dissertation aims to
answer the above questions in the aﬃrmative.

1.3

Thesis Contributions
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Fig. 1.7.: Contributions of the dissertation to approximate computing

To address the fundamental challenges associated with the broader adoption of approximate computing, this dissertation develops an integrated and systematic framework for approximate computing as outlined in Figure 1.7. The proposed framework
comprises of three key components, which collectively involve developing approximate
computing techniques at various layers of the computing stack. First, at the circuit
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level, the thesis develops techniques to design approximate circuits that are highly
eﬃcient in performance, area and power. To enable generality and scalability, the
thesis embodies the fundamental approximate circuit design principles into synthesis
frameworks that can automatically generate “correct-by-construction” approximate
versions for any given circuit, and any desired accuracy bound speciﬁed at the circuit outputs. Next, at the architecture level, the approximate circuits are used to
build approximate computing architectures that yield a favorable trade-oﬀ between
eﬃciency and application output quality. Towards this end, the thesis investigates
how approximate computing can be best leveraged in the context of programmable
processors. Finally, at the software level, the thesis develops methodologies to systematically identify resilient computations within an application and map them to
approximate computing platforms. An overview of the important contributions of
the dissertation are described below.

1.3.1

Approximate and Quality Conﬁgurable Circuits:
Design and Synthesis

Approximate circuits are the basic hardware building blocks of approximate computing platforms. Approximate circuits are highly eﬃcient hardware implementations
that realize a slightly modiﬁed logic function compared to the original speciﬁcations
within a speciﬁed quality constraint. Most research eﬀorts in the area of approximate
circuits can be summarized as manual designs of simple arithmetic circuits such as
adders [19–22] and multipliers [23]. However, the broader adoption of approximate
circuits requires a systematic methodology to design approximate implementations
for any arbitrary circuit. Moreover, it is critical that such a methodology enable
the generation of “correct-by-construction” approximate circuits that are guaranteed
to satisfy designer-speciﬁed quality constraints, which is often not the case for the
aforementioned manual designs.
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Towards this objective, the thesis presents two synthesis methodologies viz. SALSA
and SASIMI for the automatic design of approximate circuits. We further extend the
methodology to synthesize quality conﬁgurable circuits, which possess the additional
capability to reconﬁgure their quality at runtime. A brief summary of the methodologies are presented below.

SALSA
The ﬁrst methodology SALSA extends the classical don’t care based optimization
approach for Approximate Logic Synthesis (ALS). The key hallmark of SALSA is the
rigorous formulation of the problem of ALS into an equivalent traditional logic synthesis problem, thereby allowing the capabilities of existing synthesis tools to be fully
utilized for logic approximation. SALSA achieves this by forming a virtual Quality
Constraint Circuit (QCC) that encodes the quality constraints using logic functions
called Q-functions. It then captures the ﬂexibility engendered by the relaxed quality speciﬁcations as Approximation Don’t Cares (ADCs), which are used for circuit
simpliﬁcation using traditional don’t care based optimization techniques.

SASIMI
The second methodology SASIMI, introduces a new circuit transformation called
Substitute-and-Simplify, for approximate circuit design.

The key insight behind

SASIMI is to identify signal pairs in the circuit that assume the same value with
high probability, and substitute one for the other. While these substitutions introduce functional approximations, if performed judiciously, they result in some logic
to be eliminated from the circuit while also enabling downsizing of gates on critical
paths (simpliﬁcation), resulting in signiﬁcant power savings. SASIMI performs the
substitution and simpliﬁcation iteratively, while ensuring that a user-speciﬁed quality
constraint is satisﬁed. SASIMI is extended to perform automatic synthesis of quality
conﬁgurable circuits that can dynamically operate at diﬀerent accuracy levels depend-
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ing on application requirements. It is worthy to note that the quality conﬁgurable
circuits synthesized by SASIMI do not incur any energy overheads even during the
accurate mode of operation.
The synthesis tools, SALSA and SASIMI, were prototyped and utilized to synthesize approximate and quality conﬁgurable versions of a wide range of circuits comprised of arithmetic building blocks (adders, multipliers, MAC), ISCAS benchmarks
and entire datapaths (DCT, FIR, IIR, SAD, FFT Butterﬂy, Euclidean distance),
demonstrating scalability and signiﬁcant improvements in area (1.1X to 1.85X for
tight error constraints, and 1.2X to 4.75X for relaxed error constraints) and energy
(1.15X to 1.75X for tight error constraints, and 1.3X to 5.25X for relaxed error constraints).

1.3.2

Programmable Approximate Computing Architectures

The thesis extends approximate computing to realm of programmable processors
by introducing the concept of Quality Programmable Processors (QPPs). In QPPs,
as shown in Figure 1.7, the conventional HW/SW interface, which allows speciﬁcation of just the operation and the operands, is enhanced to explicitly embody the
notion of quality. The ISA of a quality programmable processor contains instructions
associated with quality ﬁelds to specify the accuracy level that must be met during
their execution. It thus empowers software with the ability to specify not just what
the operation is but also how signiﬁcant it is in the context of the application. This
ability to control the accuracy of instruction execution greatly enhances the scope of
approximate computing, allowing it to be applied to larger parts of programs. The
micro-architecture of a quality programmable processor contains hardware mechanisms that translate the instruction-level quality speciﬁcations into energy savings.
Additionally, it may expose the actual error incurred during the execution of each
instruction (which may be less than the speciﬁed limit) back to software.
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As a ﬁrst embodiment of quality programmable processors, the thesis presents the
design of Quora, an energy eﬃcient, quality programmable vector processor. Quora
utilizes a 3-tiered hierarchy of processing elements that provide distinctly diﬀerent energy vs. quality trade-oﬀs, and uses hardware mechanisms based on precision scaling
with error monitoring and compensation to facilitate quality programmable execution. We evaluate an implementation of Quora with 289 processing elements in
45nm technology. The results demonstrate that leveraging quality-programmability
leads to 1.05×-1.7× savings in energy for virtually no loss (<0.5%) in application
output quality, and 1.18×-2.1× energy savings for modest impact (<2.5%) on output
quality.

1.3.3

Software and Algorithms for Approximate Computing

At the software level, given an application and an application output quality
requirement, the key challenge is to identify which computations to approximate
and by how much. This requires quality-aware software optimization frameworks
to identify resilient computations and quantitatively evaluate how approximations
to these computations impact the application output. The dissertation addresses
this problem in the context of an important class of applications viz. machine/deep
learning classiﬁers. To this end, the thesis proposes the following approximation
frameworks that leverage domain-speciﬁc insights to systematically transform a given
application into its approximate version.

AxNN: Approximate Neural Networks
Large-scale neural networks or Deep Learning Networks (DLNs) have become
popular due to their state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of machine learning problems. One of the key challenges with deep learning networks is their high
computational complexity. To improve the eﬃciency of DLNs while preserving their
functional performance, the thesis proposes a method to transform any given neural
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network (NN) into an Approximate Neural Network (AxNN). This is performed by
(i) adapting the backpropagation technique, which is commonly used to train these
networks, to quantify the impact of approximating each neuron to the overall network
quality (e.g., classiﬁcation accuracy), and (ii) selectively approximating those neurons
that impact network quality the least. Further, leveraging the key observation that
training is a naturally error-healing process, the network is incrementally retrained
with the approximations in-place, reclaiming a signiﬁcant portion of the quality ceded
by approximations. We evaluated the proposed approach by constructing AXNNs for
6 recognition applications (ranging in complexity from 12-47,818 neurons and 1603,155,968 connections). Our results demonstrate 1.14×-1.92× energy beneﬁts for
virtually no loss (< 0.5%) in output quality, and even higher improvements (upto
2.3×) when some loss (upto 7.5%) in output quality is acceptable.

Scalable Eﬀort Classiﬁers
Scalable eﬀort classiﬁers are a new approach to optimizing the energy eﬃciency
of supervised machine-learning classiﬁers. Its eﬃciency stems from the observation
that the inherent classiﬁcation diﬃculty varies widely across inputs in real-world
datasets; only a small fraction of the inputs truly require the full computational
eﬀort of the classiﬁer, while the large majority can be classiﬁed correctly with very
low eﬀort. Yet, state-of-the-art classiﬁcation algorithms expend equal eﬀort on all
inputs, irrespective of their diﬃculty. To address this ineﬃciency, scalable eﬀort
classiﬁers dynamically adjust their computational eﬀort depending on the diﬃculty of
the input data, while maintaining the same level of accuracy. Scalable eﬀort classiﬁers
are constructed by utilizing a chain of classiﬁers with increasing levels of complexity
(and accuracy). Scalable eﬀort execution is achieved by modulating the number of
stages used for classifying a given input. Every stage in the chain contains an ensemble
of biased classiﬁers, where each biased classiﬁer is trained to detect a single class more
accurately. The degree of consensus between the biased classiﬁers’ outputs is used
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to decide whether classiﬁcation can be terminated at the current stage or not. Thus
any given classiﬁcation algorithm can be transformed into a scalable eﬀort chain. We
build scalable eﬀort versions of 8 popular recognition applications using 3 diﬀerent
classiﬁcation algorithms. Our experiments demonstrate that scalable eﬀort classiﬁers
yield 2.79× reduction in average operations per input, which translates to 2.3× and
1.5× improvement in energy for hardware and software implementations, respectively.
In summary, the dissertation outlines an integrated framework for approximate
computing that includes automatic frameworks to synthesize approximate circuit
blocks, a programmable architecture along with its HW/SW interface that explicitly
embodies the notion of quality, and ﬁnally software methodologies to systematically
identify resilient computations within an application in order maximize the beneﬁts
for a desired output quality.

1.4

Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the synthe-

sis methodologies proposed for approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuit design.
Chapter 3 details the concept of quality programmable processors, and the key issues involved in their design. Chapter 4 describes AxNN, the approach proposed to
systematically identify and approximate resilient computations in deep learning networks. Chapter 5 outlines the concept of scalable eﬀort classiﬁers and the methodology employed to construct scalable eﬀort versions of any given classiﬁcation algorithm.
Chapter 6 presents the previous related eﬀorts in the area of approximate computing and places the contributions of this thesis in their context. Finally, Chapter 7
provides a summary and outlines the key directions for future research.
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2. DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS OF APPROXIMATE AND
QUALITY CONFIGURABLE CIRCUITS
2.1

Introduction
Approximate circuits, or circuits that have lower hardware complexity (switched

capacitance, leakage, and critical path), while evaluating the required function within
a desired accuracy, are key ingredients in the design of an approximate computing
system. Given the golden speciﬁcations of a circuit and a quality constraint that
denotes the type and amount of error that the implementation can accommodate,
the objective of the approximate circuit design process, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, is
to make judicious changes to the function to be implemented such that it translates
to a more eﬃcient implementation, while diﬀering from the original speciﬁcation in
a manner bounded by the speciﬁed quality constraint. The quality constraint is
typically dictated by the application based on the context in which the output of the
circuit is used.

Design Process
    

    

 
 

   
  

Fig. 2.1.: Approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuit design

In many applications, the degree of resilience often varies across computations
depending on the application context or the dataset being processed [4,8]. For example, consider the JPEG image compression application, shown in Figure 2.2, in which
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each 8x8 block of the image is converted to its frequency domain representation using 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). It is well known that the output of the
JPEG application is impacted the most by the DC component at the top-left corner
of the image compared to to other high frequency components. Now, if the computations corresponding to each component are mapped to the same underlying hardware,
then it is necessary to operate the hardware with diﬀerent accuracies depending on
the signiﬁcance of the component. In such scenarios, it is desirable to construct a
more sophisticated variant of approximate circuits, called quality-conﬁgurable circuits,
which are capable of reconﬁguring to adapt their accuracy at run-time. Quality conﬁgurable circuits typically contain additional inputs to indicate the current quality
requirement and the circuits are embodied with the capability to dynamically adapt
their accuracy and energy consumption accordingly. The quality constraint during
their design process comprises of a series of quality levels that are desired during
operation.



 
    
 




  

Fig. 2.2.: Need for quality conﬁgurable circuits

Traditionally, when it comes to the design of approximate circuits, there have
been two major schools of thought: (i) Timing approximation, where the circuit is
subject to voltage over-scaling resulting in timing errors [24, 25], and (ii) Functional
approximation, where the circuit realizes a slightly diﬀerent logic function than speciﬁed, resulting in a more eﬃcient implementation [19–23, 26]. Currently, the design
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of approximate circuits is (perhaps too much of) an art, requiring signiﬁcant manual
eﬀort. Previous eﬀorts largely consist of manual designs of simple arithmetic circuits
such as adders [19–22, 26] and multipliers [23]. However, a key requirement for their
mainstream adoption is to develop systematic design techniques and synthesis tools
that are general and scalable to arbitrary circuits and quality constraints. Ideally,
tools should:
• Allow designers to simply specify the circuit and quality constraint, relieving
them from the burden of how to perform the approximation.
• Generate “correct-by-construction” approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits that are guaranteed to satisfy the imposed quality constraints.
• Eﬀectively translate the ﬂexibility engendered by the quality constraints into
improvements in performance or energy consumption.
This chapter presents a rigorous framework for the automatic synthesis of approximate and quality conﬁgurable logic circuits that achieves the aforementioned objectives. Traditional Boolean optimization approaches in logic synthesis can be broadly
classiﬁed into two categories [27]. One class of techniques performs local optimizations in the circuit by identifying don’t care conditions on the circuit nodes [28, 29],
while the other introduces perturbations in the circuit, e.g., by adding wires, in-order
to potentially enable the removal of redundant logic [30]. Drawing inspiration from
such classical approaches, this chapter presents two approaches viz. SALSA [31] and
SASIMI [32], for the automatic synthesis of approximate circuits. SALSA extends the
classical approach of implicit don’t care based optimization through approximation
don’t cares, an entirely new class of don’t cares that represent the functional ﬂexibility aﬀorded by the speciﬁed quality constraint. SASIMI, on the other hand, adopts
the circuit transformation approach and introduces substitute-and-simplify as a new
transformation to generating approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents an overview
of the quality metrics commonly used in evaluating approximate circuits. A detailed
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description of the two design approaches SALSA and SASIMI and the methodology
adopted in their respective implementations are then presented in the Sections 2.3
and 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 provides a summary and concludes the chapter.

2.2

Quality Metrics
Before describing the approximate design techniques, we present an overview of

the quality metrics that are typically employed in constraining the quality of the
approximate circuit. As described in Section 2.1, quality metrics provide a bound on
the type and amount of error that can be introduced in the implementation during
the process of approximating the circuit function. They are typically a function of the
original (Oorig ) and approximate (Oapprox ) circuit implementations. Quality metrics
can be classiﬁed into three broad categories‘

2.2.1

Metrics Constraining the Magnitude of Error

The ﬁrst class of quality metrics constrain the quantity or magnitude of error at
the output of the circuit. The bound in the magnitude of error may be either absolute
i.e. true for every input to circuit or statistical over all possible circuit inputs. Some
of the most common quality metrics belonging to both the categories are described
below.
Maximum Error Magnitude: The maximum error (M axErr) metric, shown in
Equation 2.1, bounds the absolute diﬀerence in magnitude between the outputs of
the original and approximate circuits to be less than a speciﬁed threshold.

M axErr = M AX∀inputs (|Oacc − Oapprox |)

(2.1)

Relative Error Magnitude: The relative error (RelErr) metric, shown in equation 2.2, constraints the ratio of the original and approximate circuit outputs to diﬀer
from 1 by at most a certain margin.
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O

 approx 
RelErr = 

Oorig

(2.2)

Average Error Magnitude: The average error (AveErr) metric, shown in Equation 2.3, bounds the absolute diﬀerence in magnitude between the original and approximate circuits, averaged over all possible inputs.


AveErr =

|Oorig − Oapprox |
T otal number of Inputs
∀inputs

(2.3)

Mean Squared Error Magnitude: As shown in Equation 2.4, the mean squared
error (M SErr) metric constrains the mean of the squared diﬀerence in magnitude
between the outputs of the original and approximate circuits over all possible inputs
to be less than a speciﬁed threshold.


− Oapprox )2
AveErr =
T otal number of Inputs
∀inputs (Oorig

(2.4)

Unidirectional Error: In addition to constraining the absolute magnitude of error,
unidirectional quality metrics place a restriction on the direction in which error occurs
to be either positive or negative. Unidirectional variants can be conceived for each of
the error magnitude based quality metrics described above.

2.2.2

Metrics Constraining the Frequency of Error

The second class of quality metrics constrain the frequency of error i.e. the number
of inputs for which the circuit can an incorrect value. These metrics are particularly
useful when the output of the circuit does not represent a numerical value. Few
examples of quality metrics in this class are described below.
Error Probability: The most prominent quality metric in this class is the error
probability (ErrP rob) metric shown in Equation 2.5. It is deﬁned as the fraction
of inputs vectors for which the approximate circuit output diﬀers from the original
circuit.
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ErrP rob =

T otal Inputs f or which Oorig = Oapprox
T otal number of Inputs

(2.5)

Bit Error Probability: The bit error probability (BitErrP rob) metric, shown in
Equation 2.6, is similar to the error probability metric, but in this case, the error
probabilities of individual output bits are constrained separately.
i
i
T otal Inputs f or which Oorig
= Oapprox
BitErrP rob =
T otal number of Inputs
i

2.2.3

(2.6)

Composite Metrics

Composite quality metrics are a combination of both the above classes, wherein
the approximate circuits are constrained in both the magnitude and the frequency of
error.

   


 
 
 
 


 

 



 

        



Fig. 2.3.: Error Probability Distribution

These metrics are commonly represented as an error probability distribution,
shown in Figure 2.3, in which the X-axis represents the magnitude of error and the
Y-axis provides the probability with which error of a given magnitude can occur in
the approximate implementation.
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2.3

SALSA: Don’t Care based Logic Approximation
The ﬁrst approximate design technique SALSA extends the concept of traditional

don’t cares to approximate logic synthesis. Starting with an RTL description of the
exact circuit and a quality constraint that speciﬁes the type and amount of error
tolerable in the implementation, SALSA automatically synthesizes a functionally approximate version of the circuit that adheres to the pre-speciﬁed error constraints.
The key steps involved in the proposed SALSA methodology are described below.
First, SALSA constructs a virtual Quality Constraint Circuit (QCC) that encodes
the speciﬁed quality constraints using logic functions called Q-functions. This enables SALSA to enforce the quality constraints during synthesis. Next, using the
QCC, SALSA identiﬁes Approximation Don’t Cares (ADCs), an entirely new class
of don’t cares that are borne out of the quality speciﬁcations. These ADCs are then
used for circuit simpliﬁcation by leveraging standard don’t care based optimization
methodologies.
Thus SALSA rigorously reformulates the problem of Approximate Logic Synthesis
(ALS) and maps it into a traditional logic synthesis problem. The problem formulation and the solution approach adopted in SALSA beget the following advantages:
• The proposed methodology provides an inherent guarantee that the speciﬁed
bounds are never transgressed, thus enabling synthesis of correct-by-construction
approximate circuits.
• The transformations are completely independent of the target error metric as
well as the circuit considered for approximation. In essence, this decouples
the synthesis procedure from the error metric, making this approach ﬂexible
and general. A variety of errors metrics can thus be speciﬁed based on the
application requirements.
• Additionally, by virtue of transforming and mapping ALS to a traditional logic
synthesis problem, existing oﬀ-the-shelf logic synthesis tools could just be reused for approximate circuit synthesis. This obviates the need for developing
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a custom tool for ALS, thus lowering the barrier to adoption. Further, this
widens the scope of approximations that can be eﬀected on the circuits, since
the entire power of existing logic optimization algorithms can be leveraged.
SALSA is prototyped using two diﬀerent logic synthesis tools viz. SIS [33] and
Synopsys Design Compiler [34], thereby demonstrating generality and used it to synthesize a range of arithmetic circuits and datapaths. The approximate circuits synthesized by SALSA achieve signiﬁcant reductions in area and power.

2.3.1

Preliminaries and Approach

The problem statement for approximate logic synthesis could be articulated as follows. Given the description of a logic circuit and a constraint on the errors that could
be tolerated, the synthesis procedure should identify avenues for logic simpliﬁcation
and generate a functionally approximate version of the that satisﬁes the pre-deﬁned
error bounds. The following sections describes the approach used in SALSA to accomplish this objective.

Quality constraint circuit
Figure 2.4 shows the Quality Constraint Circuit (QCC) that is used in SALSA to
formulate the problem of approximate synthesis. The QCC is composed of three major
blocks viz. the Original circuit, the Approximate circuit and the Quality function (Qfunction). The original circuit block contains a structural description of the circuit
that needs to be approximated and the error constraints that are to be satisﬁed are
encoded into the Q-function. From the problem deﬁnition, both these blocks are
available as inputs to SALSA. The task of SALSA is to synthesize the approximate
circuit, so that the constraints set in the Q-function are never violated.
The inputs to the QCC are the primary inputs of the circuit considered for approximation. The output of the QCC is a single bit Q that indicates whether the
constraints encoded into the Q-function are satisﬁed. The Q-function takes outputs
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Fig. 2.4.: Quality constraint circuit

from both the original circuit P Oorig and approximate circuit P Oapprox and decides
if the quality constraints are satisﬁed. A Q output of logic ‘1’ means that the approximate circuit conforms to the imposed quality bounds whereas a logic ‘0’ output
indicates a transgression. Thus, the QCC determines the legitimacy of the approximate circuit. From a functional viewpoint, for the approximate circuit to be valid,
we need to ensure that Q evaluates to ‘1’ for all possible input combinations. Stated
otherwise, the QCC with the synthesized approximate circuit should evaluate to a
tautology. At all times during the approximate synthesis process, SALSA preserves
this invariant.

Quality function
As mentioned earlier, the Q-function takes in outputs from the original and approximate circuits and generates a single bit output indicating if the quality constraints are satisﬁed. In a circuit with M primary outputs, the Q-function maps 2M
inputs into a one bit output. For example, consider the maximum error magnitude
metric described in Section 2.2, in which the approximate output is constrained to
diﬀer from the correct output by no more than a speciﬁed value. In this case, the
Q-function, as shown in Equation 2.7, is composed of a subtractor that evaluates
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the diﬀerence between the original and approximate circuits outputs followed by a
comparator circuit the compares the diﬀerence with a pre-determined threshold.


? 1:0
Q = |P Oorig − P Oapprox | ≤ K

(2.7)

Another example is the relative error metric for which the Q-function, as shown
in Equation 2.8, is comprised of a divider that computes the ratio of the approximate
and original circuit outputs followed by two comparators.

Q=

P Oapprox
≤1+K
1−K ≤
P Oorig


? 1:0

(2.8)

Thus, in SALSA, any quality metric that could be expressed as a Boolean function of the original and approximate circuit output bits could be speciﬁed as the
Q-function.

Approximation don’t cares
We next describe the strategy used in SALSA to transform the ALS problem into
a traditional logic synthesis problem. In the QCC, the primary outputs of the original
and approximate circuit represent internal nodes. We know that the outputs of the
approximate circuit P Oapprox are valid provided that they do not cause the value at
Q to evaluate to ‘0’ for any input value. In other words, we could functionally modify
the approximate circuit if the change can never aﬀect the value of Q.
In multi-level logic synthesis, the Observability Don’t Cares (ODCs) of a node in
a logic circuit can be deﬁned as the set of input values for which the primary outputs
of the circuit remain insensitive to the node’s output [27]. These input combinations
can be used to simplify the node because they do not aﬀect the primary outputs of
the circuit.
Applying this concept in our scenario, ﬁnding the observability don’t cares at a
bit of P Oapprox (which is an internal signal in the QCC) gives us the set of primary
input values for which Q is insensitive to an output of the approximate circuit. As
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Fig. 2.5.: Approximation don’t cares

shown in Figure 2.5, when the ODCs occur at inputs, the approximate output can be
incorrect as it does not aﬀect Q. SALSA uses this information to aid in approximating
the circuit, and by virtue of their special signiﬁcance these ODCs are termed as
Approximation Don’t Cares (ADCs) of the circuit.
The question that remains is how we could make use of the ADCs to approximate
the circuit. We know that External Don’t Cares (EXDCs) of an output in a circuit are
the set of primary input combinations for which that primary output is a don’t care.
In our case, if the approximate circuit block is looked at in isolation, the ADCs for a
given bit of P Oapprox could be considered as the external don’t cares for that output.
Therefore, by setting these input combinations (ADCs) as EXDCs of an output in
the approximate circuit, we could legally simplify or (in our context) approximate
the cone of logic generating that output using standard don’t care based synthesis
techniques [28–30].

Selection of high eﬀort ADCs
The approach described above can be utilized to approximate any circuit for which
the quality metric is entirely expressed in form of a logic circuit within the Q-function
of the QCC. This is possible in the case of quality metrics, such as maximum error
magnitude and relative error, in which only the quantity or magnitude of error at the
circuit output is constrained. However, as described in Section 2.2, the quality metric
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may also additionally bound the number of inputs for which the circuit can produce
an erroneous output. For example, consider the error probability metric. In this case,
quality is deﬁned as the fraction of inputs that result in an incorrect output i.e. the
actual magnitude of error at the output is unconstrained but rather the number of
inputs that can produce an error is bounded. Thus in cases where quality is deﬁned
over many inputs to the circuit, it cannot be completely expressed as a logic circuit in
the QCC. In order to be able to handle such quality metrics in SALSA, we adopt the
following approach. We make a key observation that only the input vectors the are
deﬁned as an ADC can result in an incorrect output after the circuit is approximated.
Therefore, bounding the number of ADCs speciﬁed for a given output automatically
constrains the fraction of inputs for which the output can be incorrect. Hence, based
on the probability of error, a subset of vectors is chosen from the ADC set previously
computed and used as EXDCs during circuit simpliﬁcation.
The question that remains to be answered is that which vectors from the ADC
set should be chosen to be designated as EXDCs. For this purpose, we deﬁne eﬀort
of a input vector as the number of wires in the circuit that the input sets to a noncontrolling value. The tenet behind this deﬁnition is that, if a given input vector sets
most wires in the circuit to a non-controlling value, then it potentially uses a large
amount of logic in the circuit for generating the output. Hence selecting such high
eﬀort input vectors as ADCs has the potential to result in better logic simpliﬁcation.
Note that in the case of the error probability metric, since no bound on the magnitude
of error is imposed, the Q-function is unity. This means that every input vector is
an ADC and a subset from entire input space could to be chosen for approximation.
However, for other composite metrics where both the magnitude and probability of
error at the output is bounded, the search space for high eﬀort vectors is limited to
the ADC set computed using QCC.
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Iterative simpliﬁcation
In the procedure described above, it is important to note that when one output is
being approximated, the functionality of all other outputs remain unaﬀected. This is
because the ADCs, by deﬁnition, are speciﬁc to a given output bit and do not inﬂuence
other outputs in any way. However, there could be avenues for approximation in the
cones of logic of other output bits and hence this process of approximation should be
repeated for all output bits. After each approximation, the QCC setup is updated
with the latest available approximate circuit before computing the ADCs for the next
output bit.
In summary, the key steps in SALSA are as follows:
• Form QCC and compute ADCs at an output bit of the approximate circuit.
• If the probability of error is additionally constrained, a subset of vectors from
the computed set of ADCs is accordingly selected.
• Set these ADCs as EXDCs for that output bit and simplify the circuit under
this condition.
• Update the QCC with the latest available approximate circuit and iterate this
process over all output bits.
The above procedure ensures that the approximations carried out never violate the
speciﬁed error bounds. Also, the intermediate circuit produced after each iteration is
legal and synthesis can be stopped at any point to yield a valid approximate circuit.
As shown in Section 4, these steps can be realized using conventional logic synthesis
tools, which vastly increases the scope of optimization techniques used in ALS.
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2.3.2

SALSA Methodology

This section describes the methodology that we use to realize the approach proposed in the previous section. The potential challenges in such an implementation
and the speedup techniques and heuristics to overcome the same are also described.

Fig. 2.6.: Illustration: 2-bit multiplier circuit

To illustrate the various steps in the methodology, we will use a multiplier circuit
and the Q-function (relative error) circuit shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 respectively.
The primary inputs to the multiplier 2-bit signals ‘A’,‘B’ and the 4-bit original and
approximate outputs are denoted as ‘So’ and ‘Sa’ in the Q-function.
Algorithm 1 provides an overview of the steps involved in SALSA. For each output
bit, SALSA computes the ADCs and uses them to approximate the logic cone that
generates it. The process of ﬁnding the ADCs for a given output bit is carried out
in two steps. First, the ADCs are computed as a function of other inputs to the
Q-function in the QCC i.e. P Oorig and P Oapprox with the exception of the output bit
being processed. Next, using the original and the approximate circuits, these ADCs
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Fig. 2.7.: Illustration: Quality function

are expressed in terms of the primary inputs. After this, the computed ADCs are
speciﬁed as EXDCs for the output bit under consideration and used to simplify its
logic. The approximate circuit thus obtained is retained as the starting point for
subsequent iterations. We describe below how these steps can be implemented using
oﬀ-the-shelf logic synthesis tools.

SALSA algorithm
STEP 1: In order to compute the ADCs of a primary output bit P Oi of the
approximate circuit, we should perform ODC analysis at that node in the QCC.
Finding ODCs of an internal node in a circuit, as shown in Figure 2.8, involves co-
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factoring the output with respect to the internal node and ﬁnding the set of input
combinations for which both the positive and negative co-factors are equal. The
resultant circuit contains a description of the ADCs of P Oi in terms of all outputs in
P Oorig and all outputs in P Oapprox except P Oi . We call this the ADC-PO circuit.
Algorithm 1 SALSA
Inputs: O : Original Circuit
Q : Quality Function
Output : A : Approximate Circuit
Begin
Initialize A ⇐ O
for each P Oi  P Oapprox do
## STEP 1: Obtain ADCs as f(P Oorig ∪ P Oapprox - P Oi ) ##
ADC P Oi ⇐ Get ADC PO (Q, P Oi )
## STEP 2: Obtain ADCs as f(PI) ##
ADC P Ii ⇐ Get ADC (O, A, ADC P Oi )
## STEP 3: Select high eﬀort ADCs ##
ADCi ⇐ Sel ADC (ADC P Ii , A, ADCi )
## STEP 4: Approximate P Oi using ADCs ##
Ai ⇐ Approx PO (A, P Oi , ADCi )
Update A ⇐ Ai
end for
Return A
End

In this step, we have essentially extracted the information about the sensitivity of
Q to the primary output of interest. This step is performed only with the Q-function
and does not involve the original circuit in any way. Once we have extracted this
information, the Q-function is not required any further in the algorithm. For the
Q-function shown in Figure 2.7, when approximating output bit Sa[1], the ADC-PO
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circuit looks as shown in Figure 2.9. Note that the ADC-PO circuit is independent
of Sa[1] and is a function of all original and other approximate output bits.

Fig. 2.8.: STEP1 - Obtaining ADCs of a primary output in terms of other original
and approximate circuit outputs

STEP 2: After STEP 1, the ADCs for P Oi are available as a function of other
primary outputs in the ADC-PO circuit. In this step, we express the ADCs in terms of
primary inputs of the circuit. As shown in Figure 2.10, we connect the approximate
and original circuits to the ADC-PO circuit obtained in the previous step. This
concatenated circuit is simpliﬁed and the required ADCs for P Oi are thus obtained.
For our example, assume that the other output bits have not yet been approximated. In that case, the original circuit is same as the approximate circuit. By
concatenating it to the ADC-PO circuit shown in Figure 2.9, the ADCs of S[1] in
terms of primary inputs are obtained as shown in Figure 2.11.
STEP 3: Once the ADCs are computed in terms of primary inputs, if a bound on
error probability is additionally provided, the high eﬀort ADCs need to be selected
for circuit approximation. If the number of ADCs are less than the target error
probability, than the entire set is used. If not, the circuit is simulated for the ADC
set and the value of at the internal nodes are recorded. The eﬀort value for the ADCs
are then calculated based on the number of wires that are set to non-controlling value.
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Fig. 2.9.: Illustration: ADC-PO circuit when approximating output bit S[1]

Fig. 2.10.: STEP2 - Obtaining ADCs of a primary output in terms of primary inputs

The ADCs are sorted based on the eﬀort and the high eﬀort ADCs are selected such
that the error probability is satisﬁed. If the number of ADCs are large, then an
exhaustive simulation is infeasible. For example, in case of error probability metric,
the ADC set is comprised by the entire input space. In such a scenario, we ﬁnd eﬀort
of ADC cubes rather than individual ADCs. The size of the cube is decided based
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Fig. 2.11.: Illustration: ADC circuit for output S[1]

on the number of primary inputs in the circuit. By doing this we lose optimality in
computing the exact ADC set but it largely contributes to scalability of the algorithm.
STEP 4: Given a set of ADCs for an output bit, approximating its logic can
be done in a fairly straight forward manner. The computed ADCs are speciﬁed as
External Don’t Cares in the appropriate format required by the logic synthesis tool
and conventional don’t care based optimization techniques are invoked to simplify
the logic cone that generates the output bit. The resultant circuit is used as the
approximate circuit in the next iteration.
Using the ADCs obtained in Figure 2.11 , the output bit S[1] is simpliﬁed and the
corresponding approximate circuit is shown in Figure 2.12. This circuit should now
be used in STEP 2 to calculate the ADCs of the successive output bit.
Thus, SALSA eﬃciently implements the approach described in Section 3 by reformulating the ALS problem using traditional logic synthesis operations. In each
iteration of the algorithm, the synthesis tool is called thrice — once to perform each
of the three steps in the algorithm.
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Fig. 2.12.: Illustration: Approximate circuit with output S[1] simpliﬁed

2.3.3

Speedup techniques and other heuristics

We next describe some optimizations that could be used to enhance the scalability
of the SALSA methodology. The challenges to the above methodology could stem
from two diﬀerent sources - the quality function and the original circuit. If the Qfunction is complex, the run-times of steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm are impacted.
Also, if the original circuit has a large number of inputs or outputs, then forming
the ADCs in step 2 could be a time consuming process. Speed up techniques and
heuristics to overcome these challenges are discussed below.
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Equating un-approximated output bits
In SALSA, each iteration of the algorithm approximates the logic cone that generates one output bit. The hitherto unprocessed output bits should have their logic
to be same as the original circuit. Therefore, while calculating the ADCs, we need
not specify the entire approximate circuit, but only the logic cones that generate the
output bits that have been previously approximated.
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Fig. 2.13.: Equating un-approximated output bits

Using this observation, as shown in Figure 2.13, the unprocessed output bits of
the approximate circuit are set equal to the corresponding output bits of the original
circuit. This vastly simpliﬁes the logic for ADC generation (STEP 1 and STEP 2),
especially for initial output bits processed, and does not result in loss of any optimality
in the approximations. In our example, since S[1] is the ﬁrst bit to be approximated,
all output bits in the approximate circuit are same as the original circuit. Hence the
ADC-PO circuit in Figure 2.9 can be simpliﬁed to Figure 2.14. Notice that Figure 2.14
is only a function of original outputs. We obtain the same ADC set as in Figure 2.11
using this ADC-PO circuit.
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Fig. 2.14.: Illustration: ADC-PO circuit with un-approximated output bits equated

Quality function decomposition
When the number of outputs present in the original circuit is large, the complexity of the Q-function eventually grows and STEP 1 and STEP 2 of the algorithm
consume signiﬁcant time. A divide-and-conquer heuristic, shown in Figure 2.15,
could be used to tackle this bottleneck. The idea is to decompose the Q-function
into stages, with each stage only considering a disjoint subset of outputs from the
original circuit. Each stage thus approximates only its subset of output bits and its
output is used as the initial approximate circuit in the next stage. For the ﬁrst stage,
the functionality of the Q-function does not change because none of the output bits
have been approximated. However, to preserve quality at the end of each stage, the
subsequent stages are designed considering the worst case error that could occur in
the previously approximated output bits.
The method used to decompose the Q-functions used in this work are presented
below. First, consider the error magnitude metric for a circuit with N output bits.
The Q-function is given by Equation 2.9.


Q = |P Oorig [N − 1 : 0] − P Oapprox [N − 1 : 0]| ≤ K
? 1:0

(2.9)
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Fig. 2.15.: Quality function decomposition

The aim is to decompose this Q-function into two disjoint stages that use the lower
and upper N/2 output bits respectively. The ﬁrst stage is functionally similar to
Equation 2.9 but uses only the lower N/2 output bits as shown in Equation 2.10.


Q = |P Oorig [N/2 − 1 : 0] − P Oapprox [N/2 − 1 : 0]| ≤ K
? 1:0

(2.10)

The ﬁrst N/2 bits can be approximated using this as the Q-function. Now for approximating the next N/2 bits, the second stage is constructed by conservatively assuming
the maximum error that could occur in the lower N/2 bits. The Q-function for the
second stage is given by Equation 2.11.


Q = |P Oorig [N − 1 : N/2] − P Oapprox [N − 1 : N/2]| ≤ K − 2N/2 − 1 ? 1 : 0
(2.11)
This procedure can be extended to further break the Q-function into as many stages
as desired.
The relative error metric given in Equation 2.2 could similarly be decomposed
into disjoint stages. For an N-bit circuit, to decompose the Q-function into K stages,
the ith stage will be given together by Equations 2.12a, 2.12b and 2.12c.

P Oapprox [ NKi − 1 : N (i−1)
]+1
K
Q1 =
≤1+K
? 1:0
P Oorig [ NKi − 1 : N (i−1)
]
K

P Oapprox [ NKi − 1 : N (i−1)
]
K
≥1−K
? 1:0
Q2 =
P Oorig [ NKi − 1 : N (i−1)
]+1
K

(2.12a)

(2.12b)
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Q = Q1 & Q2

(2.12c)

Equation 2.12a satisﬁes the upper bound of Equation 2.2 by propagating its worst
case when the value of numerator is maximized because of errors in previous stages
and the denominator remains unaﬀected by any error. Equation 2.12b propagates
worst case for the lower bound of Equation 2.2 which occurs when the denominator
value is maximized while the the numerator remains unaﬀected. The Q-bit is the
logical AND of both lower and upper bounds as given in Equation 2.12c.
This divide and conquer heuristic is very powerful because it allows SALSA to
handle Q-functions of arbitrary sizes by suitably decomposing them into disjoint
stages. Nevertheless, we sacriﬁce some approximation capability in using this heuristic
as the maximum error is propagated across Q-blocks in adjacent stages.

Exploiting input-output dependencies
The previous speedup techniques were targeted at addressing the challenge of the
Q-function being complex or having a large number of inputs. However, challenges
may arise in ﬁnding the ADCs when the circuit to be approximated itself is large.
We present two techniques to directly address this issue.
We know that, for a given output bit, not all primary inputs lie in its cone of logic.
Hence, when ﬁnding the ADCs (in STEP 2) for a given output bit, we just need to
deﬁne the circuit in terms of primary inputs in its transitive fan-in and generate the
ADCs only in terms of these inputs. This is accomplished in Figure 2.16 (dotted
lines), where the independent primary inputs are removed from the original and
approximate circuit blocks. It is important to note that, this technique is exploited
when generating the ADCs (STEP 2) and not when simplifying the circuit using
these ADCs (STEP 3). This is because we would like to preserve the logic sharing
between the output bits. In the implementation, we use the IO dependencies for ADC
generation but do not extract cones of logic during logic simpliﬁcation.
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Fig. 2.16.: Exploiting I/O dependencies and calculating subset of ADCs

Calculating subset of ADCs
Although the above technique is eﬃcient in many cases, it is not eﬀective when
a primary output depends on most of the primary inputs. This scenario happens
in the output MSB bits of arithmetic circuits, where the output depends on all less
signiﬁcant input bits. To tackle this, we resort to computing only a subset of the ADCs
and use them for circuit approximation. As shown in Figure 2.16, in STEP2, we set
certain dependent inputs in the cone of logic of an output to zero and then calculate
its ADCs using the usual procedure. In the calculated ADC set, the condition for
the dependent inputs that were set to zero is appropriately added before using them
for circuit approximation. The above techniques allow us to use SALSA on larger
circuits and more complex Q-functions.

2.3.4

Experimental Methodology

In order to demonstrate the proposed approach, we tested it on a wide range of
circuits for three diﬀerent quality metrics descirbed in Section 2.2 viz. maximum error
magnitude (Equation 2.1), relative error (Equation 2.2) and error probability (Equation 2.5). Further, to demonstrate generality, the methodology was implemented
using two diﬀerent oﬀ-the-shelf synthesis tools, namely SIS [33] and Synopsys Design
Compiler [34].
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Table 2.1.: Circuits used in experiments to evaluate SALSA
Name

Delay (ns)

P orig

Gate

Width

Count

I/O

RCA

Ripple Carry Adder

32

1012

64/33

KSA

Kogge Stone Adder

32

1361

64/33

CLA

Carry Look-ahead Adder

32

926

64/33

MUL

Array Multiplier

8

1055

16/16

WTM

Wallace Tree Multiplier

8

1132

16/16

MAC

Multiply and Accumulate

8

1910

48/33

1241

48/33

1668

32/16

496

16/18

with 32-bit accumulator
Sum of Absolute Diﬀerences
SAD

8
(Used in Motion Estimation)
2D-Euclidean Distance Unit

EU DIST

8
(sans square root)
Butterﬂy structure

BUT

8
(Used in FFT computation)

FIR

4-tap FIR ﬁlter

8

1719

32/16

IIR

4-tap IIR ﬁlter

8

2135

56/16

10817

64/72

8-input Discrete Cosine
DCT

8
Transform Block

The circuits used in the experiments, listed in Table 2.1, range from simple arithmetic circuits to complex datapaths. The complexity of the circuits in terms of
number of inputs, outputs, and gate count is also listed. The circuits were mapped
to the IBM 45nm technology library using Design Compiler and evaluated for area,
power and delay using Synopsys Power Compiler.
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2.3.5

Results

In this section, we present the results of experiments that evaluate the approximate
circuits generated by SALSA. We begin by presenting the area and power savings obtained at iso-delay for the benchmarks listed in Table 2.1 across various error metrics.
We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of SALSA approximations across all design points
of the circuit by comparing the original and approximate circuit implementations for
the entire delay range. We illustrate the scalability of SALSA by synthesizing circuits of various bit widths and show that the approximations scale across the same.
We also perform a detailed quality function exploration to understand the nature of
approximations carried out by SALSA. Finally, we show for error signiﬁcance metric
that SALSA approximated circuits outperform circuits approximated by output LSB
truncation for all target error values.

Area and power beneﬁts for various error metrics
Maximum error magnitude
Figure 2.17 shows the relative area (ratio of approximate circuit to original circuit)
vs. maximum error magnitude and relative power (ratio of approximate to original)
vs. maximum error magnitude plots for the benchmark circuits. The maximum error
magnitude is shown as a percentage of the maximum output value because the circuits
possess diﬀerent numbers of output bits and thus errors of the same magnitude have
varying signiﬁcance. The dynamic ranges of feasible errors are accordingly diﬀerent,
prompting the use of 2 diﬀerent error ranges in the graphs. For 32-bit circuits like
adders, MAC, and SAD, the lower X axis scale is used while other circuits, whose
individual outputs have fewer bits (9 for DCT, BUT and 16 for the rest), follow the
upper X axis. From the results, we see an exponential decrease (Note: X axis is in
log scale) in area and power initially, which then commences to taper out as we move
towards larger error values. This is explained by the fact that, in any arithmetic
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circuit, adjacent output bits have an exponential diﬀerence in their signiﬁcance. So,
for the same increase in maximum error magnitude, the incremental potential for
approximation is less as the actual value of the error increases. Also, for a given
maximum error magnitude, the cone of logic generating the LSB bits, that have
exponentially lower signiﬁcance compared to their MSB counterparts, have a large set
of ADCs and hence have a better chance of being approximated. From Figure 2.17,
we see that SALSA yields area savings in the range of 1.1X-1.85X for tight error
constraints (less than 1%) and up to 4.75X for relaxed error constraints (upto 20%).
Power beneﬁts range from 1.15X-1.75X and 1.3X-5.25X for similar tight and relaxed
error constraints respectively.

Relative error
The next set of graphs, in Figure 2.18, show the results obtained for the relative
error metric. The relative error is deﬁned as the ratio of the approximate output to the
original output. Similar trends with savings up to 1.7X in area and 1.65X in power are
observed for this metric. We also observed that the ADCs derived by SALSA for the
relative error metric and the maximum error magnitude metric diﬀered signiﬁcantly.
In case of the relative error metric, for small actual values of output, even a small
change in the logic would prompt the output to deviate by a large percentage relative
to the golden value. Moreover, the ADCs for the LSBs cannot depend on the MSB
inputs. Therefore, we get a comparatively larger ADC set for the MSB output bits.

Error probability
Graphs shown in Figure 2.19 give the area and power reduction obtained by approximating the benchmark circuits for error probability metric. As seen from Figure 2.19a, in case of arithmetic circuits, the area and power savings range upto 1.53X
and 1.45X respectively for tight error probabilities upto 5% and upto 2.5X for relaxed
error probabilities. Similarly, for complex data paths shown in Figure 2.19b, the sav-
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(a) Area and power savings for arithmetic circuits
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(b) Area and power savings for complex blocks and complete datapaths

Fig. 2.17.: Results for maximum error magnitude metric

ings in area and power range upto 1.67X and 2.3X for tight and relaxed constraints
respectively.

Area and power comparison across circuit delay range
Functional approximations facilitated by SALSA have the potential to improve
area, power or performance or combinations thereof. Each curve in the graphs pre-
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(b) Area and power savings of functional blocks and datapath modules

Fig. 2.18.: Results for relative error metric

sented in section 6 contains iso-delay points for a given delay of the original circuit.
To conclusively demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the functional approximation over a
wide range of delay values, we synthesize the approximate and original circuits for the
entire delay range of the original circuit and plot the corresponding Area vs. Delay
and Power vs. Delay curves for various error values.
Figure 2.20 shows the delay sweep plot for a 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder for the
maximum error magnitude quality metric. Figure 2.20a gives the actual area and
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(a) Area and power savings for arithmetic circuits












  







 
 




   

(b) Area and power savings for complex blocks and complete datapaths

Fig. 2.19.: Results for error probability metric

power values while the normalized values are depicted in Figure 2.20b. We could see
that the functionally approximated circuit performs consistently better in area and
power for the entire delay range of the original circuit.
The Kogge-Stone adder is a balanced tree structure that is well optimized for delay
and hence, despite considerable area and power beneﬁts, the scope for reducing circuit
delay is minimal. On the other hand, if we consider a linear structure like the ripplecarry adder which is optimal in area but not in delay, the approximations result in
breaking carry chains, thereby yielding signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts. Figure 2.21
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(a) Area vs. Delay and Power vs. Delay Trade-oﬀ Curves
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(b) Normalized Area vs. Delay and Normalized Power vs. Delay Curves

Fig. 2.20.: Delay sweep of original and approximate circuits for a 32-bit kogge stone
adder

shows the delay sweep plot for a 32-bit ripple Carry adder for the same quality metric.
The slack obtained in each implementation is provided in Figure 2.21b. Although
the area savings saturate after a point where structural or sizing optimizations do
not yield any improvement, we see a corresponding rise in the circuit slack. The
approximate circuit could thus be clocked at a higher frequency or alternatively be
subject to voltage scaling (without any timing errors) to instead obtain additional
savings in power. In summary, the above plots illustrate the fact that SALSA oﬀers
a wide scope of approximation across all design points for a given circuit.
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(a) Area vs. Delay Sweep

(b) Circuit Slack vs. Delay Sweep

Fig. 2.21.: Delay sweep of original and approximate circuits for a 32-bit ripple carry
adder

Scaling of SALSA approximations across circuit bit widths
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Fig. 2.22.: Area and power scaling for adders of various bit widths

The graphs shown in Figure 2.22 depict the area and power beneﬁts obtained
across adders of diﬀerent bit widths (16,32,64,128) for the same maximum error magnitude. The scalability of the proposed approach is demonstrated by the fact that
SALSA is able to consistently achieve beneﬁts for similar circuits with varying bit
widths.
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Quality function exploration
In order to provide few insights into the nature of approximations performed by
SALSA, we use it to approximate a 3-bit adder and exhaustively simulate the resulting
circuit for all possible input combinations. We choose 4 diﬀerent error metrics viz.
relative error, uni-directional relative error, error probability and uni-directional error
with error probability. The relative error metric was described earlier, while the unidirectional percentage error metric has the additional constraint that errors may occur
only in a certain direction (Positive or Negative). In this case, the quality function
was coded such that the approximate circuit can tolerate errors only in the positive
direction ( i.e., approximate result could only be greater than golden value). We
choose an error bound of 75% in both cases for illustration. The error probability
metric is the percentage of inputs that can produce a wrong value, which in this case is
chosen to be 15%. The uni-directional error with error probability metric, in addition
to allowing only positive errors, bounds the error probability to 15%. Table 2.2 shows
the results of the simulation performed. Columns A and B in the table are circuit
inputs, while columns So , Sa1 through Sa4 represent outputs corresponding to original
circuit and approximate circuits corresponding to the various quality metrics. From
the table, we can see that the error bounds are never violated in the approximate
circuit. Also in the Sa2 column of the table, corresponding to the uni-directional
error metric, the approximate circuit has errors only in the positive direction. From
the table, we can also observe that the outputs of the approximate circuit tend to
be clustered together based on the available resilience. This clustering of outputs
for adjacent input combinations enhances the scope of approximation because, from
a truth table perspective, adjacent entries have the same value for all output bits
and the resultant function thus has a better chance for being simpliﬁed. For the
uni-directional error metric, since we can tolerate only positive errors, there is less
scope of clustering when the actual output is itself large. Accordingly, we could see
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Table 2.2.: Truth table comparison of original and approximate 3-bit adder for relative
error (Sa1 ), uni-directional relative error (Sa2 ), error probability (Sa3 ) and unidirectional relative error with error probability (Sa4 ) metrics
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minimal clustering towards the end compared to when the actual output values are
small.
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Fig. 2.23.: Surface plots of exhaustive simulation on approximate circuits synthesized
using various quality metrics

To visualize the approximate outputs better, Figure 2.23 shows the surface plot of
the original and approximate circuit outputs for each error metric. In Figure 2.23a,
the approximate circuit output deviates from the original in both directions while
the unidirectional error (Figure 2.23b) restricts the approximate output to be always
above the original. Note that the case when original output is zero is a don’t care
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in the Q-function (divide by zero) and we see that SALSA has considered this and
set the approximate output to ‘1’ because it leads to an optimized implementation.
The error probability can be visualized from the percentage of surface area where
the original and approximate output planes are diﬀerent. The number of spikes in
Figure 2.23c corresponds to the circuit error probability which is 12.5%. Figure 2.23b,
corresponding to Sa2 , has 16 spikes and hence an error probability of 25%. But for Sa4
this needs to be bounded to 15%. From the ADC set computed for Sa2 , the high eﬀort
ADCs are selected and used. This bounds the error probability to the desired value as
seen in Figure 2.23d. A variety of quality functions tailored suitably to the needs of
application can thus be used in SALSA and the procedure for synthesis, while being
independent of the error metric, eﬃciently exploits this ﬂexibility in approximating
the circuit.

Comparison with output LSB truncation
One direct way of constructing approximate circuits for maximum error magnitude
metric is output bit truncation, in which the LSB bits of the output that carry less
signiﬁcance than the target error threshold can be pruned without violating quality
constraints.

Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show the area and power beneﬁts obtained by




   




   













  

 































 



   







 





   

Fig. 2.24.: Area and power comparison of SALSA with output LSB truncation for
kogge-stone Adder
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Fig. 2.25.: Area and power comparison of SALSA with output LSB truncation for
array multiplier

output LSB truncation for a kogge-stone adder and array multiplier circuit. We
see in case of output LSB truncation that as the error constraints are relaxed the
resultant increase in savings are discretized by the number of output bits present
in the circuit. The discrete steps grow exponentially in length (Note: X axis is in
log scale) corresponding to the diﬀerence in signiﬁcance of adjacent output bits and
no additional approximation can be done for any intermediate values of errors. The
graphs also depict the savings obtained by SALSA for a range of error signiﬁcance
constraints. We could observe that the circuits synthesized by SALSA are superior
compared to output LSB truncation. This proves the ability of SALSA to make
use of the ﬂexibility oﬀered by the error constraints during synthesis. It is worth
mentioning that output LSB truncation is not possible for other metrics like relative
error and error probability, while SALSA, in addition to being better, is a more
general procedure for approximate logic synthesis.
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2.4

SASIMI: A Uniﬁed Circuit Transformation for Approximate and
Quality Conﬁgurable Circuit Design
This section describes the second approach, called Substitute-And-Simplify (SASIMI),

which is a uniﬁed circuit transformation for the design of both approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits. The key insight behind SASIMI is to identify near-identical
signal pairs, or signal pairs that assume the same value with high probability, and
substitute one for the other. Such substitutions may introduce functional approximations — when an input causes the substituted signal to assume an incorrect value,
and also causes the incorrect value to propagate to a circuit output. Naturally, it is
important to restrict the substitutions chosen such that the impact on output quality
is not excessive. On the other hand, well-chosen substitutions can lead to the simpliﬁcation of the circuit by eliminating some of the logic that generates the substituted
signal, while also downsizing logic in its transitive fan-out (since the substitution
may introduce timing slack). Approximate circuits are automatically synthesized by
iterating the substitute-and-simplify steps in a quality-constrained loop.
We extend SASIMI to the synthesis of quality conﬁgurable circuits, by augmenting the approximate circuit to detect when errors are incurred at runtime, and utilizing an additional clock cycle to re-compute the logic in the transitive fanout of
the substituted signal, thereby “correcting” the error. The error correction may be
performed universally or selectively, or completely skipped based on the desired accuracy level. While the accurate mode of operation is reminiscent of variable-latency
circuits [35–38], we note that our design and synthesis approach diﬀer signiﬁcantly
as the quality constraints imposed in the other approximate modes are considered.
In contrast, traditional variable-latency design methodologies are oblivious to the
degradation in output quality, since errors are always corrected.
In summary, the key contributions of SASIMI are as follows:
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• SASIMI introduces a novel approximate circuit transformation, Substitute-andSimplify, that judiciously employs signal substitutions to reduce the circuit’s
power consumption while satisfying the user-speciﬁed quality constraints.
• It is the ﬁrst approach to automatically synthesize quality conﬁgurable circuits.
SASIMI achieves quality conﬁgurable execution by selectively utilizing an additional clock cycle to correct errors that may violate the desired quality.
SASIMI is prototyped and evaluated across a wide range of arithmetic units,
data paths and ISCAS85 benchmarks, demonstrating signiﬁcant beneﬁts in power
and area. Further, case studies of using the circuits generated by SASIMI in two
recognition applications — Support vector machines (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbor
(k-NN) classiﬁcation – illustrate the utility of the proposed techniques.

2.4.1

SASIMI: Design Approach

Figure 2.26 illustrates the basic approach adopted in SASIMI. The key idea is
to identify pairs of signals in the circuit that are similar to each other in their logic
functionality and substitute one signal in place of the other, thereby functionally approximating the circuit. The signal that is being replaced is called the target signal
(T S) and the signal substituting T S is termed the substitute signal (SS). The candidates for SS can be logic zero, logic one and other signals (and their complements) in
the circuit. If chosen judiciously, substitutions have the ability to bring about circuit
simpliﬁcations (detailed below) that yield signiﬁcant savings in area and power. For
approximate circuit design, the substitute-and-simplify steps are performed successively until the approximate circuit reaches the target error constraint.
The trade-oﬀs and desired criteria in choosing the T S-SS substitution pair are
shown in Figure 2.27. When the target signal gets substituted, the gates that are
exclusive to the cone of logic that generates T S can be deleted. The logic in the
transitive fan-out of T S, whose timing requirements are constrained by T S, is potentially downsized since the substitution with SS introduces timing slack. Further, the
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Fig. 2.26.: Approximate circuit design using SASIMI

transitive fan-ins of T S that fan-out to other logic cones in the circuit can be sized
independent of T S. Thus, in choosing T S, both the direct eﬀect of logic elimination
and the indirect impact of logic downsizing should be considered. Also, signals that
fan-out to outputs that cannot tolerate errors, or signals that cause unacceptable
degradation in output quality, are undesirable choices for T S.
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Fig. 2.27.: Criteria for selecting substitution candidates

In choosing the substitute signal, the potential error caused by the substitution
should be considered. The error introduced can be inferred using the signal probability
of the diﬀerence signal (PDIF F ), which is the XOR of T S and SS. Since each signal
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and its complement are SS candidates, the ones with least probability product PDIF F ∗ (1 − PDIF F ) - of being diﬀerent from T S is desired. However, it is worth
noting that an error at T S need not be sensitized at the primary outputs and hence
the actual circuit error has to be separately estimated. Further, to facilitate logic
downsizing, substitute signals that introduce as larger slack at T S are desirable. We
also impose a constraint that substitutions should not cause combinational cycles in
the circuit.

Quality Conﬁgurable circuit design using SASIMI
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2.4.2

 

 

 

Fig. 2.28.: Quality conﬁgurable circuit design using SASIMI

The above approach can be directly applied to the synthesis of quality conﬁgurable
circuits with multiple quality modes. Without loss of generality, the approach is
explained considering two quality modes - the accurate mode and the approximate
mode. The key idea is to make the quality conﬁgurable circuit latency elastic and
“recover” from errors caused due to approximations when the circuit is in the accurate
mode. As illustrated in Figure 2.28, substitutions are performed in the circuit but the
logic generating T S is retained and the diﬀerence between T S and SS is monitored.
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In the accurate mode, the circuit operates in a single cycle if T S and SS take the
same value. Otherwise, an additional cycle is provided in which the correct result is
re-computed from the point of substitution. In the approximate mode, since the error
caused by the substitution is tolerable, any diﬀerence between T S and SS is ignored
and the circuit always operates in a single cycle. Thus, based on the quality mode, the
circuit selectively recovers from errors caused by substitutions that are intolerable. As
shown in Figure 2.28, additional control inputs Q to the circuit indicate the desired
quality mode.
Realizing quality conﬁgurable operation requires additional circuits for selective
substitution, quality selection and clock extension, which are shown in Figure 2.29.
The corresponding timing diagram illustrating single cycle and two cycle operations
is given in Figure 2.30. The substitution circuit detects the diﬀerence between T S
and SS, and allows the clock extension circuit to choose which of these signals is fed
to downstream logic. At the start of every operation, the SSi signals are chosen by
default and the diﬀerence (DIF Fi ) from all substitutions are accumulated (DSacc ).
The quality selection circuit uses the accumulated diﬀerence signal (DSacc ) and the
quality control bits (Q) to determine the need for a second clock cycle. This is used
along with input quality indicator (Q) bits (Figure 2.30: Cycles 2 and 4) in the quality
selection logic to determine the need for a second clock cycle. If required, the clock
extension circuit then gates the clock for a cycle and (Figure 2.30: Cycle 2) also sets
the EF F ﬂip-ﬂop so that all substitution circuits select the corresponding T Si signals
in the second cycle, thereby correcting the error.
For correct operation of quality conﬁgurable circuits, the following timing constraints have to be satisﬁed. First, to ensure completion of single cycle operations,
Equation 2.13a constrains the delay of paths from inputs to outputs through SSi .
The terms Tcq (IF F ) and Tsp (OF F ) refer to C-Q delay and setup times of input and
output FFs, respectively. Equation 2.13b and 2.13c ensure that the diﬀerence in
substitutions are detected and the signals for EFF update and clock extension settle
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Fig. 2.29.: Selective substitution, quality selection and clock extension circuits

within the clock period. Finally, Equation 2.13d requires all paths originating from
EF F to evaluate within the clock period, thereby ensuring two cycle operation.
Tcq (IF F ) + Tmax (I → SSi → O) + Tsp (OF F ) ≤ Tclk

(2.13a)

Tcq (IF F ) + Tmax (I → T Si → ST ALL) + Tsp (EF F ) ≤ Tclk

(2.13b)

Tclk tr + Tcq (IF F ) + Tmax (I → T Si → ST ALL) ≤ Tclk

(2.13c)

Tcq (EF F ) + Tmax (EF F → O) + Tsp (OF F ) ≤ Tclk

(2.13d)

Note that clock skew is ignored in the above constraints for ease of explanation, but
can be considered and addressed using conventional techniques.
The trade-oﬀs involved in quality conﬁgurable synthesis are similar to approximate
synthesis with one notable diﬀerence - since no logic is deleted, the potential for logic
downsizing is critical. As shown in Figure 2.28, both the transitive fan-out and the
independent logic of T S can be downsized as the timing constraint is relaxed at that
point. However, additional area and power is consumed by the substitution, quality
selection and clock extension circuits. Also, the occasional need for additional clock
cycles in the accurate mode impacts performance. Our experiments demonstrate
that, despite these overheads, by choosing proper substitution candidates, the energy
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Fig. 2.30.: Timing diagram showing signal transitions in accurate and approximate
modes

consumed is lowered even in the accurate mode. The energy savings are larger in the
approximate mode, with no impact on performance. If the switch between quality
modes is coarse grained, then the clock extension circuit can be power gated in the
approximate mode, leading to additional savings in power/energy. Note that the
actual error in the approximate mode is evaluated at the circuit outputs as before.
The error indicator output, shown in Figure 2.28, is conservative since the diﬀerence
in T S and SS may not be sensitized to the circuit’s output.
In cases where multiple approximate modes exist, the substitutions are grouped
such that an additional cycle is provided only to selected substitutions that cause
intolerable errors. Thus from exclusive single cycle operation, the quality conﬁgurable
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circuit progressively recovers from more and more errors (or substitutions) as the
quality constraints are tightened.

2.4.3

SASIMI Methodology

This section details the automation of the proposed approach for approximate and
quality conﬁgurable circuit synthesis.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for SASIMI-Approximate
Input: Original Circuit: Cktorig , Target Error: ERR
Output: Approximate Circuit: Cktapprox
1:
2:

Begin
Initialize: N ewCktapprox = Cktorig
Approximate Circuit Error: ACE = 0

3:
4:

while ACE ≤ ERR do

5:

Cktapprox = N ewCktapprox

6:

<T S,SS> = get substitution candidate(Cktapprox )

7:

N ewCktapprox = substitute T S=SS in Cktapprox

8:

Simplif y (N ewCktapprox )

9:

ACE = compute error (Cktorig , N ewCktapprox )

10:

end while

11:

return Cktapprox

12:

End

Algorithm 2 describes the procedure for approximate circuit synthesis. The inputs
to the algorithm are the original circuit (Cktorig ) and the target error acceptable
in its approximate implementation (ERR). The algorithm is iterative (lines 4-10)
and performs successive substitutions until the imposed target error constraints are
violated. In each iteration, the following steps are carried out: (i) the best candidate
signal pair for substitution is identiﬁed (line 6), (ii) the substitution is performed (line
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7) and the circuit is simpliﬁed (line 8), and (iii) the error in the approximate circuit
is estimated (line 9). The algorithm proceeds to the next iteration if the approximate
circuit error is less than the speciﬁed target error constraint (line 4). If not, the last
legal approximate circuit is produced as the output (line 11).
The procedure used in the identiﬁcation of candidate signal pairs for substitution is
detailed in Algorithm 3. For each signal (S) in the given circuit, the following metrics
are computed in lines 6-10. S.T F Iind (line 6) calculates the size of the independent
logic that can be removed if S is substituted. This gives the measure of the logic
deletion potential of S. S.T F Ocrit (line 8) is the size of the transitive fan-out of S,
whose arrival times are constrained by it. This can be evaluated by setting the arrival
time at S to be zero and recomputing the arrival times of its transitive fan-outs and
identifying the gates whose arrival times have been relaxed. This, combined with the
actual arrival time of S (maximum slack that can be introduced) gives the maximum
potential for logic downsizing of S. A weighted sum of the normalized deletion and
downsizing potentials is used to compute the signal score (S.Score) in line 10. The
S.Sens ﬁeld (line 9) indicates if the signal fans-out to an output that cannot tolerate
errors, in which case the S.Score is made zero. Note that all the above ﬁelds can
be computed eﬃciently in a single topological and reverse topological traversal of the
circuit. The signals within a top fraction of the maximum score are designated as
target signal T S candidates (T Scandidates ).
Using the set T Scandidates , the best substitution pair is identiﬁed by lines 1525 in Algorithm 3. For each signal in T Scandidates and each legitimate substitute
signal (SS) candidate, the substitution score (SU B.Score) is computed in line 19.
SU B.Score is similar to the signal score, except that the estimates of logic deleted
and downsizing possible are reﬁned. Further, the potential error introduced by the
substitution (Pdif f ) is also taken into account. Using SU B.Score as the metric, the
best substitution pair is identiﬁed. It is worth noting that the computed SU B.Score
can be reused in the next iteration, if both T S and SS are unaﬀected during the
simplify step, greatly reducing the runtime of Algorithm 3. The parameter α used to
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code to obtain substitution candidate
Input: Circuit: Ckt
Output: Target-Substitute signal pair: T Sbest , SSbest
1:

Begin

2:

Read Ckt and sort signals in topological order

3:

A = Area of the circuit

4:

D = Delay of circuit

5:

for each S: Signals ∈ Ckt do

6:

S.T F Iind = Independent logic size in Tr.fan-in of S

7:

S.AT = Arrival time of S

8:

S.T F Ocrit = Size of Tr.fan-out made critical by S

9:

S.Sens = 0 if S fans out to a sensitive output; else 1

S.T F Ocrit
10: S.Score = S.Sens ∗ α( S.T FAIind ) + (1 − α)( S.AT
)
D )(
A

11:

end for

12:

T S max score = max(S.Score) ∀S ∈ Ckt

13:

T Scandidates = {S

14:

SU B max score = 0

15:

for each T S ∈ T Sset do

16:

(S.Score ≥ β ∗ T S max score)}

for each SS ∈ {0, 1, S ∈ Ckt

S.AT < T S.AT } do

18:

Pdif f : Probability of T S = SS
SS = (Pdif f < 0.5) ? K : K

19:

SU B.Score = α

17:

(1 − α)

T S.AT −SS.AT
D

T S.T F Iind −(T S.T F Iind ∩SS.T F Iind )
A



S.T F Ocrit
A



21:

SU B max score = SU B.Score

22:

<T Sbest , SSbest > = <TS, SS>
end if

23:
24:

end for

25:

end for

26:

return T Sbest , SSbest

27:

End

+

Pdif f ∗ (1 − Pdif f )

if (SU B.Score > SU B max score) then

20:
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weight the logic deletion and downsizing potentials is chosen empirically based on the
objective of the synthesis. In the case of approximate circuits, the deletion potential
is given higher weight (larger α), since it is more signiﬁcant that downsizing. In
quality conﬁgurable synthesis, since the independent logic is retained, the downsizing
potential carries more importance. For our experiments, α values of 0.75 and 0.25
were used for approximate and quality conﬁgurable synthesis, respectively.
Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for SASIMI-Quality-Conﬁgurable
Input: Original Circuit: Cktorig , Error List: ERRlist
Output: Quality Conﬁgurable Circuit: Cktqc
1:

Begin

2:

Initialize: N ewCktqc = Cktorig + Clk Extension Ckt

3:
4:

for each ERR ∈ ERRlist do
while QC Circuit Error: QCE < ERR do

5:

Cktqc = N ewCktqc

6:

<T S,SS> = get substitution candidate(Cktqc )

7:

# Insert substitution circuit

8:

# Add substitution to Quality selection circuit

9:

N ewCktqc = f orm qc ckt T S=SS in Cktqc

10:

Simplif y (N ewCktqc )

11:

QCE = compute error (Cktorig , N ewCktqc )

12:

end while

13:

end for

14:

return Cktqc

15:

End

Note that in choosing the best substitution candidate for a given circuit, the
potential beneﬁts in terms of logic deletion and downsizing are weighed against the
error introduced by the substitution. Hence, although the substitutions are chosen
in a greedy manner within each iteration of Algorithm 2, the use of beneﬁts-to-error
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ratio (instead of choosing just based on the beneﬁts) in the selection process implies
that the algorithm does not entirely exhaust the error constraints in a given iteration
but rather retains some ﬂexibility for future iterations.
Algorithm 4 describes the methodology for quality conﬁgurable synthesis. A list
of error constraints corresponding to the desired quality modes is provided as input.
For each quality mode (lines 3-12), the procedure resembles approximate synthesis
(Algorithm 2), except that in addition, the substitutions are grouped based on the
quality mode in the quality selection circuit (line 9). The substitution and clock
extension circuits are also appropriately added to the circuit. Note that, in the
proposed procedure, the set of substitutions causing two cycle operation in a given
quality mode is a strict super set of all modes with lower quality constraints. This
greatly simpliﬁes the design of the quality selection circuit.
Using Algorithms 2, 3 and 4, the SASIMI paradigm can automatically synthesize approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits for any given circuit and quality
constraint.

2.4.4

Experimental Methodology

We evaluated SASIMI on a wide range of benchmarks including (i) arithmetic
circuits viz. adders - Kogge stone (KSA), Ripple carry (RCA), Carry lookahead
(CLA), multipliers - Wallace tree (WTM), array (MUL) and Multiply and Accumulate (MAC), (ii) complex datapath modules viz. Sum of Absolute diﬀerence (SAD),
Euclidean Distance unit(EUDIST), FFT Butterﬂy (BUT), and (iii) circuits from the
ISCAS85 benchmark suite. Figure 2.31 shows the CAD ﬂow adopted in the implementation of SASIMI. The benchmarks were synthesized using Synopsys Design
Compiler Ultra [34] and mapped to the IBM 45nm technology library. The metrics used for identifying substitution candidates were computed using custom tools
that analyzed the synthesized netlist. The signal probability calculation engine in
Synopsys Power Compiler was used to obtain diﬀerence probabilities among signal
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pairs. For the experiments, all input vectors were considered equi-probable and the
synthesized approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits were evaluated for area
and power at iso-delay. In the case of quality conﬁgurable circuits, the additional
hardware overheads in substitution, clock extension and quality selection circuits are
included during area and power estimation, and an energy comparison is performed
taking into account the additional clock cycles incurred.
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Fig. 2.31.: CAD ﬂow employed in the implementation of SASIMI

The circuits were synthesized for two diﬀerent target quality metrics viz. error
probability and average error magnitude described in Section 2.2. The error probability metric was estimated by ORing the diﬀerence (Oorig xor Oapprox ) at all output
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bits and then computing its static signal probability. On the other hand, the average
error magnitude metric was evaluated by summing the diﬀerence signal probabilities
of all output bits weighted by their numerical signiﬁcance.

2.4.5

Results: Approximate Circuits

This section presents the results of various experiments that compare circuits
generated by SASIMI to well-optimized, accurate baselines.









 

  



 




 


 
  



 
 





 

 


 


 
  



 
 



 



   







 

 



   





(a) ISCAS85 benchmarks




 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 






 




   





 

 

 






 






 




   









(b) Arithmetic modules

Fig. 2.32.: Area and power beneﬁts for error probability metric

We begin by comparing the area and power consumed by the approximate circuits
relative to the original circuit at iso-delay, for a range of error probability and average
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error magnitude constraints. In the case of error probability metric, as shown in
Figures 2.32a and 2.32b, we see that as the error constraints are relaxed, signiﬁcant
beneﬁts are obtained across all circuits. For ISCAS85 benchmarks, we see signiﬁcant
beneﬁts that amount to 15%-25% in area and 10%-28% in power are achieved for tight
error probabilities (less than 0.5%). As the error constraints are relaxed (less than
2%), area and power improvements between 30%-60% are obtained. For arithmetic
circuits, the improvements in area and power range from 15%-40% for tight error
probabilities (less than 1%) and upto 65% for relaxed error probabilities (less than
5%). In the case of ISCAS benchmarks, the beneﬁts amount to 15%-35% in area
and 10%-40% in power for tight error probabilities and upto 60% for relaxed error
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Fig. 2.33.: Area and power beneﬁts for average error magnitude metric

Similar trends are observed for the average error magnitude metric. As depicted in
Figure 2.33, for average errors of less than 0.5% of the maximum value, improvements
in the range of 15%-65% in area and 20%-68% in power are obtained. These results
demonstrate the applicability and eﬀectiveness of the SASIMI design approach and
synthesis methodology.
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of functional approximations across the entire
design space, the approximate circuits were synthesized for a range of delay val-
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Fig. 2.34.: Area and power of KSA with delay sweep
Table 2.3.: Quality conﬁgurable circuits synthesized for average error magnitude with
two quality modes
Circuit Delay Area Power P2cycle Energyacc Energyapp Avg.Error
(ns)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

RCA

0.65

16.2

21.6

0.24

2.69

36.7

0.03

CLA

0.17

29.5

26.72 0.067

21.8

34.9

0.01

MAC

0.55

13.7

16.8

0.014

15.6

18.3

0.01

EUDIST 0.47

24.1

22.24 0.0075

21.6

24

0.12

MUL

0.35

32.9

36.5

0.05

33.3

40.05

1.2

SAD

0.5

11.6

12.1

0.002

12.0

14.44

0.01

ues. Figure 2.34 shows the area and power vs. delay plots for a 32-bit Kogge stone
adder with error probability metric. The approximate circuit outperforms the original circuit at all delay values, which testiﬁes to the wide scope of the optimizations
performed by SASIMI.
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Table 2.4.: Quality conﬁgurable circuits synthesized for error probability metric with
two quality modes
Circuit Delay Area Power P2cycle Energyacc Energyapp ErrP rob

2.4.6

(ns)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

KSA

0.2

16.3

14.79

0.009

14.02

22.27

0.7

c880

0.22

13.1

18.03

0.064

12.78

31.9

4.8

c1908

0.25

13.8

22.9

0.0102

22.11

31.31

0.95

c2670

0.22

5.09

15.68 0.0051

15.25

24.51

0.2

c3540

0.36

21.94 19.72

0.008

19.08

23.56

0.65

c7552

0.32

12.79 19.18

0.064

14.01

22.54

4.8

Results: Quality conﬁgurable circuits

Next, we present the results obtained for quality conﬁgurable designs with two
quality modes synthesized by SASIMI.
Table 2.3 tabulates the area, power and energy improvements obtained relative
to the original circuit for the average error magnitude metric. Column 3 shows the
percentage reduction in area. Despite the area overheads of the additional circuits,
the overall area savings range from 13%-32% compared to the original circuit. These
beneﬁts come from the logic downsizing that was possible by the substitutions. Column 4 provides the corresponding improvement in power. The probability of two
cycle operations in the accurate mode is listed in Column 5. The total energy savings in the accurate and approximate modes are listed in Columns 6 and 7. In the
accurate mode, the circuit recovers from all errors, and the energy beneﬁts are due
to the savings from logic downsizing outweighing the overheads of the added control
circuitry and two cycle operation. In the approximate mode, the additional energy
savings stem from two sources - the circuit has fewer or no two cycle operations as
it does not recover from all errors, and the clock extension circuit could be power
gated in the lowest quality mode. Due to these reasons, net energy savings between
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14%-40% are obtained. Finally, column 8 gives the average error magnitude in the
approximate mode of the circuit.
Table 2.4 reports similar results for circuits synthesized using the error probability
metric. Energy beneﬁts in the range of 22%-32% are obtained in the approximate
mode for error probabilities less than 1%. Note that the rate of two cycle operations
is a little larger than the actual error probability at the outputs, because not all
errors at the substitution points are sensitized at the outputs. In other words, the
clock extension mechanism and the error indicator output bit are conservative. In
summary, our experiments suggest that SASIMI is a promising approach for the
synthesis of approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits.

2.4.7

Application-level evaluation of SASIMI circuits

We utilized the circuits synthesized by SASIMI to build a 25 X 25 systolic array
architecture [7] and analyzed the impact of approximations at the application level.
We chose applications based on two widely used classiﬁcation algorithms viz. Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN). Approximate adders (A1
to A5) and multipliers (M1, M2, M3) synthesized with SASIMI were used in the multiply and accumulate units of the systolic array. Figure 2.35 illustrates the resulting
energy vs. classiﬁcation accuracy trade-oﬀ obtained at the application level.
In case of k-NN, as shown in Figure 2.35a, for nearly no loss in accuracy (≤ 1%),
we obtain upto 30% energy savings in the MAC units. Experiments on the SVM
algorithm were conducted using two datasets viz. MNIST Digit recognition [39] and
Checkerboard. Figure 2.35b shows the energy gained for several accuracy levels in
each case. We observe that, for MAC units of similar error and energy proﬁles, the
loss in classiﬁcation accuracy for the Checkerboard dataset is substantially larger
than MNIST. This proves the sensitivity of application resilience to the dataset being
processed, underscoring the need for quality conﬁgurability at runtime. Further,
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(b) SVM

Fig. 2.35.: Energy v.s. accuracy trade-oﬀ in classiﬁcation

these experiments demonstrate that signiﬁcant energy beneﬁts could be harnessed by
utilizing the synthesized computation units in domain speciﬁc architectures.

2.5

Summary
A promising approach to approximate computing in hardware is through the de-

sign of approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits that are highly eﬃcient in their
implementation, while meeting the user-speciﬁed quality requirements in evaluating
the required function. However, one of the key challenges impeding their mainstream
adoption is the lack of systematic design methodologies that are general and scalable
to any given circuit and quality constraints. Towards this objective, this chapter described two approaches viz. SALSA and SASIMI that allowed automatic design and
synthesis of approximate and quality conﬁgurable circuits. The ﬁrst approach SALSA
transforms the problem of approximate circuit synthesis into a well studied logic synthesis problem and identiﬁes don’t care conditions in the circuit that are borne out of
the quality speciﬁcations in order to simplify its implementation. On the other hand,
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SASIMI adopts a circuit transformation approach, wherein the key idea is to identify
substitutions in the circuit that foster logic deletion and downsizing (simpliﬁcation)
while introducing minimal error. Given a user speciﬁed quality requirement, the substitution and simpliﬁcation steps are iteratively performed while the error constraints
are satisﬁed. SASIMI was further extended to synthesize quality conﬁgurable circuits,
where at runtime, selected input vectors were given an additional cycle to correct errors due to approximations. The approaches were utilized to synthesize approximate
and quality conﬁgurable versions of a wide range of benchmarks including arithmetic
circuits, complex blocks and entire datapaths using diﬀerent quality metrics, demonstrating generality and signiﬁcant beneﬁts in energy and area. In addition, the utility
of the techniques were reaﬃrmed through case studies evaluating the beneﬁts of the
synthesized approximate circuits at the application-level.
In summary, the design techniques and synthesis methodologies presented in this
chapter promise a new frontier in the design automation of approximate and quality
conﬁgurable circuits.
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3. QUALITY PROGRAMMABLE PROCESSORS
3.1

Introduction
The previous chapter presented systematic methodologies for designing the basic

building blocks of approximate computing viz. approximate and quality conﬁgurable
circuits. Several research eﬀorts have utilized such techniques to design larger approximate computing systems at higher levels of design abstraction [5, 7–13, 40]. These
techniques have adequately demonstrated the beneﬁts of approximate computing,
but almost always in an application-speciﬁc context. However, the mainstream adoption of approximate computing, and its use in a broader range of applications, are
predicated upon the creation of programmable platforms for approximate computing.
A key requirement for programmable approximate computing platforms is that
they should provide a suitable HW/SW interface using which (i) programs can naturally expose inherent application resilience, and (ii) hardware designers can independently develop techniques to leverage the ﬂexibility that it engenders. However,
this is not easily achieved. Previous attempts [11, 13, 14, 40] to extend approximate
computing to the realm of programmable processors have resulted in only small energy beneﬁts as they are limited on two key fronts. First, their HW/SW interface
identiﬁes computations that can be subject to approximations without constraining
the quantity of error that can be tolerated during execution. As shown in Section 3.2,
for a given application output quality requirement, allowing arbitrary errors during
execution severely limits the fraction of instructions to which approximations can be
applied. Second, they target applying approximate computing to complex generalpurpose cores. This fundamentally restricts their energy beneﬁts, since the energy
consumption of such cores is dominated by control front-ends such as instruction fetch,
decode, dispatch, retire etc. that are inherently not amenable to approximation.
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This chapter extends the state-of-the-art in approximate computing in two important directions.
• It proposes the concept of quality-programmable processors, wherein software
expresses its tolerance for approximate computing at the natural hardwaresoftware interface, i.e., the instruction set. The two key ingredients of a quality programmable processor are (i) a quality programmable ISA (QP-ISA), in
which instructions are associated with quality ﬁelds that explicitly indicate the
desired accuracy level that must be guaranteed during their execution, and (ii)
a quality programmable micro-architecture (QP-uArch), which is equipped with
hardware mechanisms to translate instruction-level quality speciﬁcations into
improvements in energy or performance. As a further enhancement, quality
programmable processors may provide feedback to software regarding the actual error incurred during the execution of an instruction. Software may use
this information to modulate the quality speciﬁcations for future instructions.
• It explores approximate computing in the context of a new class of programmable
architectures, viz. vector processors. Driven by the characteristics of a variety
of resilient workloads and considerations unique to approximate computing,
we propose Quora, a 1D/2D vector processor built from the ground up for
approximate computing. Quora is designed with a 3-tiered hierarchy of processing elements – Approximate Processing Elements (APE), Mixed Accuracy
Processing Elements (MAPE), and Completely Accurate Processing Element
(CAPE) – that provide distinctly diﬀerent energy vs. quality trade-oﬀs. We
propose hardware mechanisms based on precision scaling with error monitoring
and compensation to facilitate quality-conﬁgurable execution on these processing elements and demonstrate signiﬁcant energy beneﬁts.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 motivates the need
for quality programmability in the instruction set. Section 3.3 provides an overview
of quality programmable processors and their key concepts. Section 3.4 describes
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the instruction set and micro-architecture of the proposed quality programmable vector processor, Quora. Section 3.5 outlines the hardware mechanisms employed in
Quora to enable quality-conﬁgurable execution. Section 3.6 explains the evaluation methodology, and the results of experiments conducted on a suite of benchmark
applications are presented in Section 3.7. Finally, Section 3.8 concludes the chapter.

3.2

A Case for Quality Programmability
A key aspect of quality programmable processors is that their HW/SW interface

allows software to not just identify approximate instructions, but to also explicitly
specify the quantity of error that each instruction can tolerate during its execution. Previous eﬀorts to extend approximate computing to programmable processors [11,13,14,40] only denote instructions as accurate or approximate, while allowing
errors of arbitrary magnitude to occur in approximate instructions. We motivate the
need for quality programmability in instructions through two representative applications — image segmentation and handwritten digit recognition. The applications
were compiled to an x86 platform and an error injection framework, similar to [4],
was utilized to identify resilient instructions and inject errors in their outputs. The
errors were random but constrained to be within a pre-speciﬁed instruction-level quality bound. With this setup, for diﬀerent application-level quality requirements, the
instruction-level quality bounds in the program are varied to study its impact on the
number of dynamic instructions that can be approximated.
Figure 3.1 shows the fraction of each application’s dynamic instructions that may
be executed approximately (Y-axis) vs. the loss in application output quality (X-axis)
for diﬀerent levels of instruction accuracy. We observe in both cases that, when the
magnitude of error in the execution of approximate instructions is bounded, there is
a large increase in the percentage of dynamic instructions that may be approximated
for any given application output quality. For example, consider point A in the graph
for the image segmentation application, where the application-level quality loss is 2%.
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In this case, when the instruction-level accuracy is constrained to within 2.5% of the
maximum value, the fraction of instructions that can be approximated increases by
16X compared to when errors of arbitrary magnitude are allowed. For this application, across diﬀerent application quality requirements, we observe between 10X-30X
increase in the number of approximate instructions when instruction-level errors are
bounded to within 2.5% of the maximum value. Similarly, in the case of handwritten digit recognition, the fraction of dynamic instructions that may be approximated
increases by 25X-107X when the instruction-level errors are constrained to less than
7.5% of the maximum value. Since the fraction of application instructions that may be
approximated is a key determinant on the energy savings that approximate computing can provide, we conclude that the capability to provide quality-programmability
in hardware is highly desirable.
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Fig. 3.1.: Fraction of instructions that may approximated under arbitrary vs. controlled approximations

3.3

Quality Programmable Processors: Concept & Overview
To enable broader use of approximate computing techniques in a programmable

context, we introduce the concept of quality programmable processors (QPPs), illustrated in Figure 3.2, in which: (i) software has the ability to express application
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resilience as accuracy bounds/expectations at the outputs of individual instructions,
and (ii) hardware is equipped to understand and guarantee these accuracy bounds,
while exploiting the ﬂexibility that they provide to obtain energy savings. This section
provides a conceptual overview of QPPs and their key components.
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Fig. 3.2.: Conceptual overview of a quality programmable processor

3.3.1

QP-ISA: Quality Programmable ISA

The primary requirement of QPPs is to provide software with the ability to expose application resilience to hardware. We propose to express resilience in terms of
accuracy bounds or expectations at the outputs of individual instructions through a
quality programmable instruction set architecture (QP-ISA). Selected instructions in
the ISA are extended with quality ﬁelds to indicate the desired level of accuracy with
which the instruction output must be computed. The quality ﬁelds denote both the
type and amount of error that can be tolerated during execution of the instruction.
The error may be expressed as a strict bound or as an expectation over all possible inputs. For example, the add instruction shown below requires the output error
magnitude to be within 1% of the maximum output value.
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qpADD dest, op1, op2, ERR.M AG, 1

(3.1)

Note that the quality speciﬁcations are based purely on instruction semantics, and
do not depend on the speciﬁc approximate computing design technique employed in
hardware. This allows software to remain oblivious of hardware design techniques
and fosters portability across diﬀerent quality programmable hardware platforms.
In summary, a quality programmable ISA contains quality programmable instructions, which are enhanced with explicit quality ﬁelds to indicate the desired accuracy
level required during execution. As an example of QP-ISA, the instruction set of the
proposed quality programmable vector processor, Quora, is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3.2

QP-uArch: Micro-architecture with Accuracy-Energy Trade-oﬀ

The micro-architecture of a quality programmable processor contains execution
units whose computational accuracy is dynamically conﬁgurable at runtime. In other
words, these execution units possess accuracy knobs in hardware that can be modulated to trade-oﬀ accuracy for energy consumption. A variety of approximate computing design techniques may be employed for this purpose. For example, voltage
over-scaling is a popular technique where the supply voltage is reduced to beneﬁt
energy while sacriﬁcing accuracy due to errors caused by timing violations.
The micro-architecture also contains a Quality control unit that is capable of understanding the quality ﬁelds present in instructions and translates them into hardware accuracy knobs, such that quality requirement dictated by the instruction is
guaranteed to be met. The quality translation may be static, where the hardware accuracy knobs are set once at the start of instruction execution, or dynamic, in which
case, the instructions typically execute over multiple cycles and the knobs are varied
during the course of execution.
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3.3.3

Quality Monitors: Error Feedback to Software

While a QPP guarantees that the accuracy levels set in the instruction, the error that occurs during the actual execution may be relatively low compared to the
speciﬁcation. This can be attributed to the following reasons: (i) In case of most
approximate design techniques, the error introduced in computation is input dependent. When errors adhere to pre-determined worst-case bounds, their variance across
all inputs is signiﬁcant. (ii) The quality translation process is typically conservative
in order to guarantee the quality bounds without incurring excessive overheads in the
quality control unit.
We instrument the micro-architecture with quality monitors that estimate the
amount of error at the output of an instruction. This error estimate is provided back
to the software through special error registers. The ISA is enhanced with instructions
to access and operate on these error registers, which can be then be used to decide the
quality levels of future instructions. This error feedback enables software programs
to be robust to varying input data characteristics and diﬀering approximate design
techniques employed in hardware.

3.3.4

Programming QPPs

In QPPs, the responsibility of maintaining the application-level output quality is
shared between hardware and software. The application developers, in addition to
the application source code, provide a quality requirement expected at the output of
the application. The quality requirement is application-speciﬁc and is typically based
on the context in which the application is being used. The application-level quality is
then translated into accuracy requirements at the outputs of instructions. Previously
proposed analysis and proﬁling frameworks such as [4,41–43] can be employed for this
purpose. The hardware exploits the ﬂexibility provided by the relaxed instruction accuracy to maximize energy savings subject to meeting the quality constraints dictated
by software. In addition, the interface allows hardware to dynamically provide feed-
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back on the actual error incurred during execution, which can then be utilized by
software to relax the quality speciﬁcations of future instructions more aggressively.

3.4

Quora: A Quality Programmable Vector Processor
As a ﬁrst embodiment of quality programmable processors, we describe a quality

programmable vector processor, Quora, which is designed to execute a intrinsically
resilient applications from various domains including recognition, mining, synthesis, video processing, search etc. This section outlines the key design philosophy of
Quora, and describes in detail its instruction set and micro-architecture, which are
driven by characteristics of the target applications as well as considerations unique
to approximate computing.
In quality programmable designs, the energy savings stem predominantly from
scaling the accuracy of execution units in the processor. The control front-ends, such
as instruction fetch and decode, inherent to any programmable processor, have to
be performed in an accurate manner. Thus, the energy beneﬁts from approximate
computing are limited by the fraction of energy consumed by execution units in the
design.
Keeping in mind the above observation, and the fact that the application domains
of interest invariably contain signiﬁcant ﬁne-grained data parallelism, we explore approximate computing in the context of a new class of programmable architectures,
viz. vector processors. While vector processors intrinsically amortize the cost of
control front-ends over several execution units, we further amplify this beneﬁt in
Quora by employing a 3-tiered hierarchy of processing elements – a 2D array of
Approximate Processing Elements (APE), 1D arrays of Mixed Accuracy Processing
Elements (MAPE), and a scalar Completely Accurate Processing Element (CAPE) –
that are characterized by distinctly diﬀerent control complexity and energy vs. quality trade-oﬀs. Moreover, since the instructions operate on data vectors (or streams),
their execution typically extends over a large number of cycles, further reducing the
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contribution of control front-ends to the overall application energy. Finally, the vector instructions in Quora also provide an added advantage in that instruction-level
quality speciﬁcations correspond to coarse-grained computations rather than individual scalar operations. The micro-architecture propagates errors across the scalar
operations within a vector instruction and ensures that the instruction-level quality
speciﬁcations are satisﬁed.

3.4.1

Quora Instruction Set

This section describes the quality programmable instruction set of Quora. In
order to determine the right set of instruction primitives, we analyzed a wide range
of resilient applications by hierarchically breaking down the computations involved
as shown in Figure 3.3. We identiﬁed that these applications typically operate on
data streams and perform matrix-matrix and matrix-vector operations, generating
signiﬁcant intermediate data. These intermediate results are then subject to complex
reduction operations to produce a small number of outputs. Leveraging these characteristics, the proposed quality programmable instruction set is designed with 2D and
1D vector instructions, balancing eﬃciency and programmability.

Software Visible Micro-architectural State
Figure 3.4 shows the software visible micro-architectural state in Quora, which
consists of the following components:
• Streaming Memory Bank: Quora contains 2 streaming memory banks,
each containing streaming memory (SM) elements that are First-in-First-out
(FIFO) buﬀers of equal length. Each SM element can be individually addressed
and data vectors of length less than or equal to its size can be read or written.
To facilitate data re-use, the internal read and write pointers of SMs can be
altered relative to their current position through special instructions.
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Fig. 3.3.: Resursive breakdown of computations in error resilient applications

• 2D-array accumulator registers: Quora features a 2-dimensional array
of processing elements, each containing an accumulator register. Data can be
scanned in/out of the accumulators in the 2D-array by row or column.
• 1D-array accumulators, Register ﬁles and Mask: Two 1-dimensional arrays of processing elements are arranged along the top and left borders of the
2D array. The 1D-array elements in a given set operate together in a SingeInstruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) fashion. Each element contains an accumulator register, a small register ﬁle, and a mask register that can be set or reset
through special instructions.
• Scalar Register ﬁle: In addition to the 2D and 1D processing elements,
Quora has a scalar processor with a register ﬁle random-accessible by software.
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Fig. 3.4.: Software visible micro-architectural state in Quora

• Error Register: The error register holds an estimate of the actual error incurred during the execution of quality programmable instructions. This register
can only be read (but not modiﬁed) by software.
• Program Counter/Status Register: The status register contains ﬂags that
denote status of the processor.

Quality Programmable Instructions in Quora
Quality programmable instructions allow software to explicitly indicate the error
tolerable during their execution. In Quora’s ISA, instructions contain two quality
ﬁelds that denote the type and amount of error. The type of error may be a strict
bound or an expectation over all possible inputs. The error types supported in the
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Quora ISA are deﬁned below. In these deﬁnitions, Oacc and Oapprox denote the
accurate and approximate outputs of the instruction.
• Maximum Error Magnitude, shown in Equation 3.2, bounds the absolute
diﬀerence between the accurate and approximate outputs of an instruction to
be less than a speciﬁed threshold.
M axErr = M AX∀inputs (|Oacc − Oapprox |)

(3.2)

• Average Error Magnitude, shown in Equation 3.3, an expectation of the
absolute error magnitude over all possible inputs to the instruction.

∀inputs |Oacc − Oapprox |
AvgErr =
T otal no. of Inputs

(3.3)

• Error probability, shown in Equation 3.4, bounds the fraction of inputs for
which the instruction can produce an incorrect value.
ErrP rob =

N o. of Inputs f or which Oacc = Oapprox
T otal no. of Inputs

(3.4)

Instruction Types
Quora features a rich instruction set architecture containing 47 instructions - 13
scalar, 9 2D-array , 22 1D-array, 3 SM - that execute on the respective processing
elements. The ISA is classiﬁed into 6 instruction types and Figure 3.1 tabulates a
subset of most commonly used instructions in each category. The diﬀerent instruction
types are described below.
Scalar Instructions: The scalar instructions are similar to instructions in a RISC
ISA. The operands are fetched from either the scalar register ﬁle or the error register
and the result is always stored back to the scalar register ﬁle. They do not carry any
quality ﬁelds and are always required to execute in an accurate manner.
Streaming Memory Instructions: These instructions are used to load data vectors into the streaming memory (SM) elements. The operands to the instructions
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Table 3.1.: Representative instructions in Quora’s ISA
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are fetched from the scalar register ﬁle. The start address is present in register
R start add. The elements of the data vector are fetched in a burst-stride fashion,
where burst number of data elements are loaded from contiguous address locations
after which the data address is incremented by stride. This pattern is repeated until
all elements of the data vector are loaded into the SM. Multiple streaming memory
elements, indicated in the register R enb stream, can be loaded simultaneously with
the same data. Instructions to manipulate the internal read and write pointers of the
SMs also belong to this class.
2D-array Reduction Instructions: These instructions execute on the 2D-array of
processing elements, and typically perform reduction operations (e.g., Multiply-andaccumulate) on the data vectors present in the SMs. Thus, in a single instruction,
all data vectors present in row SMs are operated with all data vectors in the column
SMs. These instructions extend over variable numbers of cycles based on control
parameters such as the vector length (R length), rows (R row enb) and columns
(R col enb) of the 2D-array that are active during execution. These instructions are
quality programmable and contain quality ﬁelds, whose values are obtained from the
scalar registers R q type and R q amt.
1D-array Reduction Instructions: Instructions of this type perform single-vector
reduction operations (e.g., min/max of a vector) and are executed on the PEs present
in the 1D-array. The PEs obtain their data operands by either scanning out the
accumulator registers of the 2D-array in row/column fashion or from the streaming
memory element located in their corresponding row/column. The < r/c > ﬁeld in
the instruction indicates which of the two 1D-arrays is active. The R row enb and
R col enb registers indicate active processors and operands during execution. Similar
to 2D-array instructions, the values for quality ﬁelds are obtained from registers
R q type and R q amt.
1D-array Streaming Instructions: In this instruction type, data operands are
streamed in from either the 2D-array or streaming memory, and are stored back
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in their respective registers after being operated upon in the 1D-array processing
elements. The instruction ﬁelds are similar to 1D-array reduction instructions.
1D-array Self Operand Instructions: The operand for this instruction type is
obtained from the register ﬁle of the 1D-array processing elements. These instructions
typically execute in a single cycle. The mask register, as in conventional SIMD
architectures, allows 1D-array processing elements to execute conditional (if-thenelse) statements. Instructions to conditionally set/reset the mask register also belong
to this category.
In summary, the proposed ISA is tailored to eﬃciently execute a wide range of
intrinsically resilient applications and has provisions for expressing application resilience to hardware using the instruction-level quality ﬁelds.

3.4.2

Quora Micro-architecture

The architecture of Quora was primarily driven by studying the characteristics
of numerous resilient applications. It also features several micro-architectural design
choices that enhance the energy savings achieved through approximate computing.
The block diagram of the Quora architecture is shown in Figure 3.5. This section
describes in detail the various architectural features and components of Quora. An
in-depth description of the diﬀerent types of processing elements and their interconnection patterns is also provided.

Processing Element Hierarchy
Quora contains three types of processing elements (PEs) that diﬀer widely in
several aspects including their functional complexity, programmability, number and
ability to scale under approximate operation. A description of the diﬀerent types of
PEs is provided below.
Approximate Processing Elements: The approximate processing elements (APEs)
are the simplest and most in number among the three types of PEs. As shown in Fig-
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Fig. 3.5.: Quora micro-architecture

ure 3.5, the APEs are arranged in a 2-dimensional array and are interconnected in a
systolic fashion with every APE connected only to its nearest neighbours. Figure 3.6
shows the block diagram of an APE. Each APE contains an accumulator register
and takes 2 operands as inputs. The input operands are processed through a 2-level
datapath and the results are accumulated with the value stored in the accumulator
register. The functionality of each level in the APE datapath can be selected using
control signals.
In a typical instruction, an APE operates over multiple cycles with new input
operands fed in every cycle from neighboring APEs to the left and top of it. The
APE elements in the left and top borders of the 2-D array take inputs from streaming
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Fig. 3.6.: Approximate processing element

memory elements located along the borders. The input operands are registered in
each APE and are propagated to its right and bottom neighbours. The accumulator
contains the output at the end of execution. The accumulators present in a given row
or column of the array are also connected with each other. Thus, the accumulator
outputs can be scanned out to memory or shifted to neighboring APEs, in either row
or column fashion.
The APE elements are optimized to carry out vector-vector reduction operations
such as Dot product, Euclidean distance etc., which are very common in resilient
applications. Since most APE interconnects are ﬁxed, they contain minimal control
logic and over 90% of their energy consumption is contributed by the execution units.
Note that the control logic is evaluated once at the start of the operation, while the
execution units operate over a large number of cycles. Hence among the PEs, the
APEs’ energy consumption scales the best under approximation.
Mixed Accuracy Processing Elements: Quora contains mixed accuracy processing elements (MAPEs) arranged along the left and top borders of the APE array,
as shown in Figure 3.5. The MAPE elements are divided into two sets viz. row
MAPEs, present on the left border, and column MAPEs, along the top border. The
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Fig. 3.7.: Mixed accuracy processing element

MAPEs in each set operate together in an SIMD fashion. Figure 3.7 shows the block
diagram of a MAPE. It contains an accumulator register and along with a small register ﬁle. The execution unit is more sophisticated compared to APE and always
takes the accumulator register as one of its operands. The second operand could be
obtained from the accumulator register of the APE element located on same row/column border as the MAPE element. However, the operand can also be fetched from
the streaming memory element located beside the MAPE or from its scratch register
ﬁle. The output of the execution unit is always stored back to the accumulator.
The MAPEs operate in 3 diﬀerent modes: (i) Reduction mode, (ii) Streaming
mode, and (iii) Self-operand mode. Both reduction and streaming modes contain
multi-cycle operations where the data operands to MAPEs are either scanned out
from the APE array or from the streaming memory. In the case of reduction mode,
the output is reduced within the accumulator of MAPE, whereas in the streaming
mode, the result is stored back to the APE or SM that supplied the data operand
in a cyclical fashion. The self-operand mode is a single cycle operation in which the
data operand is fetched internally from the register ﬁle of the MAPE.
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The MAPEs are designed execute a mix of arithmetic and control instructions.
To facilitate evaluation of conditionals (if-then-else statements), the MAPE elements
contain a mask register which can be set/reset based on the output of the execution
unit. A MAPE operates only if the mask register is unset. The MAPE accumulator
registers can be scanned out to memory in a manner similar to the APE accumulator
registers.
The applications of interest typically produce a large amount of intermediate data
on which complex reduction operations such as ﬁnding min/max, kernel functions
like tanh, exponential etc. are performed. MAPEs are tailored to perform such
operations. More than 70% of the energy consumed by MAPEs is contributed by the
execution unit and can be scaled under approximate operation. Thus, while MAPEs
are more complex and hence less scalable compared to APEs, they still oﬀer signiﬁcant
opportunities for approximate computing.
Completely Accurate Processing Element: Quora contains one completely
accurate processing element (CAPE), which is similar to a conventional scalar microprocessor. It contains a register ﬁle from which operands are fetched and operated
upon in its execution unit. As the name implies, the operations performed by CAPE
are done in an completely accurate manner. CAPE is typically used to execute instructions that relate to the control ﬂow of the program. This includes computations
for loop control, address computation, pointer arithmetic, etc.
In summary, as illustrated in Figure 3.8, Quora contains a 3-tiered hierarchy of
processing elements that vary in functionality and energy scalability under approximations. For a given array conﬁguration of n rows and m columns, the architecture
contains n ∗ m APEs, n + m MAPEs and 1 CAPE. Hence, although individual CAPE
and MAPE elements are more complex, the energy consumption of Quora is dominated by the APEs followed by MAPEs and the CAPE. The above design choices,
while allowing eﬃcient execution of diﬀerent applications, also enable signiﬁcant energy beneﬁts to be derived from approximate computing.

Scope for
approximation

PE count
Energy

Complexity
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CAPE

Energy scalability
under approximate
operation

(> 70%)

MAPE

APE

(> 90%)

Fig. 3.8.: Comparison of processing elements in Quora

Streaming Memory Elements
The streaming memory (SM) elements are First-in-ﬁrst-out (FIFO) circular buﬀers
located along the left and top borders of the APE array, as shown in Figure 3.5. Data
operands are loaded into one or more of these SM elements from the data memory,
and subsequently consumed by the APEs and MAPEs. As seen from Figure 3.5, each
SM element is connected to exactly one APE and MAPE element located beside it.

Quality Control Unit and Quality Monitors
The quality control unit interprets the quality ﬁelds present in each instruction
and translates them, based on the instruction type, into the hardware accuracy knobs
for the APE and MAPE processing elements. Any approximate design technique may
be employed in the PEs, provided that suitable quality translation is performed in the
quality control unit. In Quora, precision scaling of input data operands is employed
to achieve quality conﬁgurability in the PEs. Diﬀerent ﬂavors of precision scaling
mechanisms are proposed for this purpose. Using precision scaling allows the quality
control units to be shared across APEs in a row/column. Hence, they are located
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along the borders of the APE array as shown in Figure 3.5. The quality monitors
that estimate the error accrued during instruction execution are also shared among
PEs and are located along with the quality control units. Detailed descriptions of
various precision scaling techniques and their associated beneﬁts and overheads are
provided in Section 3.5.

Instruction Fetch, Decode and Control Units
Quora contains a program counter that points to the address from which the next
instruction is fetched. The instruction decode unit identiﬁes the type of instruction
to be executed on the APE, MAPE and CAPE elements. The control unit initiates
the instruction execution by asserting appropriate control signals to the processing
elements and streaming memories.

3.5

Micro-architectural Mechanisms for Quality Scaling
In order to facilitate quality-conﬁgurable execution on the processing elements,

Quora is designed with hardware mechanisms that provide trade-oﬀ between computational accuracy and energy eﬃciency. Quora employs precision scaling, where
the bit width (precision) of input operands used by the processing elements (PEs)
are modulated during instruction execution. In this section, we describe the diﬀerent
ﬂavours of precision scaling used in Quora, along with their beneﬁts and overheads.
The design of the quality control unit that translates instruction quality speciﬁcations
to the hardware precision scaling knob, and quality monitors that provide an estimate
of actual error in the execution are also outlined.

3.5.1

Precision Scaling

Precision scaling is a commonly used approximate design technique, in which some
pre-determined number of least signiﬁcant bits (LSB) in the data operands to the PEs
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are ignored during computation. This can be exploited for power savings by clock
gating or power gating parts of the datapath that are no longer necessary for reduced
precision operation. We leverage the fact that quality programmable instructions
in Quora often operate on data vectors over multiple cycles, and propose several
variations of precision scaling to achieve improved energy-quality trade-oﬀs. These
mechanisms are described in the sections below.

Up/down Precision Scaling












  
Fig. 3.9.: Up/down precision scaling

Figure 3.9 shows the block diagram of the up/down precision scaling unit. It takes
a data operand (X) and the number of bits (P Sc) by which it should be precision
scaled as its inputs. The precision scaled version of the operand (Xpsc ) is produced
at the output. The up/down precision scaling mechanism is similar to round-oﬀ in
ﬂoating point notation. The LSB P Sc bits of the input operand are ﬁrst set to zero, as
in conventional truncation. However, if the value of the truncated bits is greater than
or equal to 2P Sc−1 , then the input is rounded up by adding 2P Sc to the bit-truncated
version. For example, for a P Sc value of 3, if the last 3 bits of the input operand
represents a value greater than or equal to 4, then 8 is added to the truncated input
value. The condition for rounding up vs. down can easily be detected in hardware
by checking if the (P Sc − 1)th bit of the input is equal to 1.
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Precision Scaling with Error Monitoring

 


















 






 

 


Fig. 3.10.: Precision scaling with error monitoring

The error incurred in scaling precision should be monitored in order to evaluate
its impact on overall instruction output quality. The block diagram of the precision
scaling unit with error monitoring is shown in Figure 3.10. Up/down precision scaling
introduces errors that are either positive or negative, based on the direction in which
the value is rounded. Hence, the error monitoring circuit contains separate registers, P.Err and N.Err, to track positive and negative errors respectively. Typically,
quality programmable instructions in Quora operate on data vectors, whose individual elements are precision scaled in successive execution cycles. Hence the error
monitoring circuit contains the provision to accumulate error over multiple cycles by
accordingly updating the error registers. The P.Err and N.Err registers are used to
estimate the overall error at the output of an instruction, as detailed in section 3.5.4.

Precision Scaling with Error Compensation
The up/down precision scaling, by virtue of introducing errors in either direction,
inherently possesses the ability to compensate for errors that accumulate over mul-
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Fig. 3.11.: Precision scaling with error compensation

tiple cycles. We enhance the error compensating nature by dynamically varying the
threshold at which the values are rounded up/down in the precision scaling unit. The
block diagram for precision scaling with enhanced error compensation is shown in
Figure 3.11. The logic used to decide the rounding direction contains a comparator
whose threshold is varied based on the values in the error register. At the start of
instruction execution, both error registers are reset to zero and the threshold is set to
2P Sc−1 . However, during the course of execution, if the positive or negative error is
greater than twice the other, the comparator threshold is decreased or increased respectively. Increasing the threshold causes more values to be rounded down, thereby
introducing more positive errors, and vice versa. This enhanced error compensation
signiﬁcantly improves the energy-quality trade-oﬀ oﬀered by Quora.

Dynamic Precision Scaling
In the previous mechanisms, the number of bits (P Sc) by which the operands
are precision scaled is set once at the start instruction execution. We present a
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Fig. 3.12.: Dynamic precision scaling

ﬁnal variant, dynamic precision scaling, where P Sc is changed dynamically during
instruction execution based on the actual value of error. Figure 3.12 shows the block
diagram of a dynamic precision scaling unit. The error accrued in the error registers
are checked periodically and a new P Sc value is determined based on the error.

3.5.2

Array Level Organization of Precision Scaling Units

This section describes how the precision scaling units (PScU) are integrated into
Quora. The quality programmable instructions execute on the APE/MAPE elements, whose data operands are fetched from either the streaming memory elements
or the accumulator registers present in the APE array. Hence, the precision scaling units are placed along the left and top borders of the array between the APEs
and MAPEs, as shown in Figure 3.13. In case of instructions that operate on the
APE array, data from the streaming elements are precision scaled before being fed
into the APEs. Similarly, when the accumulator registers are scanned out for MAPE
operation, precision scaling is employed on those operands.
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Fig. 3.13.: Array level organization of precision scaling units

Quality Control Unit
Figure 3.13 also shows the block diagram of the quality control unit. The quality
control unit maps the target quality speciﬁed in the instruction, based on its op-code,
to the precision scaling values for PScUs located along the rows (R.P Sc) and columns
(C.P Sc).

Quality Monitors
The logic for quality monitoring is distributed among individual precision scaling
units and the quality control unit. The positive and negative error registers in the
precision scaling units contain an estimate of error introduced in their respective data
vectors. These error registers are scanned along row and column precision scaling
units and used by the quality control unit to obtain the overall error at the output
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of the instruction. The estimated error is stored in the error register, Err.Reg, of
Quora.
The quality translation and error estimation procedures are instruction dependent
and are described for various instructions and quality types in section 3.5.4.

3.5.3

Precision Scaling: Impact on Energy

Precision scaling of operands has signiﬁcant impact on the energy consumed by
Quora. A qualitative evaluation of the various beneﬁts and overheads are described
in this section.

Beneﬁts
The energy beneﬁts due to precision scaling stem from three direct sources.
• Reduction in Switching Activity When precision scaled, the LSB bits of
the data operands are set to zero. This results in reduction in the switching
activity in the PEs, as the logic slices corresponding to the precision scaled bits
are dormant. Hence, the dynamic power consumed by the PEs are inherently
reduced under precision scaled operation.
• Clock gating of registers: As the precision of the computations performed in
the PEs is scaled, bit slices of the registers can be clock gated to further enhance
their energy eﬃciency. As shown in Figure 3.13, signals for clock gating are
generated based on the P Sc values in the quality control unit and fed to the
APEs and MAPEs.
• Voltage scaling: Precision scaling also leads to reduction in circuit delay due
to reduction in the critical path of the design. This can be used to beneﬁt energy
consumption, by reducing the supply voltage to the APE and MAPE processing elements. The quality programmable instructions in Quora execute over
multiple (tens to hundreds) clock cycles and hence supply voltage modulation
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is feasible. Note that supply voltage reduction is only employed to exploit the
timing slack created by precision scaling, and no timing errors are introduced
in the PEs.
In addition to the above direct beneﬁts, precision scaling provides an indirect
energy beneﬁt in the execution of subsequent instructions. Precision scaling the
input operands of an instruction naturally results in its outputs being computed with
a lower precision. Thus, subsequent instructions that consume the output value of the
current instruction can also be precision scaled without any additional degradation in
their output quality. The hardware is equipped to store the precision of accumulator
registers in APEs/MAPEs, which are then selectively used to scale the precision of
future instructions that operate on these values.

Overheads
In Quora, the key hardware overheads of precision scaling are the precision
scaling units, which are located only along the top and left borders of the APE array,
and the quality control logic, which is global to the processor. The precision scaling
units are signiﬁcantly smaller than the processing elements and their cost is further
amortized as they are shared among APEs in a given row or column. The APEs
are augmented with logic to enable clock gating of registers. In our implementation,
the hardware overheads for precision scaling contribute < 1% of the total energy
consumed by other components.

3.5.4

Quality Translation and Error Estimation

Quality translation entails determining the row (R.P Sc) and column (C.P Sc)
precision scaling values based on the type and amount of error speciﬁed in the quality
ﬁelds of the instruction. The error monitoring registers present in the precision scaling
units keep track of the error introduced in the input operands of the instruction. At
the end of instruction execution, this error at the inputs is translated into error at
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the instruction output and stored in the error register (Err.Reg) of Quora. The
quality translation and error estimation procedures are instruction speciﬁc and are
shown for a representative subset of quality programmable instructions in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2.: Quality translation and error estimation for quality programmable instructions
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We describe the procedure in detail for the multiply-and-accumulate instruction
(qpMAC : row 1 of Table 3.2) using the maximum error magnitude quality metric. In
the case of qpMAC, only one of the input operands (column operand in Quora) is
precision scaled. Equation 3.5a shows the analytical expression for error magnitude at
the instruction output when one of the operands is precision scaled. In Equation 3.5a,
Ai and Bi are the input operands, and Δi is the error due to precision scaling Bi .
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ErrM ag = |Oacc − Oapprox | = 
(Ai Bi ) −
(Ai (Bi + Δi ) =
(Ai Δi ) (3.5a)
i=1

M axErr ≥

n


i=1

i=1

(Ai Δi ) ≥ nAmax Δmax ≥ n2BW 2C.P Sc−1

i=1

=⇒ C.P Sc = 1 + log2

 M axErr 

(3.5b)

n2BW
We need to ensure that this error (ErrM ag) is guaranteed to be lower than the
value, M axErr, speciﬁed in the instruction quality amount ﬁeld. Equation 3.5b also
shows the steps in calculating C.P Sc under this condition. BW is the bit width of
the operation. As we can see from Equation 3.5b, the quality translation process
is conservative in-order to ensure the quality bounds are guaranteed for all possible
inputs.
The total positive and negative error in the input operands are available in the
P.Err and N.Err registers of the precision scaling units. In the worst case for qpMAC,
the error estimate is the maximum of P.Err and N.Err multiplied by the maximum
possible value of the other operand.
In summary, the precision scaling mechanisms enable quality-conﬁgurable execution of instructions in Quora and the quality control unit regulates these mechanisms
based on the instruction-level quality speciﬁcations.

3.6

Evaluation Methodology
In-order to demonstrate the energy beneﬁts of quality programmability, we real-

ized a hardware implementation of Quora and performed a wide range of experiments on it using a suite of popular applications from the recognition, mining and
synthesis application domains. This section describes our design ﬂow, experimental
methodology and the benchmarks used in evaluation.
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3.6.1

RTL Implementation

Quora was implemented at the register-transfer level (RTL) using Verilog HDL
and synthesized to the IBM 45nm technology library using Synopsys Design Compiler [34]. The micro-architectural parameters and implementation metrics are shown
in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3.: Quora: Micro-architectural parameters and implementation metrics
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Synopsys Power Compiler [34] was used to estimate power consumption at the
gate-level. Table 3.3 also shows the power breakdown among diﬀerent components of
Quora. The APE and MAPE elements contribute 79% of the total power, providing
ample scope for obtaining energy beneﬁts through approximate computing.

3.6.2

Application Benchmarks

Table 3.4 lists the applications and datasets that were used as benchmarks in our
experiments. The application-speciﬁc metrics used to evaluate the output quality are
also provided.
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Table 3.4.: Quora: List of application benchmarks
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The applications were ported manually to the Quora ISA and the quality ﬁelds
of quality programmable instructions were set empirically using a greedy auto-tuning
procedure with iterative quality proﬁling as described below. First, the quality ﬁelds
in all quality programmable instructions in the assembly program are set as fullyaccurate. Next, the program is energy-proﬁled to identify the most energy consuming
instruction and its accuracy relaxed in steps of 2.5%. The application is executed on
an instruction-level simulator to evaluate application-level quality. This process is
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repeated until the application-level quality constraint is violated to obtain to the
quality programmable assembly code.

3.6.3

Energy and Quality Measurements

Gate-level Energy Estimation for Micro-Benchmarks:
Since energy estimation of the entire application at the gate-level incurs prohibitively large run-times, we used individual instructions in the ISA as micro-benchmarks
and evaluated their energy consumption. Table 3.5 shows the number of execution
cycles and energy for a subset of instructions. In the case of quality programmable
instructions, the energy consumed varies based on the desired accuracy level and is
shown as an energy range in Table 3.5. Note that these instructions, in addition to
executing on APE and MAPE processing elements, extend over a large number of
clock cycles compared to scalar instructions, enhancing their total energy consumption. Also, since APEs and MAPEs dominate the energy consumption in Quora, a
signiﬁcant fraction (¿80%) of the quality programmable instruction energy is scalable
under approximate operation.

RTL and Instruction-accurate Simulation
We used ModelSim [44] to simulate complete applications at the register-transfer
level and obtained the dynamic instruction count of various instructions in each program. We combined the energy consumed by individual instructions with their dynamic count to compute the total energy consumed by Quora for executing the
entire application. Since precision scaling input operands only introduces functional
errors during execution, we developed an instruction accurate simulator and used it
to obtain the overall application output quality.
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Table 3.5.: Execution time and energy of instructions in Quora’s ISA
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Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of various experiments that demonstrate

signiﬁcant beneﬁts obtained by leveraging quality programmability in the benchmark
applications.

3.7.1

Energy Beneﬁts

Figure 3.14 shows the normalized energy consumption at diﬀerent output quality targets for all applications. The energy is normalized to the base case where all
the quality programmable instructions in the application are executed in a fully accurate manner. The energy beneﬁts range between 1.05X-1.7X for virtually no loss
(< 0.5%)in output quality and between 1.18X-2.1X when modest loss (< 2.5%) in
quality is tolerable. When the quality requirements are further relaxed (< 7.5%), the
beneﬁts extend upto 2.5X compared to fully-accurate Quora baseline. On an aver-
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age, leveraging quality programmability results in 1.3X, 1.6X, and 1.85X at diﬀerent

     

quality levels respectively.




 










Fig. 3.14.: Energy beneﬁts for diﬀerent application-level quality constraints

3.7.2

Quality Programmability in Instructions

To demonstrate the need for quality programmability in instructions, we examine
the energy and output quality of applications for diﬀerent instruction level quality
bounds. Figure 3.15 shows the plot for 2 applications, viz. hand digit recognition
(MNIST dataset) and object classiﬁcation (NORB dataset), both using the Support
Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm. In both cases, signiﬁcant energy improvements
are obtained at lower error bounds for no degradation in application output quality.
However, after some point, energy beneﬁts begin to taper oﬀ and the degradation in
application output quality becomes marked. Moreover, as seen from the graphs, based
on the application context and the dataset being processed, the same algorithm exhibits signiﬁcantly diﬀerent energy-quality trade-oﬀs. Thus, for a given target output
quality, to maximally exploit the beneﬁts of error resilience, we require instructions
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to be executed at diﬀerent accuracy levels. Further, the target quality requirement
itself may vary based on the context in which the application output is used. These
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factors underscore the importance of quality-programmability in instructions.
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Fig. 3.15.: Energy reduction and application-level quality degradation for diﬀerent
instruction level quality speciﬁcations

3.7.3

Energy Contribution of Quality Programmable Instructions

To better understand the scope of beneﬁts that can be obtained by approximate
computing in Quora, we present the contribution of quality programmable instructions to the dynamic instruction count, execution cycles and overall energy for various
applications, in Figure 3.16.
On an average, we observe that, when applications are ported to Quora, less
than 2% of the instructions are quality programmable. These instructions typically
execute over multiple cycles contributing about 20% of total application runtime.
However, these instructions execute on the APE and MAPE elements, which enhance
their total energy contribution to more than 75%. This observation is typical of many
error resilient applications which contain few dominant kernels that are resilient and
consume a signiﬁcant portion of application energy [4]. Thus, in Quora, signiﬁcant
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Fig. 3.16.: Contribution of quality programmable instructions to dynamic instruction
count, execution cycles and energy

energy beneﬁts can be realized even when pogram uses a small number of quality
programmable instructions.








 



  









 







  







 





 



   



     

     

  



Precision Scaling Mechanisms
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Fig. 3.17.: Energy vs. error curves for micro-benchmarks using diﬀerent precision
scaling mechanisms
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The impact of employing the proposed precision scaling mechanisms is studied
using diﬀerent micro-benchmarks and the results are presented in form of energy vs.
error graphs in Figure 3.17. We compare 3 schemes: (i) Truncation, where the LSB
bits of inputs operands to the instruction are set to zero, (ii) Up/down precision
scaling, where LSB bits are rounded up/down based on a ﬁxed threshold, and (iii)
Precision scaling with error compensation, in which the threshold used in up/down
precision scaling is varied based on the actual error incurred during execution. The
micro-benchmarks were executed on 10000 random input instances. We can observe
from Figure 3.17 that precision scaling with enhanced error compensation outperforms
the other schemes and provides the best energy-quality trade-oﬀ in all 3 cases.

Architectural Exploration
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Fig. 3.18.: Energy vs. quality curves for varying array dimensions

To study the impact of micro-architectural parameters on energy beneﬁts, we perform an architectural exploration by varying Quora’s array dimensions. Figure 3.18
shows the energy vs. output quality (classiﬁcation accuracy) graphs for two applications, k-NN and GLVQ. Exploiting quality programmability yields considerable
beneﬁts across all the conﬁgurations. However, the beneﬁts decrease as the array dimensions are reduced. This can be attributed to: (i) The fraction of energy consumed
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by the control front-ends of the design become signiﬁcant. The overheads increase
from 21% for a 16x16 array to 59% for a 2x2 array. (ii) The number of scalar instructions in the program that determine its control ﬂow (such as loop iteration count etc.)
and their contribution to overall application energy increase – 10% for a 16x16 array
to 48% for a 2x2 array for the GLVQ application – as we reduce the parallelism in
the processor.

3.8

Summary
To broaden the applicability of approximate computing, this chapter proposed

quality programmable processors, in which the notion of quality is explicitly codiﬁed
in the HW/SW interface, i.e., the instruction set. The ISA of a quality programmable
processor contains instructions associated with quality ﬁelds to specify the accuracy
level that must be met during their execution. This chapter demonstrated that this
ability to control the accuracy of instruction execution greatly enhances the scope of
approximate computing, allowing it to be applied to larger parts of programs. The
micro-architecture of a quality programmable processor contains hardware mechanisms that translate the instruction-level quality speciﬁcations into energy savings.
Additionally, it may expose the actual error incurred during the execution of each
instruction (which may be less than the speciﬁed limit) back to software.
As an embodiment of the above concepts, this chapter presented a quality programmable vector processor design, Quora, comprised of a 3-tiered hierarchy of
processing elements. Based on a 289 processing element RTL implementation and
gate-level energy evaluation of Quora, this chapter demonstrated that leveraging
quality programmability leads to signiﬁcant improvements in energy eﬃciency. In
summary, quality programmable processors, by taking approximate computing to the
realm of programmable processors, achieves a signiﬁcant milestone towards bringing
approximate computing to the mainstream.
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4. ENERGY-EFFICIENT DEEP LEARNING USING
APPROXIMATE COMPUTING
4.1

Introduction
The ﬁeld of neuromorphic computing has garnered signiﬁcant interest in the past

decade due to a conﬂuence of trends from neuroscience, machine learning, semiconductor technology, and high performance computing. An important development
within this ﬁeld has been the advent of large-scale neural networks (NNs) called Deep
Learning Networks [39, 45, 46] (DLNs). These biologically inspired algorithms have
shown state-of-the-art results on a variety of recognition, classiﬁcation and inference
tasks. Hence, they are deployed in many real world applications such as Google image
search [47], Google Now speech recognition [48], and Apple Siri voice recognition [49],
among others.

4.1.1

Deep Learning Networks: Computational Challenges

Deep learning networks are highly compute and data intensive due to their large
scale and dense connectivity. To understand the computational challenges associated
with deep learning, we consider two concrete scenarios that we believe exemplify
the most pressing computational challenges: (i) embedding deep learning (network
evaluation) in low-power wearable and IoT devices, and (ii) high-speed training of
large-scale networks with large data sets. For our analysis, we consider some of the
top entries in the ImageNet image recognition competition [46,50–52], which has been
dominated by deep networks in recent years.
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Fig. 4.1.: Computational requirements for embedding deep learning in low-power
devices

Deep learning in low-power devices
Consider the problem of processing the video stream captured by a smart glass
using a deep learning network that executes on the on-board processor (i.e., the
data cannot be uploaded to the cloud due to bandwidth, battery life, or privacy constraints). We note that such applications were explored for the Google Glass [53, 54].
To evaluate the feasibility of this use-case, Figure 2 shows the number of ops required
to perform classiﬁcation using the considered deep networks. Further, using specs
from the the Google Glass (OMAP 4430 processor, 2.1WH battery) [55, 56], we compute the frames-per-second that would be achieved assuming the mobile GPU is fully
dedicated to evaluation the deep network and runs at peak hardware performance,
as well as the battery life if the battery were used only to power the execution of the
deep network. As shown from the results in Figure 4.1, there is clearly a need for an
order-of-magnitude or higher improvement in processing eﬃciency to enable real-time
recognition in this scenario.
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Fig. 4.2.: Computational requirements for training deep learning networks in the
cloud

Large-scale training in the cloud
If evaluating deep networks is a major challenge at one end of the computing
spectrum, building and training these networks is equally challenging at the other end.
Let us consider the problem of training a large-scale network for object recognition on
the ImageNet data set. Figure 4.2 shows the compute operations and memory accesses
required for training current and projected large-scale networks, and the execution
time and energy required for training the VGG-E network on an Intel Xeon Phi 7120p
processor [57] (again, assuming ideal hardware performance). Clearly, even these ideal
numbers indicate that there is a need for large improvements.

4.1.2

Eﬃciency of DLNs: Prior Research Directions

Previous eﬀorts have explored three major directions for the eﬃcient implementation of NNs, which are outlined in Figure 4.3. The ﬁrst class of eﬀorts focus on
improving the runtime of deep learning networks by parallelizing them on multiand many-core platforms [61]. The second direction is accelerator based computing,
in which custom architectures that are optimized to the computation and communication patterns of NNs are designed. A spectrum of architectures ranging from
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application-speciﬁc NN designs [58] to programmable neural processors [59, 60] have
been proposed.
Deep Learning
Networks
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Fig. 4.3.: Research directions to improve deep learning eﬃciency

The third prominent direction is the use of emerging device technologies to realize the fundamental computations present in NNs. Eﬃcient neuron and synapse
implementations based on resistive RAM [62], memristor based crossbar arrays [63],
and spintronics [64] have been explored in literature. Complementary to the above
eﬀorts, this thesis explores approximate computing as a new dimension to improve
the implementation eﬃciency of deep learning.

4.1.3

Deep Learning ⇔ Approximate Computing

We observe that neural networks, by their very nature, are inherently amenable to
approximate computing. First, they are used in applications where less-than-perfect
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results are acceptable, and often inevitable. Recent studies [4, 65] have demonstrated
that their robustness to noisy, real-world input data also enables them to remain
resilient to inexactness or errors in a large fraction of their computations. The resilience to errors is in fact enhanced by the nature of computations performed within
a neuron itself. Each neuron in the network evaluates a weighted sum of its inputs,
followed by a saturating (or thresholding) non-linear activation function (e.g., tanh,
sigmoid). Errors in the positive and negative directions compensate for each other
during weighted summation and any residual errors are attenuated by the activation
function. Hence, by introducing imperfections in a disciplined manner, the energy
consumption of neural networks can be signiﬁcantly reduced without sacriﬁcing their
quality of output.
A key question in approximate computing is which computations to approximate,
and by how much. The judicious selection of approximations is critical to maximizing the beneﬁts from approximate computing while ensuring minimal degradation in
output quality. For this purpose, it is necessary to determine the impact of approximating various internal computations on the eventual application output quality. In
the context of neuromorphic systems, we address this challenge by leveraging backpropagation, an operation that is widely utilized for NN training. We observe that
backpropagation provides a measure of the sensitivity of the NN outputs to each neuron in the network; thereby, it can be utilized to identify neurons that are likely to
be more resilient to approximations.
The process of training provides a further opportunity to maximize the beneﬁts of
approximate computing in NNs. Training is an inherently error-healing process, since
it modulates the weights associated with each neuron in the NN such that the error
at the network outputs is minimized. Therefore, we suggest that training can also
be used to compensate for approximations. Further, this synergy can be exploited
in an iterative approximate-and-retrain loop to enhance the beneﬁts of approximate
computing.
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Based on the above insights, we propose a method to construct ApproXimate
Neural Networks (AxNNs) that consists of three key steps. First, it utilizes backpropagation to characterize the importance of each neuron in the NN and identify
those that impact output quality the least. Next, the AxNN is created by selectively
replacing less signiﬁcant neurons in the network with approximate versions that are
more energy-eﬃcient. Towards this end, we utilize precision scaling, a popular approximate design technique, and modulate the precisions of the inputs and the weights of
the neurons to realize versions with diﬀerent accuracy vs. energy trade-oﬀs. Once the
approximate NN is formed, we adapt the weights of the neurons in the approximated
network by incrementally retraining them. Since training is a naturally error-healing
process, this allows us to reclaim a signiﬁcant portion of the quality ceded by approximations. For a given output quality, retraining may create further opportunities to
approximate the NN, resulting in increased energy beneﬁts. We develop an automatic
design methodology to generate AxNNs by iterating the aforementioned characterize,
approximate and retrain steps in a quality-constrained loop.
Another contribution of our work is the design of a quality-conﬁgurable Neuromorphic Processing Engine (qcNPE), which provides a programmable hardware
platform for eﬃciently executing AxNNs with arbitrary topologies, weights, and degrees of approximation. qcNPE features a 2D array of Neural Computation Units
(NCUs) and a 1D array of Activation Function Units (AFUs) that together enable the
eﬃcient execution of neural networks. We equip the NCUs and AFUs with hardware
mechanisms based on precision scaling to eﬀectively translate the reduced precision
of neurons into energy beneﬁts at run-time.
In summary, the key contributions of AxNN are:
• We propose a new avenue for energy eﬃciency in neuromorphic systems by using approximate computing. We propose the concept of ApproXimate Neural
Networks (AxNNs) that leverage backpropagation to maximize the energy beneﬁts from approximate computing, while utilizing the inherent healing nature
of the training process to minimize their impact on output quality.
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• Embodying the above design principle, we develop a systematic methodology,
which can automatically generate AxNNs for any given neural network. The
methodology is independent of the NN topology, network parameters and the
training dataset.
• We design a programmable and quality-conﬁgurable Neuromorphic Processing
Engine (qcNPE) that can be used to eﬃciently execute AxNNs.
• We construct approximate versions of 6 popular large-scale NN applications
using the proposed AxNN design methodology and execute them on two different platforms – qcNPE and commodity Intel Xeon server – to demonstrate
signiﬁcant improvements in energy for negligible loss in output quality.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides relevant
background on NNs. Section 4.3 outlines the proposed AxNN design methodology.
Section 4.4 details the architecture of qcNPE. Section 4.5 describes the experimental
methodology and the NN applications used. Section 4.6 presents the results and
Section 4.7 concludes the paper.

4.2

Neural Nets: Preliminaries
Neural networks can be broadly described as systems that functionally abstract

the computational behavior of the human brain. The fundamental computation unit
of NNs is called a neuron, which is densely interconnected with several others to
constitute a neural network. Each neuron in the network, as shown in Figure 4.4(a),
computes a weighted sum of all its inputs, followed by a non-linear activation function
on the weighted sum to produce the output.
While the proposed approach can be applied to various classes of NNs, in our
discussions we consider the most prevalent form, viz. feedforward NNs, wherein the
neurons are connected to form an acyclic network, as illustrated in Figure 4.4(b). The
operation of NNs typically involves 2 phases viz. training and testing. In the training
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Fig. 4.4.: Neural network preliminaries

phase, the parameters of the NN (weights of each neuron) are identiﬁed based on the
training dataset. Once the NN is trained, it enters the testing or evaluation phase, in
which it is used to perform the desired application. A brief description of the steps
involved in testing and training are provided below.

Evaluating NNs—Forward Propagation:
Forward propagation, used widely in both testing and training, is the process of
evaluating the outputs of the NN. In forward propagation, the inputs are fed to the
neurons in the ﬁrst layer, where they are processed and propagated to the neurons in
the next layer. This process is repeated at all the network layers and the NN outputs
are eventually computed.

Training NNs—Backpropagation:
The training process iterates over a dataset of training instances, pre-labeled with
golden outputs for the NN, to identify the values of network parameters that maximize the application output quality. The network parameters are typically initialized
randomly and are successively reﬁned in each iteration as described below. First, the
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NN is evaluated for a random training instance using forward propagation, and the
error at the network output (with reference to the golden output) is computed. Next,
a key step called backpropagation is invoked, which redistributes the error at the NN
output backward in the network, all the way to its inputs. Thus, backpropagation
quantiﬁes the error contributed by each neuron in the network towards the global
network error. Knowing the respective error contributions, the network parameters
associated with each neuron are modulated such that the error at its output is reduced. Mathematically, the parameter update process is formulated as a gradient
descent optimization problem as shown in Equation 4.1. In this equation, wji represents the weight of the connection between neuron i and j, E denotes the global error,
α denotes the learning rate, and ψ  is the ﬁrst derivative of the activation function.
The Δwji is computed by propagating the error back in the network through all the
connections in the downstream of j to the output.
∂E
Δwji = −α
=
∂wji


k∈DownStream(j)



∂E
αψ wkj
∂wkj



(4.1)

In the proposed methodology to construct AxNNs, we utilize two unique properties: (i) the ability to apportion global errors to local computations by using backpropagation, and (ii) the ability to self-heal local errors in the network during training.
A detailed description of the principles behind AxNNs and their design are provided
in Section 4.3.

4.3

AxNN: Approach and Design Methodology
Approximate Neural Networks (AxNNs) are neural networks whose constituent

computations have been subject to approximations, resulting in improved energy
eﬃciency with acceptable output quality. This section outlines the key ideas behind
AxNNs and the proposed design methodology.
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Fig. 4.5.: Overview of the Approximate Neural Networks (AxNN) design approach

4.3.1

AxNN: Design Approach

An AxNN can be viewed as a transformed version of a trained NN, where the
transformation introduces approximations such that the resulting energy is minimized
while the output quality meets a speciﬁed constraint. As shown in Figure 4.5, this
transformation involves three key steps: (i) Resilience characterization, wherein the
neural network is analyzed to identify neurons that impact output quality the least,
(ii) Neural network approximation, in which the neurons that were determined to be
resilient in the characterization step are approximated, and ﬁnally (iii) Incremental
retraining wherein the network is retrained with the approximations in-place such
that the loss in quality is further minimized. The following subsections provide an
in-depth description of each step in the process.

Neural network resilience characterization
A signiﬁcant challenge to employing approximate computing in any application
is to distinguish computations that the application output is highly sensitive to (and
hence cannot be approximated) from resilient ones that may be subject to approxima-
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tions. In the context of neuromorphic systems, we propose to utilize backpropagation
to characterize the resilience of each neuron. Backpropagation apportions the error
at the output of the NN to the outputs of individual neurons. Thereby, it provides a
measure of the error contributed by each neuron to the outputs of the network. We
make the following key observation: neurons that contribute the least to the global
error are more resilient i.e., more amenable to approximations. Conversely, neurons
contributing the highest error during backpropagation are deemed sensitive.
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Fig. 4.6.: Illustration: Neuron resilience characterization

Based on the above insight, we propose a resilience characterization procedure,
illustrated in Figure 4.6, that involves the following operations. For each instance
in the training dataset, the error at the output of the neural network is computed
using forward propagation. Next, the errors are propagated back to the outputs of
individual neurons and their average error contribution over all inputs in the training
set is obtained. The neurons are then sorted based on the magnitude of their average
error contribution, and a pre-determined threshold is used to classify them as resilient
or sensitive. We note that, unlike the actual training process, the network parameters
are not altered during the resilience characterization step.
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Approximation of resilient neurons
In the approximation step, the AxNN is formed by replacing approximate neurons
in place of the resilient neurons identiﬁed during resilience characterization. Approximate neurons are inaccurate but cost-eﬀective hardware or software implementations
of the original neuron functionality and are the primary source of the energy eﬃciency
in AxNNs. Approximate neurons can be designed using a wide range of approximate
computing techniques. In this work, as shown in Figure 4.7, we explore two techniques to approximate resilient neurons. First, we utilize precision scaling, a popular
technique in which the precisions (bit-widths) of the input operands and the neuron
weights are modulated based on their degree of resilience. In addition, we also explore
the use of piecewise-linear approximations of the activation function. These approximations may lead to improved eﬃciency on various hardware platforms. However,
the proposed qcNPE architecture, described in Section 4.4, is speciﬁcally designed to
translate the reduced precision requirements of the approximate neurons into energy
improvements.
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Fig. 4.7.: Techniques used to approximate neurons

Incremental retrain of AxNN
Although approximations are themselves introduced in a quality-aware manner,
we show how to further minimize their impact by leveraging the training process. As
discussed in Section 4.2, the training process modulates the parameters associated
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with each neuron such that the global error is minimized. In fully-accurate NNs,
the output error originates from untrained or partially trained network parameters.
However, in the case of AxNNs, we intentionally supplement this error with a secondary source, viz. approximate neurons. Since training by nature has the ability
to minimize errors at neuron outputs, we assert that errors introduced by approximations can also potentially beneﬁt from it. Leveraging this insight, we propose to
retrain the AxNN parameters with approximations in-place. The retraining process,
as shown in Figure 4.8, suitably adjusts the AxNN parameters, thereby alleviating
the impact of approximation-induced errors. Since retraining improves the output
quality of the AxNN, it enables new opportunities to perform additional approximations. This synergy between approximation and training can be captured in an
iterative approximate-and-retrain loop, as described in the next sub-section.
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Fig. 4.8.: Incremental retrain of AxNN

Retraining the AxNN after approximations increases the overall runtime of the
training process. However, we note that the retraining is incremental i.e., it is carried
out for very few iterations (2 iterations in our experiments). Typically, the training
process in NNs takes several tens to hundreds of iterations and therefore the increase
in run-time complexity due to retraining is small. Also, in typical use cases of NN
applications, the training process is performed once or very infrequently. On the other
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hand, the testing or evaluation phase, in which the actual classiﬁcation is performed
using the NN, extends for much longer periods of time. Since AxNNs yield signiﬁcant
energy beneﬁts in the more critical evaluation phase, a small increase in the cost of
training is a favorable trade-oﬀ. The impact of retraining on the overall energy and
quality of AxNNs for diﬀerent applications is discussed in Section 4.6.4.

4.3.2

AxNN Design Methodology

Algorithm 5 describes the pseudocode of the systematic methodology that we propose to automatically construct AxNNs. The inputs are a pre-trained neural network
(N N ), its corresponding training dataset (T rData) and a quality constraint (Q) that
dictates the degradation in quality tolerable in the approximate implementation. The
quality speciﬁcations are application-speciﬁc and are typically used during the process
of constructing and training the NN itself. The algorithm iteratively builds the AxNN
by successively approximating the NN in each iteration (lines 3-15), while ensuring
that the quality bounds are satisﬁed.
The following steps are performed in each iteration of Algorithm 5. First, an estimate of energy consumed by each layer of the NN (Layer.EList ) is computed (line 5).
For this purpose, we employ a high-level energy model of the quality-conﬁgurable neuromorphic processing engine discussed in Section 4.4. However, other energy models
based on the complexity of neurons and the density of interconnections can also be
utilized. We thus identify the most energy-intensive layer (LayerEmax ) in the network
(line 6) and target its constituent neurons for approximations. Next, the resilience of
each neuron in LayerEmax is characterized by ﬁnding the average error at its output
over the entire training set using backpropagation (line 7). We then compute the
mean of these errors (Δmean ) and neurons whose error is below a threshold α ∗ Δmean
are deemed resilient. Each of the resilient neurons previously identiﬁed are approximated in steps by gradually reducing their precision of computations (lines 9-13).
The approximate neural network (AxN N ) is thus obtained. Next, the AxN N is in-
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Algorithm 5 AxNN: Design methodology
Input: Pre-trained neural network: N N ,
Training dataset: T rData, Quality constraint: Q
Output: Approximate neural network: AxN N
1:

Begin

2:

Initialize: AxN Ntemp = N N

3:

while QAxN N > Q do

4:

AxN N = AxN Ntemp

5:

Layer.EList ← Energy estimates of AxN N layers

6:

LayerEmax ← max (Layer.EList )

7:

LayerEmax .Δ = backpropagation (AxN N ,T rData)

8:

Δmean = mean (LayerEmax .Δ)

9:

for each N : Neuron ∈ LayerEmax do
if LayerEmax .Δ(N ) ¡ α ∗ Δmean then

10:

AxN Ntemp = Approximate N in AxN N

11:

end if

12:
13:

end for

14:

AxN Ntemp = train (AxN Ntemp , T rData, K epochs)

15:

end while

16:

return AxN N

17:

End
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crementally retrained for a small number of iterations (K epochs) to further improve
its quality (line 14). After retraining, if the AxN N meets the speciﬁed quality constraint, then lines 4-14 are repeated and the network is further approximated. If not,
the last valid AxN N is produced as the output.
The above design methodology can be utilized to construct energy-eﬃcient approximate versions of any neural network, subject to the desired quality requirements.
Furthermore, any approximation technique may be used, although approximations
that result in better energy vs. quality tradeoﬀs are clearly desirable.

4.4

Quality Conﬁgurable Neuromorphic Processing Engine
In this section, we describe the proposed quality conﬁgurable Neuromorphic Pro-

cessing Engine (qcNPE) that provides a hardware platform to execute AxNNs. The
qcNPE is a many-core architecture that exploits the ﬁne-grained data parallelism
and data re-use patterns of NNs. A key feature of qcNPE is that it contains specialized processing elements whose accuracies (and energy) are dynamically conﬁgurable
and hence can be used to eﬃciently execute neurons with various degrees of approximation.
Figure 4.9 shows the block diagram of qcNPE. It contains 2 types of processing elements: (i) a 2D array of neural compute units (NCUs), and (ii) a 1D array
of activation function units (AFUs). The NCUs contain a 2-level datapath with an
accumulator register and compute the weighted sum of a stream of inputs over multiple cycles. The NCUs are connected to their nearest neighbors in the 2D array and
receive inputs from the left and top NCUs, which are then propagated to their right
and bottom neighbors in the next cycle. The NCUs along the top and left borders of
the 2D array receive inputs from two 1D arrays of First-In-First-Out (FIFO) memory
elements placed along the borders. Functionally, the NCUs are designed to perform
the weighted sum operation associated with each neuron. For this purpose, the inputs are streamed in along the rows and weights along the columns and operated
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upon within each NCU. Note that the inputs and weights are re-used by all NCUs
in a given row and column respectively, which is a typical data ﬂow pattern in NNs,
wherein the inputs fan-out to several neurons and the weights are shared amongst
neurons/across inputs.

 









 



























































  

Fig. 4.9.: Block diagram of qcNPE

In order to facilitate execution with diﬀerent accuracies, the NCUs are designed
with a precision control register, which is initialized at the beginning of the 2D array
operation. This is used to modulate the precision of the NCU inputs before they are
operated within the NCU. Scaling the precision of input operands naturally results
in power savings due to the reduction in switching activity in the NCU. In qcNPE,
this is further enhanced by clock gating the LSB bit slices of the NCU accumulator
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register. In our implementation, the area and power overheads to enable quality
conﬁgurability amounted to less than 5% of the overall NCU.
The activation function units (AFUs), located on the right border of the 2D array,
are designed to perform the non-linear operation on the weighted sum computed in
the NCUs. As shown in Figure 4.9, this is carried out in a cyclical fashion, wherein
the weighted sums from the NCUs in each row are streamed out and the outputs of
the AFUs are stored back to the respective elements.
In summary, the qcNPE architecture provides an energy-eﬃcient hardware platform to execute AxNNs of any given topology, interconnectivity pattern and degrees
of approximation in their neurons.

4.5

Experimental Methodology
This section describes the experimental methodology and the benchmarks used

in our evaluation of AxNNs. The qcNPE was implemented at the Register-Transfer
Level (RTL) in Verilog HDL and mapped to the IBM 45nm technology using Synopsys Design Compiler. Synopsys Power Compiler was used to estimate the energy
consumption of the implementation. The key micro-architectural parameters and
implementation metrics are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1.: qcNPE parameters and metrics

Neural networks used in 6 popular classiﬁcation and recognition applications,
listed in Table 4.2, were used as benchmarks in our experiments. The number of
layers, neurons and connections in the networks are also provided in Table 4.2. The
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benchmarks were ported manually to qcNPE and the baseline was well optimized
for energy. We utilized classiﬁcation accuracy, i.e., the fraction of instances correctly
classiﬁed as the measure of quality for all the benchmarks.
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Table 4.2.: NN benchmarks used to evaluate AxNN

4.6

Results
In this section, we present the results of experiments that demonstrate the energy

eﬃciency oﬀered by AxNNs.

4.6.1

Energy beneﬁts of AxNN

Figure 4.10 shows the energy improvement obtained using AxNNs for various
output quality (classiﬁcation accuracy) constraints. The energy of each AxNN is
normalized to a fully-accurate qcNPE implementation in which none of the neurons
are approximated. Note that this is already a highly optimized baseline since the
qcNPE architecture is highly customized to the characteristics of NNs. Across all
benchmarks, AxNN consistently provides signiﬁcant energy beneﬁts between 1.14X1.92X for virtually no loss (¡ 0.5%) in application output quality. When the quality
constraints are relaxed to ¡ 2.5% and ¡ 7.5%, the beneﬁts increase to 1.35X-1.95X and
1.41X-2.3X, respectively. On an average, AxNN achieves 1.43X, 1.58X and 1.75X
improvement in application energy for the diﬀerent quality constraints.
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Fig. 4.10.: Improvement in energy using AxNN

4.6.2

Uniform approximation: Comparison

We now illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed resilience characterization
methodology for NNs, by comparing it with a naı̈ve approach wherein all the neurons
in the NN are approximated uniformly. Figure 4.11 shows the energy vs. accuracy
trade-oﬀ curves thus obtained for 3 diﬀerent applications. We observe in all three
cases that the energy improvement obtained using AxNNs is substantially better at
all quality levels, compared to uniform approximation. Thus, it is critical to identify neurons that are amenable to approximations and directly applying approximate
computing techniques without the proposed resilience characterization step would
lead to limited beneﬁts.
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Fig. 4.11.: Quality vs. energy trade-oﬀs with uniform and AxNN approximations
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4.6.3

Resilience Characterization: Insights

We present insights into the process of identifying resilient neurons in NNs and
illustrate them using the digit recognition application (MNIST) [39] as an example.
The NN takes a pixel map of a handwritten digit as its input and classiﬁes it amongst
digits 0,1 . . . 9. The network contains 6 layers and progressively extracts feature maps
from the input image in the ﬁrst four layers and combines them in layers 5 and 6 to
infer the class of the input. Each pixel in each feature map of each layer corresponds
to the output of a neuron.
Figure 4.12 shows the average errors (obtained using backpropagation) at the
outputs of all neurons in four selected layers of the digit recognition network. The
neurons are color-coded (blue to red) based on the magnitude of their errors and are
located on the feature maps corresponding to the pixel they generate. We observe
that the resilience of the neurons varies widely (6 orders of magnitude) across all
layers and to a substantial extent (4 orders of magnitude) within a given layer. We
also ﬁnd that the fraction of neurons that are resilient decreases sharply as we move
closer to the NN outputs. This is attributed to the fact that neurons in the initial
layers typically process features local to a certain region of the image, while neurons
in the ﬁnal layers infer global features from the previously extracted local features.
Since errors in global inferences are less tolerable, the neurons in the ﬁnal layers are
correspondingly more sensitive. Further, errors in neurons closer to the inputs have
a greater chance of being compensated or ﬁltered-out as they propagate through the
NN.
We also observe a signiﬁcant correlation between the resilience of neurons and the
region of the image on which they operate. For example, in layer 1 of Figure 4.12,
neurons that process the center of the input image, where information is typically
concentrated, are less resilient. The neurons become progressively more resilient when
proceeding towards the borders of the image. Thus, the resilience characterization
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Fig. 4.12.: Neuron average error maps in MNIST [39]

methodology utilized in AxNNs captures the physical intuitions behind the resilience
of neurons in NNs.

4.6.4

Impact of Retraining

To understand the beneﬁts of incrementally retraining the network with the approximations in place, Figure 4.13 plots the normalized energy-quality trade-oﬀ obtained with and without the retraining step in the AxNN methodology for four applications. We observe in all four cases that AxNN with retraining provides a superior
trade-oﬀ, i.e., lower energy for a given target quality. This is because, retraining
recovers a good amount of quality lost due to approximations, thereby allowing additional approximations for the same quality.
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Fig. 4.13.: Impact of retraining on energy and quality

Across all our benchmarks, retraining the AxNN increased the run time of the
training process on an average by 21.5%. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, we believe
that this moderate increase in the training time is quite insigniﬁcant relative to the
energy beneﬁts provided during the energy-critical testing phase of the application.

4.6.5

AxNNs on Commodity Platforms

In the previous subsections, the neurons were approximated by scaling the precision of their input operands and the energy beneﬁts were evaluated using the proposed
qcNPE architecture. We now evaluate the beneﬁts of AxNNs on commodity platforms by designing approximate software implementations of NNs. Towards this end,
we replace the activation functions of selected neurons in the network, identiﬁed by
the AxNN methodology, with an approximate but signiﬁcantly faster piecewise linear
function. The original and approximate implementations were executed on a server
with an Intel Xeon processor at 2.7 GHz and 132 GB memory. We note that the
software baseline implementation was aggressively optimized for performance.
Figure 4.14 shows the normalized runtime and quality of the software AxNN
implementations, with varying fraction of neurons approximated, for three applications. The graphs reveal that, as the fraction of neurons approximated by the
AxNN methodology increases, the runtime decreases proportionally. However, the
corresponding decrease in the application output quality is disproportionately small
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due to the careful selection of neurons and re-training. On an average, the runtime
speedup is 1.35X with < 0.5% loss in the output quality. These results underscore
the generality of the AxNN methodology with respect to both the approximate computing technique employed to create approximate neurons, as well as the hardware
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Fig. 4.14.: AxNN runtime on commodity platform

4.7

Summary
Neuromorphic systems are growing increasingly prevalent and are popularly em-

ployed in a wide variety of classiﬁcation, recognition, search and computer vision
applications. In this thesis, we utilize approximate computing, an emerging design
paradigm, to design energy-eﬃcient neuromorphic systems. We propose the concept
of Approximate Neural Networks (AxNNs), in which neurons that impact output
quality the least are systematically identiﬁed and approximated. The AxNN is then
retrained with the approximations in place, leading to additional opportunities to further approximate the network. Also, we design a quality conﬁgurable neuromorphic
processing engine that can be utilized to eﬃciently execute AxNNs. Our experiments
on six NN applications demonstrated signiﬁcant improvements in energy for negligible
loss in the output quality.
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5. SCALABLE EFFORT CLASSIFIERS
5.1

Introduction

For many computational systems, all inputs are not created equal. Consider the
simple example of 8-bit multiplication; intuitively, computing the product of 02h
and 01h should be easier than multiplying 19h and 72h. Similarly, compressing a
picture that contains just the blue sky should take less eﬀort than one that contains
a busy street. Ideally, to improve both speed and energy eﬃciency, algorithms should
expend eﬀort (computational time and energy) that is commensurate to the diﬃculty
of the inputs. Unfortunately, for most applications, discriminating easy inputs from
hard ones at runtime is challenging. Thus, hardware or software implementations
tend to expend constant computational eﬀort as determined by worst-case inputs or
a representative set of inputs. In this chapter, we focus on an important class of
algorithms - machine learning classiﬁers - and show how they can be constructed to
scale their computational eﬀort depending on the diﬃculty of the input data, leading
to faster and more energy-eﬃcient implementations.
Machine-learning algorithms are used to solve an ever-increasing range of classiﬁcation problems in recognition, vision, search, analytics and inference across the
entire spectrum of computing platforms [66]. Machine learning algorithms operate in
two phases: training and testing. In training, decision models are constructed based
on a labeled training data set. In testing, the learnt model is applied to classify new
input instances. The intuition behind our approach is as follows. During the training
phase, instead of building one complex decision model, we construct a cascade or
series of models with progressively increasing complexity. During testing, depending
on the diﬃculty of an input instance, the number of decision models applied to it is
varied, thereby achieving scalability in time and energy.
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Fig. 5.1.: Scalable eﬀort classiﬁers: Approach

Figure 5.1 illustrates our methodology through a speciﬁc machine learning algorithm namely a binary support-vector machine (SVM) classiﬁer. In the traditional
approach shown in Figure 5.1(a), input training examples are used to build a decision
boundary (denoted as model X) that separates data into two categories or classes.
At test time, data instances are assigned to one class or the other depending on their
location relative to the decision boundary. The computational eﬀort (in terms of
energy and time) to process every test instance depends on the complexity of the decision boundary, e.g., non-linear boundaries typically require large number of support
vectors, and hence cost more than linear ones. In the example of Figure 5.1(a), a
single model (X) clearly needs to use a non-linear boundary in order to separate the
classes with high accuracy. However, this leads to high computational eﬀort for not
only the hard test data instances (points close to the decision boundary) but also the
easy test data instances (points far away from the decision boundary). In contrast,
Figure 5.1(b) shows our approach, where we create multiple decision models (Y and
Z) with varying levels of complexity. In the simpler model (Y), two diﬀerent linear
decision boundaries (dashed lines) are used to deﬁne a region around the original
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Fig. 5.2.: Distribution of class probabilities for MNIST dataset

non-linear boundary, and selectively classify the easier training instances that lie beyond this region. The complex model (Z) is employed only for instances that cannot
be classiﬁed by the simpler model. This approach can save time and energy, since all
data instances need not be processed by the more complex non-linear decision model.
The amount of computational time and energy saved depends on the distribution
of input data. Fortunately, in many useful applications, lots of test data is easy.
For instance, while detecting movement using a security camera, most video frames
contain only static objects. We quantify this intuition for the popular MNIST handwriting recognition dataset [67]. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the probability
with which the classiﬁer predicted the test instances to a particular class in the dataset
(inset images show some representative hard and easy instances). Observe that over
70% of the inputs were predicted with > 0.95 certainty. The fraction increases up to
95% at a probability > 0.8. Therefore, a signiﬁcant majority of inputs lie far away
from the decision boundary, and a low complexity classiﬁer can be employed in their
context.
We generalize the approach described above for any machine learning classiﬁer
by constructing a cascaded series of classiﬁcation stages with progressively increasing
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complexity and accuracy. We also show how to construct simpler models for each
stage by using an ensemble of biased classiﬁers.
How do we determine the diﬃculty of an instance at runtime? Besides
model partitioning, this is another challenge that we address in the chapter. We
determine the hardness of each test data instance implicitly. The top portion of
Figure 5.1(b) illustrates our approach. We process test instances through the decision
models in a sequence starting from the simplest model. After the application of
every model, we estimate the conﬁdence level of the produced output (i.e., the class
probability or classiﬁcation margin). Constructing each model as an ensemble of
biased classiﬁers further facilitates this, since their consensus may be used to indicate
the conﬁdence of classiﬁcation. If the conﬁdence is above a threshold, we accept
the output class label produced by the current model and terminate the classiﬁcation
process. Simpler data instances get processed by only the initial few (simpler) models,
while harder instances need to go through more models. Thus, our approach provides
an inbuilt method to scale computational eﬀort dynamically.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• Given any machine learning classiﬁer, we propose a systematic approach to
construct a scalable eﬀort version thereof by cascading classiﬁcation stages of
growing accuracy and complexity. The scalable eﬀort classiﬁer has accuracy
comparable to the original one, while being faster and more energy eﬃcient.
• To construct the stages of the scalable eﬀort classiﬁer, we propose ensembles
of biased classiﬁers and a consensus operation that determines the conﬁdence
level in the class labels produced by the classiﬁcation stage.
• We present an algorithm to train a scalable eﬀort classiﬁer that trades oﬀ the
number of stages, complexity of each stage, and fraction of inputs classiﬁed by
each stage, to optimize the overall computational eﬀort spent in classiﬁcation.
• Across a benchmark suite of eight applications that utilize 3 classiﬁcation algorithms, we show that scalable eﬀort classiﬁers provide 1.5× average reduction
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in energy. Through hardware implementations in a 45nm SOI process, we also
demonstrate an average of 2.3× reduction in energy.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe our
approach to the construction of scalable eﬀort classiﬁers. In Section 5.3, we describe
a methodology to construct such classiﬁers. In Section 5.4, we describe our evaluation
methodology and benchmarks. We present experimental results in Section 5.5 and
conclude in Section 5.6.

5.2
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Fig. 5.3.: A scalable eﬀort classiﬁer consists of a sequence of decision models, which
grow progressively more complex

In this section, we present our structured approach to design scalable eﬀort classiﬁers.
Figure 5.3 shows the conceptual view of a scalable eﬀort classiﬁer. Given any classiﬁcation algorithm, diﬀerent models are learnt using the same algorithm and training
data. These models are then connected in a sequence such that the initial stages are
computationally eﬃcient but have lower classiﬁcation accuracies, while the later ones
have both higher complexities and accuracies. Further, each stage in the cascade is
also designed to implicitly assess the hardness of the input. During test time, data
is processed through each stage, starting from the simplest model, to produce a class
label. The stage also produces a conﬁdence value associated with the class label. This
value determines whether the input is passed on to the next stage or not. Thus, class
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labels are produced earlier in the chain for easy input instances and later for the hard
ones. If an instance reaches the ﬁnal stage, the output label is used irrespective of
the conﬁdence value. Next, we present more details on how each stage of Figure 5.3
is designed.

Design of Scalable eﬀort Classiﬁer Stage
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Fig. 5.4.: Design of scalable eﬀort classiﬁer stage

First, we consider the case of a binary classiﬁer with two possible class outcomes +
and -. Figure 5.4a shows the block diagram of a classiﬁer stage. In such a scenario,
each stage is composed of two biased classiﬁers, which are trained to detect one
particular class with high accuracy. For instance, if a classiﬁer is biased towards class
+ (denoted by C+ ), it frequently mispredicts inputs from class - but seldom from class
+. Besides the biased classiﬁers, the stage also contains a consensus module, whose
functionality is shown in Figure 5.4a. The consensus module utilizes the output of the
biased classiﬁers to determine if the input should get classiﬁed in the current stage
or passed on to the next stage. This decision is based on the following two criteria:
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1. If the biased classiﬁers predict the same class i.e., ++ or - -, then the corresponding label i.e., + or - is produced as output.
2. If the biased classiﬁers produce no consensus (NC) i.e., +- or -+, the input is
deemed to be diﬃcult to classify by the stage and is passed along to the next
stage.
To better understand how each stage functions, consider the example shown for a
binary SVM in Figure 5.4b. The two biased classiﬁers used (i.e., C+ and C− ) are linear
SVMs, which are computationally eﬃcient. Observe how the decision boundaries for
the two classiﬁers are located such that they do not misclassify instances from the
class towards which they are biased. For all input test instances that lie in the hatched
region, both biased classiﬁers provide identical class labels (i.e., consensus). However,
there is no consensus on input instances that lie in the grayed-out region. Test
instances in this latter region are thus passed on to the next stage. In summary, the
biased classiﬁers deﬁne a region around the original decision boundary that separates
the easy vs. hard inputs. The consensus operation determines which region an input
lies in, and selectively classiﬁes the input or passes it to the next stage.

5.2.2

Eﬃciency and Accuracy Optimization

As scalable eﬀort classiﬁers are composed of many individual stages in a sequence,
the following two factors determine their overall eﬃciency and accuracy: (1) the
number of connected stages and (2) the fraction of inputs that is processed by each
stage. These factors present a fundamental tradeoﬀ in the design of scalable eﬀort
classiﬁers, which is discussed in this subsection.

Adding Stages to a Scalable eﬀort Classiﬁer
First, we analyze when it is desirable to add a new stage to the scalable eﬀort cascade. Consider a classiﬁer stage i, with computational cost γi per instance. Let Ii be
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the fraction of inputs that reach stage i. The stage classiﬁes a subset of these inputs,
while passing a smaller fraction (Ii+1 ) to the next stage. The condition described in
Equation 5.1 should be satisﬁed for stage i to improve the overall eﬃciency of the
scalable eﬀort cascade.
(γi+1 − γi ) · (Ii − Ii+1 ) > γi · Ii+1

(5.1)

The left-hand side of Equation 5.1 represents the improvement in eﬃciency due to
the stage, which is the product of the fraction of inputs it classiﬁes (Ii -Ii+1 ) and the
reduction in complexity compared to the next stage. This should be greater than
the right-hand side of Equation 5.1, which quantiﬁes the penalty the stage imposes
on inputs that it fails to classify i.e. if the stage were not present then those inputs
(Ii+1 ) could be directly classiﬁed by stage i + 1.

Consensus Threshold
The consensus operation described in Section 5.2.1 also inﬂuences the eﬃciency and
accuracy of the scalable eﬀort classiﬁer. Most classiﬁcation algorithms, in addition
to the class output, provide a measure of conﬁdence (e.g. class probabilities, distance
from decision boundary etc.) in the prediction. We combine the class outputs of
the biased classiﬁers along with their conﬁdence measures to deﬁne a new consensus
operation (Equation 5.2) that allows us to more directly control the eﬃciency and
accuracy of the cascade.
⎧
⎪
⎪
C+ if C+ == C− ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
C
if C+ == C− ,
⎪
⎨ +
ConsOut =
C+ if C+ = C− , δ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
C− if C+ = C− , δ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ N C otherwise

δ ≥ 0, |C+ | and |C− — > δ
δ<0
< 0, |C+ | and |C− | > δ, |C+ | ≥ |C− |

(5.2)

< 0, |C+ | and |C− | > δ, |C− | > |C+ |

As shown in Equation 5.2, the consensus operation contains a parameter called the
consensus threshold (denoted by δ) that the deﬁnes the degree to which the biased
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δ>0

Fig. 5.5.: δ controls the fraction of inputs classiﬁed by a stage.

classiﬁers should agree (or contradict) for the input to be classiﬁed (or passed on) by
the stage. A positive δ makes the consensus operation more stringent, i.e., an input
is classiﬁed by the stage only if the biased classiﬁers agree on their decisions and
their respective conﬁdence measures are greater than δ. For a positive δ, fewer inputs
will be classiﬁed by the stage, but the accuracy of its classiﬁcations is improved. On
the other hand, a negative δ relaxes the consensus threshold, as an input is classiﬁed
by the stage even if the biased classiﬁers disagree, provided their conﬁdence in the
contradictory predictions is lower than δ. Figure 5.5 illustrates the impact of diﬀerent
choices of δ for the binary SVM classiﬁer considered in Section 5.2.1. In this case, we
observe that modulating δ grows or shrinks the region separating the easy vs. hard
inputs, resulting in the stage classifying a correspondingly smaller or larger fraction
of inputs. For computational eﬃciency, we choose the smallest value of δ at training
time that yields no misclassiﬁcations.
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Building the Component Classiﬁers
The ﬁnal factor that determines the eﬃciency and accuracy of the scalable eﬀort
cascade is how the biased classiﬁers in each stage are built. We employ the following
methods to build the component classiﬁers.
Modulating complexity through algorithmic knobs: Many classiﬁcation algorithms inherently contain parameters that modulate their complexity and accuracy.
Some examples include changing the kernel function of SVM, and the number of neurons and layers in a neural-network. We modulate these parameters to progressively
increase complexity as new stages are added.
Biasing classiﬁers by asymmetric weighting, resampling and sub-sampling:
To bias classiﬁers, we assign larger misclassiﬁcation penalties to training instances of a
given class. Alternatively, biasing can be implicitly achieved by generating additional
instances for a class by adding some noise to the existing instances, or by sub-sampling
instances from the opposite class. Note that biasing also inﬂuences the complexity of
the classiﬁer.

5.2.3

Multi-way Scalable eﬀort Classiﬁers

We extend our approach to multi-class problems by employing a well-known strategy
called one vs. rest classiﬁcation, which reduces the computation to multiple binary
classiﬁcations. The strategy involves training one classiﬁer per class, with samples
from that class regarded as positive (i.e., +) while the rest are negative (i.e., -). At
test time, the highest conﬁdence value across multiple such one vs. rest classiﬁers
determines the ﬁnal class assignment.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the design of a stage of a scalable eﬀort multi-way classiﬁer. It
comprises several binary classiﬁcation units, each containing a pair of biased classiﬁers
and a local consensus (LC) module similar to the one shown in Figure 5.4a. It also
contains a global consensus (GC) module, which aggregates outputs from all LC
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Fig. 5.6.: One vs. rest approach is used for multi-way classiﬁcation. GC can prune
some classes in the next stage.

modules in the stage. The functionality of GC is illustrated in Figure 5.6(b). If there
is positive consensus (i.e., ++) in exactly one LC module, then the GC outputs a
class label corresponding to the consenting binary-classiﬁcation unit. If more than
one LC module provides consensus, then the next stage is invoked.
Another feature of multi-way scalable eﬀort classiﬁers is class pruning, i.e., even
if a stage does not classify a given input, it can eliminate some of the classes from
consideration in the next stage. Speciﬁcally, if there is no consensus in the GC module
and if the LC output shows negative consensus (i.e., - -) then binary classiﬁcation
units corresponding to that particular class need to be evaluated in subsequent stages.
Thus, only classes that produce positive consensus or NC are retained down the chain.
This early class pruning leads to increased computational eﬃciency.
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5.3

Design Methodology

In this section, we describe the procedure for training and testing scalable eﬀort
classiﬁers.

5.3.1

Training Scalable eﬀort Classiﬁers

Algorithm 6 shows the pseudocode for training. The process takes the original classiﬁcation algorithm Corig , training data Dtr , and number of classes M as input. It
produces a scalable eﬀort version of the classiﬁer Cse as output, which includes the
biased classiﬁers C+/− and consensus thresholds δ for each stage.
First, we train Corig on Dtr and obtain its cost γorig (line 1). Then, we iteratively
train each stage of the scalable eﬀort classiﬁer Cstg (lines 2-22). The algorithm terminates if a stage does not improve the overall gain Gstg beyond a certain threshold
 (line 3). Next, we describe the steps involved in designing each stage of Cse .
To compute Cstg , we initialize Gstg to +∞, and a classiﬁer complexity parameter
λstg to its minimum value (line 2). Then, we obtain C+/− (line 5). We follow-up by
assigning the smallest value of δ that yields no misclassiﬁcations on Dtr to be the
consensus threshold for the stage δstg (line 6). Once we determine C+/− and δstg for
all classes, we proceed to estimate the number of inputs classiﬁed by the stage ΔIstg
by iterating over Dtr (line 9-17). During this time, we compute LC and GC values for
each instance in Dtr (lines 10-11). For any instance, if global consensus is achieved
(line 12), we remove it from Dtr for subsequent stages and increment ΔIstg by one (line
13). If not, we add a fractional value to ΔIstg , which is proportional to the number
of classes eliminated from consideration by the stage (line 15). After all instances
in Dtr are exhausted, we compute Gstg as the diﬀerence between the improvement in
eﬃciency for the inputs it classiﬁes and the penalty it imposes on inputs that it passes
on to the next stage (line 18). We admit the stage Cstg to the scalable eﬀort classiﬁer
chain Cse only if Gstg exceeds  (line 19). Since instances that are classiﬁed by the
stage are removed from Dtr used for subsequent stages, one or more classes may be
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Algorithm 6 Methodology to train scalable eﬀort classiﬁers
Input: Original classiﬁer Corig , training dataset Dtr , # classes M
Output: Scalable eﬀort classiﬁer Cse (incl. δ and C+/− ∀ stages)
1:

Train Corig using Dtr and obtain classiﬁer cost γorig

2:

initialize stage gain Gstg = +∞, complexity param. λstg = λmin , and allClassesPresent = true

3:
4:

while (Gstg >  and allClassesPresent) do
// evaluate stage Cstg

for currentClass :=1 to M do

5:

Train C+/− biased towards currentClass using Dtr and λstg

6:

δstg ← minimum δ s.t. no misclassiﬁcations in Dtr

7:

end for

8:

initialize # input instances to stage Istg = # instances in Dtr and # instances
classiﬁed by stage ΔIstg = 0

9:

for each trainInstance ∈ Dtr do

10:

Compute local consensus LC ∀ M classes

11:

Compute global consensus GC

12:

if GC ← true then

13:
14:
15:
16:

// compute ΔIstg for Cstg

remove trainInstance from ∈ Dtr and ΔIstg ← ΔIstg + 1
else
ΔIstg ← ΔIstg + # negative LCs / M
end if

17:

end for

18:

Gstg = (γorig − γstg ) · ΔIstg − γstg · (Istg − ΔIstg )

19:

if Gstg >  then admit stage Cstg into Cse

20:

if any class is absent in Dtr then allClassesPresent ← false

21:

λstg + +

22:

end while

23:

append Corig as the ﬁnal stage of Cse

// increase classiﬁer complexity for next stage
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exhausted. In this case, we terminate the construction of additional stages (line 20)
and proceed to append the ﬁnal stage (line 23). The complexity of the classiﬁer is
increased for subsequent stages (line 21).

5.3.2

Testing Scalable eﬀort Classiﬁers

Algorithm 7 shows the pseudocode for testing. Given a test instance itest , the process
obtains the class label Ltest for it using Cse . First, the list of possible outcomes is
initialized to the set of all class labels (line 1). Each stage Cstg is invoked iteratively
(lines 2-15) until the instance is classiﬁed (lines 2). In the worst case, Corig is employed
in the ﬁnal stage to produce a class label (lines 3-4). In all other cases, the following
steps are carried out. At each active stage, C+/− are invoked to obtain an estimate
of LC (line 6) and GC (line 7). If global consensus is achieved, i.e., one LC output is
positive and the rest are negative (lines 8-10), then the instance is predicted to belong
to the class with the positive LC value (line 9). If not, the list of active classes is
pruned by removing the classes for which LC is negative (line 11). Subsequent stages
are then invoked with the reduced set of possible outcomes (line 14).
In summary, Cse implicitly distinguishes between inputs that are easy and hard to
classify. Thus, it improves the overall eﬃciency of any given data-driven classiﬁcation
algorithm.

5.4

Experimental Methodology

In this section, we describe our experimental setup used to evaluate the performance
of scalable-eﬀort classiﬁers.

5.4.1

Application Benchmarks

Table 5.1 shows the benchmarks and datasets that we use in our experiments. We
evaluated 8 applications with up to over 9000 features and up to 10 classes. Between
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Algorithm 7 Methodology to test scalable eﬀort classiﬁers
Input: Test instance itest , scalable eﬀort classiﬁer Cse , # stages Nse in Cse , and #
possible classes M
Output: Class label Ltest
1:

initialize possibleClassesList = {1,2,. . .,M}, currentStage = 1, and instanceClassiﬁed = false

2:
3:
4:
5:

while instanceClassiﬁed = false do
// apply Cse to itest

if currentStage = Nse then
Ltest ← Cse [itest ]; instanceClassiﬁed ← true
else

6:

Compute local consensus LC ∀ possibleClassesList

7:

Compute global consensus GC

8:

if GC ← true then

9:
10:
11:
12:

Ltest ← label ∈ max (LC); instanceClassiﬁed ← true
else
∀ LC = -1, delete labels from possibleClassesList
end if

13:

end if

14:

currentStage ← currentStage + 1

15:

// global consensus achieved

end while
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them, they utilize three common supervised machine-learning algorithms, namely
SVM, neural networks, and decision trees (J48 algo. [81]).

Table 5.1.: Application benchmarks used to evaluate scalable eﬀort classiﬁers
Algorithm

Application

Dataset [82] Features / Classes

Handwriting reco.

MNIST [67]

784 / 10

Human activity reco.

Smartphones

561 / 6

Eye detection

YUV faces

512 / 2

Text classiﬁcation

Reuters

9947 / 2

Enzyme classiﬁcation

Protein

356 / 3

Census data analysis

Adult

114 / 2

Game prediction

Connect-4

42 / 3

Census data analysis

Adult

114 / 2

Support Vector machines

Neural networks

Decision trees-J48

5.4.2

Energy Evaluation

We implemented scalable-eﬀort versions of each of the applications in C#. We also
integrated WEKA, a machine-learning toolkit, as a backend to our software [83]. This
helped us rapidly train and evaluate diﬀerent classiﬁers. We measured runtime for
the applications using performance counters on a commodity Intel Core i5 notebook
with a 2.5 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM. For the hardware implementation, we
speciﬁed each classiﬁer as an accelerator at the register-transfer logic (RTL) level. We
used Synopsys design compiler to synthesize the integrated design to a 45 nm SOI
process from IBM. Finally, we used Synopsys Power Compiler to estimate energy
consumption of the synthesized netlists.
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5.5

Results

In this section, we present experimental results that demonstrate the beneﬁts of our
approach.

5.5.1

Energy Improvement

Figure 5.7 shows the normalized improvement in eﬃciency with scalable eﬀort classiﬁers designed to yield the same classiﬁcation accuracy as a single-stage classiﬁer
(which forms the baseline) for all applications. We quantify eﬃciency in terms of
three metrics: (i) average number of operations (or computations) per input (OPS),
(ii) energy of hardware implementation, and (iii) energy of software implementation.
We observe that scalable eﬀort classiﬁers provide between 1.2×-9.8× (geometric mean:
2.79×) improvement in average OPS/input compared to the baseline. Note that the
beneﬁts vary depending on the fraction of hard-to-classify inputs in the dataset and
the complexity of the classiﬁer stages. For instance, the CONNECT application, in
which we obtain the least improvement, ﬁlters only 25% of the inputs, while the complexity of the stages before the ﬁnal stage add up to 10% of the original classiﬁer.
On the other extreme, the EYES application classiﬁes 90% of the inputs at a cost
of 0.2% of the baseline. In the case of hardware and software implementations, the
reduction in OPS/input translates on an average to 2.3× and 1.5× improvement in
energy, respectively. While still substantial, due to the control and memory overheads involved, the beneﬁts in energy for some applications are lower than that in
OPS/input. In particular, the impact of implementation overheads is pronounced in
the case of applications with smaller feature sizes and datasets.

5.5.2

Impact of Hard Inputs on Eﬃciency

In this section, we examine the impact of hard-to-classify inputs on the overall efﬁciency of scalable-eﬀort classiﬁers. Towards this end, we identify inputs that are
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Fig. 5.7.: Improvement in average OPS/input and energy for diﬀerent applications.

closer to the decision boundary of the original classiﬁer and vary their proportion
in the test dataset. Figure 5.8(a) shows the normalized OPS required for diﬀerent
fractions of hard inputs for three applications. Naturally, as the fraction of hard
inputs increases, the beneﬁts of scalable-eﬀort execution are lowered. In fact, when
the fraction increases beyond a certain level, scalable-eﬀort classiﬁers become less eﬃcient than the single-stage baseline depending on the application and the complexity
of the additional classiﬁer stages. Figure 5.8(b) shows the normalized complexities
of the corresponding classiﬁer stages. In the case of EYES, where the complexity of
the added stages (all but the ﬁnal stage) is only 0.2% of the single-stage classiﬁer,
scalable-eﬀort design is desirable even when more than 99% of the inputs are hard
[dashed vertical line in Figure 5.8(a)]. As the complexity of the added stages increases
to 10% and 26%, as in the case of CONNECT and ADULT-NN, the break-even point
occurs earlier at 85% and 72% of hard inputs, respectively. The observed fraction of
hard inputs in these applications are also marked in Figure 5.8(a), which corresponds
to the beneﬁts reported in Sec. 5.5.1.
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Fig. 5.8.: (a) Normalized OPS consumed by the scalable-eﬀort classiﬁer with increasing fraction of hard inputs. (b) Total complexity of the added classiﬁer stages for
diﬀerent applications

5.5.3

Optimizing the Number of Classiﬁer Stages

Choosing the right number of stages is critical to the eﬃciency of scalable-eﬀort classiﬁers. We study the impact of this choice by varying the number of stages for the
ADULT-J48 application. The normalized OPS of the overall classiﬁer split amongst
each stage is shown in Figure 5.9(a). When the number of stages is increased to
2, we see a large drop in total OPS, as the ﬁrst stage adds only a small overhead,
while signiﬁcantly reducing the OPS contributed by the ﬁnal stage. When we add
a 3rd stage, we observe only a slight improvement. Although the stage decreases
the number of ﬁnal stage OPS, its added complexity nearly balances the reduction.
Adding a 4th stage is unfavorable as it increases the overall OPS. To gain additional
insight, consider the normalized stage complexity and the fraction of inputs classiﬁed
at each stage shown for the 4-stage classiﬁer in Figure 5.9(b). As expected, stage
1 is quite simple (5% complexity compared to single-stage classiﬁer) and classiﬁes
a disproportionately large number (53%) of inputs. Stage 2 is balanced, with 24%
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complexity and 29% classiﬁcation rate. The trade-oﬀ is reversed for the third stage,
whose complexity is 53%, but which classiﬁes only 18% of additional inputs. This behavior is also reﬂected in the gain of each stage quantiﬁed by our design methodology
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in Figure 5.9(b).

 


 

   





Fig. 5.9.: Normalized reduction in OPS with diﬀerent numbers of classiﬁer stages for
the ADULT-J48 application

Eﬃciency-Accuracy Tradeoﬀ using δ
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Fig. 5.10.: Energy vs. accuracy trade-oﬀ by modulating consensus threshold
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The consensus threshold δ provides a powerful knob to trade accuracy for eﬃciency.
Figure 5.10 shows the variation in the normalized energy and accuracy of the scalableeﬀort classiﬁer with diﬀerent values of δ for two applications. In the case of MNIST,
when δ = 0, the accuracy is ∼ 5% lower than the baseline, with over 10× improvement
in energy. To reach the same level of accuracy, δ should be increased, but this
comes at the cost of higher energy consumption since now more inputs will reach the
ﬁnal classiﬁer stage. Decreasing δ improves eﬃciency, but further degrades accuracy.
For the EYES application, we ﬁnd that even when δ = 0, the accuracy is on par
with the original classiﬁer and the energy is 3.5× lower. If we lower δ to −0.5,
the energy improvement increases to 9× with minimal loss in accuracy. Further
decreasing δ still leads to only a slight degradation in accuracy (3% lower accuracy
for 30× energy improvement for δ = −1). Thus, the eﬃciency and accuracy of
scalable-eﬀort classiﬁers is a strong function of δ, which can be easily adjusted at
runtime to an appropriate value.

5.6

Summary

Supervised machine learning algorithms play a central role in various important applications and place signiﬁcant demand on the computational capabilities of modern computing platforms. In this thesis, we identify a new opportunity to optimize
machine learning classiﬁers by exploiting the signiﬁcant variability in the inherent
classiﬁcation diﬃculty of inputs. Based on the above insight, we propose the concept
of scalable eﬀort classiﬁers, or classiﬁers that dynamically scale their eﬀort to match
the complexity of the input being classiﬁed. We develop a systematic methodology
to design scalable eﬀort versions for any given classiﬁer and training dataset. We
achieve this by cascading biased versions of the classiﬁer that progressively grow in
complexity and accuracy. The scalable eﬀort classiﬁer is equipped to implicitly modulate the number of stages used for classiﬁcation based on the input, thereby achieving
scalable eﬀort execution. To quantify the potential of scalable eﬀort classiﬁers, we
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build scalable eﬀort versions of 8 recognition and computer vision applications that
utilize 3 popular machine learning classiﬁers. Our experiments demonstrate 2.79×
reduction in average OPS per input, which translates to 2.3× and 1.5× improvement
in energy over hardware and software implementations of the applications.
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6. RELATED WORK
A large body of previous work shares the philosophy of exploiting the intrinsic resilience of applications to achieve improvements in energy or performance. A wealth
of approximate computing design techniques, spanning diﬀerent levels of design abstraction, have been proposed towards this objective. We provide an overview of such
eﬀorts and illustrate the key aspects unique to the thesis.

6.1

Approximate Computing in Software
At the software level, techniques have been proposed to reduce the run-time com-

plexity or parallel scalability of resilient applications. Towards this goal, techniques
such as loop perforation [15], selective computation skipping [5], replacing expensive
functions with cost eﬀective approximate versions [16, 18], and dependency relaxation [17] have been proposed. All these eﬀorts exploit error resilience through software techniques that are complementary to the techniques proposed in this thesis.
In addition, several software analysis and proﬁling frameworks such as [4, 41–43, 84]
to analyze the impact of approximations at the application-level and to verify if the
application level output quality is satisﬁed have been proposed.

6.2

Hardware Design for Approximate Computing
One of the earliest proposals to advocate error resilience as a means for energy

eﬃciency was ANT (Algorithmic noise tolerance) [9], which employed voltage overscaling along with algorithmic error control schemes for energy-eﬃcient DSP. Similar design approaches have been proposed for image, video and multimedia applications [85–94]. The concept of utilizing the inherent resilience of multi-media applica-
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tions to tolerate defects and improve fabrication yields was proposed in [6], and led to
new approaches to manufacturing test [95–105]. Another eﬀort, Signiﬁcance driven
computation (SDC) [12], proposed a design methodology in which computations are
selectively approximated based on their signiﬁcance in shaping the output quality. It
illustrates the importance of conﬁning errors to a subset of non-critical computations
through a voltage-scalable motion estimator. The concept of probabilistic CMOS [10],
wherein transistors and logic gates display a probabilistic rather than deterministic
behavior was proposed as an energy-eﬃcient alternative to always-correct models.
This has led to a signiﬁcant body of research on probabilistic and approximate computation [106–114]. More recently, scalable-eﬀort design was proposed [7, 8, 115, 116]
as a cross-layer approach to achieve improved energy beneﬁts through approximate
computing. Eﬀort knobs capable of modulating energy expended by hardware were
identiﬁed at design time, and co-optimized through a feedback control mechanism at
runtime. While signiﬁcant energy beneﬁts have been demonstrated using the above
design techniques, their applicability is restricted to design of application-speciﬁc
hardware.
In the realm of programmable processors, approximate computing techniques have
been investigated in [11,13,14,40]. Stochastic processors [11] and ERSA [40] consider
multi-core architectures, in which individual processor cores diﬀer in their reliability.
They partition computations across reliable and unreliable cores at the granularity of
tasks based on their criticality to output quality. On the other hand, [14] proposes to
distinguish critical and non-critical instructions statically during compile time using
programmer speciﬁed type annotations. Program instructions are then executed in an
accurate or approximate manner with appropriate micro-architectural support [13].
All the above techniques carry a binary notion of quality with no guarantees from
hardware on the error that it may incur during execution. As demonstrated in Figure 3.1, this signiﬁcantly limits the extent to which approximate computing can be
employed. Further, these techniques use lower voltage operation to realize approximations, which typically introduces errors of large magnitude since the most signiﬁcant
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bits (MSB) are timing critical and fail ﬁrst under timing violations caused by supply voltage reduction. To address this limitation, we propose the notion of quality
programmability in instructions in this research.

6.3

Approximate Circuits
Approximate circuits evaluate a given function with lower hardware complexity

subject to an imposed quality constraint. A number of previous works have focused
on manually approximating speciﬁc circuits like adders [19–21, 26, 117] and multipliers [23] by taking advantage of their structural properties and the diﬀerence in the
signiﬁcance of their output bits. However, all these design techniques are conﬁned to
the speciﬁc circuits that they target. Automation becomes necessary as circuits grow
functionally complex and the approximations that can be performed on them become
non-intuitive.
One class of automation techniques target synthesizing circuits that trade-oﬀ accuracy for power through voltage over-scaling. Traditional synthesis optimizations
result in circuits that contain a large number of near-critical paths and impede aggressive voltage scaling. To ensure a graceful degradation in the number of timing
violations under over-scaling, the path delay distribution of the circuit is reshaped by
increasing the slack of frequently exercised paths through cell sizing [118] or common
case promotion [119]. Techniques are proposed in [120, 121] to estimate and analyze
the errors caused due to such approximations.
Improvement in power and performance could be alternatively achieved by simplifying the logic functions to reduce their implementation complexity. The ﬁrst
automation eﬀort in this direction focused on two-level circuits, by complementing
the output for selected minterms to reduce the sum-of-products implementation [122].
For multi-level circuits, [123] proposes a scheme where a node in the circuit is assumed to have a stuck-at-fault and the circuit is simpliﬁed by propagating this redundancy. The resultant errors are then estimated using simulation and a modiﬁed
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automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) algorithm. This process is iterated until the pre-speciﬁed bounds are violated. A similar iterative approach is adopted
in [124], however, pruning is instead carried out on paths with lowest path activation
probabilities.
A common attribute of the above techniques is that they require design of a custom
tool to perform the required approximations. In both cases, the quality metric is, in
essence, hardwired into their synthesis procedures i.e., the synthesis tools need to
be substantially modiﬁed for using them with diﬀerent error metrics. Also, these
techniques do not perform any structural modiﬁcations to circuits but rather simplify
circuits only through redundancy propagation or by pruning gates exclusive to a path.
Lastly, these techniques mostly rely on simulations to testify if the approximate circuit
adheres to the quality bounds.
In contrast, the proposed methodologies take a systematic approach to approximate logic synthesis. The problem is reformulated using circuit transformations and
cast in such a manner that existing logic synthesis tools could be leveraged for approximate logic synthesis. This vastly enhances the extent of approximations applied,
since the full suite of techniques used in logic synthesis tools can be utilized. In addition to pruning/removing gates, the approaches provide the capability to transform
the functionality of circuit nodes. Also, they decouple the synthesis procedure from
the target error metric, which make the approaches more generic and easily adaptable.
Finally, they provide an inherent guarantee that the synthesized approximate circuit
adheres to the pre-speciﬁed quality bounds. We believe that the above distinguishing
traits make SALSA and SASIMI promising approaches to approximate and quality
conﬁgurable circuit synthesis.
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7. CONCLUSION
The eﬃciency gap created by diminishing beneﬁts from semiconductor technology
scaling on the one hand, and projected growth in computing and data demand on
the other, has created an urgent need to identify new sources of computing eﬃciency
across the computing stack. Fortunately, the workloads that drive the demand for
computing eﬃciency also present new opportunities. In data centers and the cloud,
the demand for computing is driven by the need to organize, search through, analyze,
and draw inferences from, exploding amounts of digital data. In mobile and embedded
devices, the need to more naturally and intelligently interact with the physical world,
and process richer media drive much of the computing demand. A common pattern
that emerges from both ends of the spectrum is that these applications are largely
not about calculating a precise numerical answer; instead, “correctness” is deﬁned
as producing results that are good enough, or of suﬃcient quality, to produce an
acceptable user experience. As a result, these workloads are endowed with a high
degree of intrinsic resilience to their underlying computations being executed in an
approximate or inexact manner.
Approximate computing broadly refers to exploiting the forgiving nature (or intrinsic resilience) of applications to design more eﬃcient (faster, lower power) computing platforms. While prior eﬀorts in approximate computing have established
its potential for signiﬁcant improvements, they have invariably been explored in an
application-speciﬁc context – the techniques are often ad hoc and applicable to speciﬁc
applications, or the end result is often application-speciﬁc custom hardware.
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7.1

Thesis Summary
To establish approximate computing in a broader context, the thesis develops

an holistic approach that includes automatic frameworks to synthesize approximate
circuit blocks, a model for programmable approximate processors that explicitly codiﬁes the notion of quality into the HW/SW interface, and ﬁnally software techniques
to systematically identify resilient computations within an application and to apply
approximate computing to achieve a favorable quality-eﬃciency tradeoﬀ. The key
contributions of the thesis are summarized below.
• The thesis proposed a rigorous circuit design framework for approximate computing. It developed two synthesis tools viz. SALSA and SASIMI, which given
an original circuit and quality constraint can automatically generate approximate and quality conﬁgurable versions of the circuit. The tools were tested
on a wide range of benchmarks to demonstrate their generality, scalability and
eﬃciency.
• The thesis addressed the important problem building programmable approximate computing platforms. It proposed the concept of quality programmable
processors, in which the notion of quality was codiﬁed as part of its HW/SW
interface. The ISA was enhanced to facilitate software dictate the quality requirement of instructions and hardware was designed to understand and translate the ﬂexibility into energy eﬃciency. These concepts were demonstrated for
a range of applications using a quality programmable 1D/2D vector processor,
Quora.
• Finally, in the context of machine/deep learning applications, the thesis proposed software framworks—AxNN and scalable eﬀort classiﬁers—to systematically identify which computations are resilient to approximations. These frameworks leverage domain speciﬁc insights to achieve a superior eﬃciency vs. quality tradeoﬀ. AxNN adapted backpropgation to charcterize criticality of neurons
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in DLNs, and incrementally retrained the network with the approximations in
place to partially heal their impact. On the other hand, scalable eﬀort classﬁers leveraged the inherent heterogentiy in the diﬀculty of inputs to machine
learning classiﬁers to improve their eﬃciency. They comprised of a chain of classiﬁers of growing complexity (and accuracy), and the number of stages used for
classiﬁcation was dynamically modulated based on input diﬃculty. Such frameworks are critical to systematically map applications to approximate computing
platforms.

7.2

Research Challenges
While many advances have been made in the area of approximate computing,

much remains to be explored and many challenges need to be addressed. Some of the
open research challenges in approximate computing are described below.
Quality speciﬁcation, translation and veriﬁcation. Since both intrinsic resilience and approximate computing arise from the notion of acceptable quality of
results, it is important to have a clear, measurable deﬁnition of what constitutes
acceptable quality. In addition, it is critical to develop methods to ensure that acceptable quality is maintained when approximate computing techniques are used.
Broadly speaking, quality speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation remains an open challenge.
It is important to note that quality metrics do vary across applications (recognition
or classiﬁcation accuracy, rele- vance of search results, visual quality of images or
video, etc.). However, the abstractions and methodology used to specify and validate
quality should still be general, and to the extent possible re-use tools and concepts
from functional veriﬁcation.
Identifying resilient computations. Given an abstraction to specify quality at
the application-level, the next challenge is to identify which computations within
the application can be subject to approximations and by how much. While the
thesis systematically addresses this problem in the context of machine/deep learning
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applications, a generic methodology applicable to any application remains an open
challenge. This can be achieved in several ways. Proﬁling tools and auto-tuning
frameworks with in-built approximation models can be developed. Another approach
is to design quality conﬁgurable versions of common programming templates and
libraries, which designers can directly utilize in their implementations.
Approximate general purpose scalar processors. The eﬃcacy of approximate
computing varies widely with the implementation context. For example, approximating algorithm-speciﬁc accelerators yield the most beneﬁt as they have the least
control overheads. This thesis proposed the notion of quality programmable processors and demonstrated it in the context of a vector processor. At the other end of the
spectrum, general purpose scalar processors are challenging to approximate as control front-ends, such as instruction fetch and decode, inherent to any programmable
processor, have to be performed in an accurate manner. In addition, the absolute
number of control operations are also larger in a general purpose implementations.
Therefore, approximate computing in their context should transcend beyond conventional numerical value-based approximations and explore how sequences of operations can be approximated together. ISA extensions to express such sequences need
to be developed. Also, the approximations should target real bottlenecks to performance/energy to yield disproportionate beneﬁts. This requires utilizing the dynamic
information available during program execution. Thus, general purpose processors
require a rethink of how approximate computing is realized and present interesting
research opportunities.
Approximate memory and I/O subsystems A large majority of research in
approximate computing has focussed on reducing the computation energy expended
in the processing cores. However, the memory and I/O subsystems also constitute a
signiﬁcant fraction of the overall system energy, and their proportion is expected to
grow at further scaled technologies. The principles of approximate computing can be
applied to beneﬁt energy in their context. Some preliminary research ideas in this
direction include:
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• Quality-encoded data transfer : There is a need to develop new re-conﬁgurable
bus coding schemes that can encode data with diﬀerent levels of information
loss (and commensurate data-transfer energy) depending on explicit quality
requirements. These quality constraints are derived based on the signiﬁcance
of the data in the context of the application and the operation that will be
subsequently performed on it.
• Quality-driven data sensing: In many emerging applications, not all data sensed
ends up being useful to the application. Techniques to sense and process data
approximately near the sensors to gauge its relevance and utilize it to drive the
quality of sensing are key to improve sensing eﬃciency. Such techniques will
have signiﬁcant impact in the context of distributed applications that continuously interact between multiple mobile/embedded end-points and the cloud.
• Quality-aware data organization and access: Most of the data created and stored
today are unstructured. New approaches to re-organize data in memory at
runtime based on the feedback about its signiﬁcance from the application can
render data querying and access more eﬃcient.
In addition to the above research challenges, the integration of various approximate computing techniques proposed at diﬀernt layers of the stack into a cohesive
framework and evaluation of the beneﬁts of approximate computing in real end systems are also critical to overcome designer mindset and the eventual adoption of
approximate computing.
In summary, the thesis proposed an intergrated cross-layer framework to systematically design applications using approximate computig. The contributions of the
thesis broaden the scope of approximate computing, thus promising a signiﬁcant leap
towards bringing approximate computing closer to the mainstream.
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